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Abstract

Dual supply voltage scaling (DSVS) for logic-level dynamicpower optimization has in-
creasingly attracted attention over the last few years. Thefirst major objective of this work
is to demonstrate that DSVS, in contrast to various supply and threshold voltage regulation
and multiple threshold voltage techniques, is well suited to the design of standard-cell-
based digital CMOS ASICs for the following reasons. Firstly, the technique can be fully
automated in the logic synthesis process, which minimizes the additional design time. Sec-
ondly, DSVS can easily be integrated with existing ASIC design flows, provided that a
suitably modeled dual supply voltage (DSV) standard cell library exists. Thirdly, no spe-
cific constraints are imposed on the choice of fabrication process, so that the technique can
be applied to any circuit designed for mainstream bulk CMOS technologies.

A novel power-driven logic synthesis methodology is proposed. The idea behind this
methodology is to provide a DSV standard cell library that ismodeled in such a way
that the gate sizing functionality of existing tools can be exploited for DSVS. Since this
approach renders dedicated DSVS algorithms superfluous, only little modification of es-
tablished design flows is required. The important aspects ofDSV library development are
discussed. This includes the design of level-converting standard cells, different ways of
modeling the dynamic power consumption, the modeling of pinconnectivity constraints,
and the characterization of low voltage and level-converting cells.

The second major objective of this work is to investigate thepotential and the limitations
of DSVS in a realistic design environment. For this purpose,based on an in-depth analysis
of power optimization techniques in general and voltage scaling techniques in particular,
a number of state-of-the-art techniques and strategies to be considered in the evaluation of
the proposed methodology are identified. Most importantly,DSVS and other logic-level
techniques that directly compete with DSVS are used simultaneously in this work.

The fundamental characteristics of DSVS are investigated using 48 combinational and se-
quential benchmark circuits as test cases. In numerous experiments under strict and moder-
ately relaxed timing constraints, the power reduction due to DSVS is up to 20%. However,
the effectiveness of DSVS depends largely on the circuit, and an average power reduction
of less than 10% is achieved. A direct comparison with the well-known clustered voltage
scaling (CVS) algorithm reveals a greater effectiveness ofthe proposed methodology. A
thorough analysis of the optimization potential of the testcases provides strong evidence
of the realistic design environment being the actual reasonfor the modesty of the power
savings observed in this work. In the analysis of the optimization potential, a novel power
savings estimation method (PSEM) is used. The PSEM is based on a timing and power
analysis theory developed in this work. Other investigatedaspects are the impact of the
timing constraint strictness on the optimization potential and a comparison with straight-
forward global supply voltage scaling (GSVS) strategies.

The proposed DSV logic synthesis methodology supports clock voltage scaling. While this
technique significantly reduces the dynamic power consumption in the clock network, it
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often creates power overheads in other parts of the design. Large overall power savings
can be achieved if, on the one hand, the clock network contributes significantly to the total
power and, on the other hand, the power overheads are relatively small. Since clock voltage
scaling introduces additional delay into all paths, some performance degradation must be
expected in the case of designs that are subject to the strictest timing constraints.

The methodology is also used on NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR’ S 16-bit CompactRISC
processor core module. The results of these experiments prove that DSVS can coexist
with all common design techniques, including clock gating and the widely-used scan test
method, in an industrial design environment. Moreover, theextensive use of clock gating,
which is typical of modern microprocessors, makes this design an ideal vehicle for an
investigation of the interaction of clock gating and clock voltage scaling.

The results of this study imply the following realistic scenario for successful DSV system
design. In a complex hierarchical system composed of numerous modules that are subject
to different timing constraints, DSV logic synthesis can beapplied to those modules that
are subject to strict or moderately relaxed constraints andexhibit optimization potentials
large enough to compensate for the overhead caused by the more complex DSV layout.
Clock voltage scaling can be applied to a subset of these modules after a careful evaluation
of the power savings, the power overheads, and the possible performance degradation.
Modules that are sufficiently relaxed to be operated entirely at the lower voltage at the cost
of a moderate area overhead should be synthesized and optimized for global low voltage
operation in the traditional way. Finally, all the remaining modules must be designed for
global high voltage operation.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Application Specific Integrated Circuits and Systems

The integrated circuit (IC) market is divided into the standard product (SP) segment and
the application specific integrated circuit (ASIC) segment. Standard products are produced
in large volumes and can be used in a variety of applications.Major advantages of using
existing SPs are relatively low cost, off-the-shelf availability, and proven reliability. On the
other hand, SPs are not optimized for any specific application and are, thus, usually ineffi-
cient regarding the performance, the power consumption, and the area. Application specific
integrated circuits are optimized for a specific application or application domain. There-
fore, ASICs provide performance-, power- and area-efficient implementations of specific
functionalities. The efficiency, however, comes at the costof longer design times, a larger
potential for system failure, and a higher price per unit. About 98% of all ASICs are dig-
ital circuits fabricated in mainstream complementary metal oxide semiconductor (CMOS)
technologies [45].

Application specific integrated circuits are designed using full-custom or semi-custom de-
sign styles. In full-custom design, every single transistor is optimized individually. This
is an expensive design style seldom used for designing digital ASICs; full-custom ASICs
accounted for only 19% of the total ASIC market in 2002 (see Figure 1.1a). The distinct
characteristic of semi-custom design is the use of pre-designed or pre-fabricated building
blocks. The important semi-custom ASIC types are standard-cell-based ICs, gate arrays,
and programmable logic devices (PLD). Most digital ASICs rely on the standard cell con-
cept (54% in 2002; expected to reach 61% by 2007; see Figure 1.1a). In the standard-
cell-based design style a variety of pre-designed logic gates, flip-flops, latches, half and
full adders, etc. are available in so-called standard cell libraries. The major advantages of
the standard cell concept over pre-fabricated gate arrays and PLDs are a higher integration
density and a better performance. Compared with full-custom design, the standard cell
concept raises the level of abstraction, which significantly reduces the design times and

1
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Figure 1.1: Application specific integrated circuits (ASIC): (a) market share of different
ASIC types [46]; (b) standard-cell-based ASIC design flow [32, 37].

facilitates the development of tools for automated design and optimization. In recent years,
robust and largely automated methodologies for the design of standard-cell-based ASICs
have been established, which is an important reason for the increasing use of ASICs in all
kinds of electronic applications [37].

A typical standard-cell-based ASIC design flow is depicted in Figure 1.1b. The different
levels of the design hierarchy are clearly visible. The design follows a top-down approach
and starts with a specification of the required functionality and constraints. The specifi-
cation is then translated into a high-level description written in a programming or hard-
ware description language (HDL). This high-level model serves two purposes. Firstly, the
specification can be verified and different algorithms providing the same function can be
evaluated. Secondly, the model can be used as a reference forthe verification of lower level
design descriptions in subsequent phases of the design process.

High-level synthesis is the task of generating a design description at the register transfer
level (RTL) from the high-level model. Although both academic and commercial tools ex-
ist, automated high-level synthesis has not yet become an integral part of industrial design
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flows. Thus, RTL modeling using HDLs such as VHDL (Very High Speed Integrated Cir-
cuit Hardware Description Language), Verilog, or SystemC still has to be done manually.

The remaining design steps are largely automated. The RTL model is first mapped to a
logic-/gate-level implementation using a logic synthesistool and elements from a standard
cell library. The result of this logic synthesis step is a technology dependent gate-level
netlist. In the subsequent layout synthesis, the cells thatappear in the netlist are (virtually)
placed on the surface of the die, and the interconnections between the cells are routed.
Interconnect routing means that the exact shapes and locations of all wires are defined. The
final result of the design process is a set of data providing all the information required for
fabricating the production masks.

The design flow described above is actually not restricted toASIC design. In fact, as the
quality of the design tools improves and as the maximum complexity of standard-cell-based
designs increases, thus reducing the quality gap between full-custom and semi-custom de-
signs, the standard cell concept is more and more adapted to the design of most digital parts
of modern systems-on-a-chip (SoC), including embedded microprocessor, microcontroller
and digital signal processor (DSP) cores. Even SPs are sometimes designed using standard
cells instead of full-custom design styles in order to reduce the design time.

1.2 Importance of Low Power Design

There has been tremendous progress in semiconductor technology since the first ICs were
introduced in the 1960’s. The minimum feature size, i.e. theminimum dimension of the
semiconductor structures, has become smaller and the die sizes have increased. Conse-
quences of this technology scaling trend are reduced devicecapacitances, higher integration
densities, performance improvements, and increased circuit complexities.

In the past, the circuit performance and the chip area were the major issues in IC design.
This has changed over the last ten years. The power consumption is now another major
design criterion. This development has been driven mainly by the rapid growth of the
portable consumer electronics market, where system running time, battery weight, and
battery volume are critical parameters. The aforementioned increase in integration density
and circuit performance, however, has led to enormous on-chip power and power densities,
as indicated by the two graphs in Figure 1.21. Since excessive total power and power
density cause serious reliability problems, the power consumption is no longer a specific
problem of mobile applications. In fact, it is equally critical, if not more, in the design of
high-performance ICs for non-battery-powered applications.

1The primary sources for the data included in the figure are F. Pollack’s Micro32 keynote speech [92], the
Microprocessor Quick Reference Guide (http://www.intel.com/pressroom/kits/quickreffam.htm), the Proces-
sor Spec Finder (http://processorfinder.intel.com), and various data sheets (http://www.intel.com).
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Figure 1.2: History of the power consumption and the complexity of I NTEL’ S desktop pro-
cessors: (a) absolute power and number of transistors per chip at the date of introduction;
(b) power density at the date of introduction.

The evolution of the battery technology is slow compared with the progress in semiconduc-
tor technology, so that the developers of portable applications cannot count on significant
improvements in this field as a solution to the running time issue. The power consumption
of existing portable or non-portable applications can be reduced by transferring selected
ICs to a next-generation fabrication technology. Providedthat the functionality and the
performance of the ICs remain unchanged, the technology-scaled implementations dissi-
pate less power because of smaller circuit capacitances andlower supply voltages. On
the other hand, when technology scaling is exploited for maximizing the circuit complex-
ity and the performance in order to meet the requirements of new applications, the power
consumption actually increases, as discussed in the preceding paragraph. Ceramic pack-
ages, cooling fans, or other sophisticated cooling means may be used for removing the heat
from such complex high performance ICs, so as to guarantee reliability. Expensive external
cooling means, however, increase the overall system cost and should, therefore, be avoided.

It follows from the above arguments that neither improvements in battery or semiconductor
technology nor external cooling solve the fundamental problem of power consumption in
the development of portable or non-portable applications.Therefore, low power design
methods play an important role in IC design.

1.3 Scope and Objective of this Work

In many applications, the dynamic power consumption is dominant. The embedded micro-
controller system used for a case study in this work is an example of such an application.
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The dynamic power consumption depends quadratically upon the supply voltage. Thus,
supply voltage scaling is generally considered an effective means of power optimization.
In existing industrial ASIC design flows, however, voltage scaling is usually limited to
straight-forward global supply voltage scaling approaches.

The first objective of this work is to develop a new methodology of optimizing thedy-
namic power consumption of standard-cell-based ASICs by means of an advanced voltage
scaling approach. The methodology to be developed should fulfill three requirements:

1. The power optimization should be fully automated in orderto minimize the addi-
tional design time. Since automatic synthesis in industrial standard-cell-based design
flows is usually restricted to logic and layout synthesis, this first requirement implies
that a logic-level voltage scaling approach should be implemented.

2. Standard-cell-based design at the logic level is quasi standardized and is usually
based on commercial tools. Thus, a second requirement is to rely on the existing
tools as far as possible, so as to facilitate the integrationof the novel methodology
with existing industrial design flows.

3. Constraints preventing standard bulk CMOS fabrication processes from being used
are not allowed to be introduced.

Dual supply voltage scaling (DSVS) at the logic level is a suitable and promising candidate
for the development of a methodology that meets the above requirements. Logic-level
DSVS can be split into two separate tasks: dual supply voltage (DSV) logic synthesis and
DSV layout synthesis. This work aims at the development of a methodology for DSV logic
synthesis.

The second objectiveof this work is to investigate the potential and the limitations of
DSVS in a realistic design environment. Particularly, the true additional benefit of DSVS
in comparison withstate-of-the-artpower-driven logic synthesis is to be investigated. At
this point, the termstate-of-the-artshall be defined in order to avoid ambiguity. The term
is used throughout this work to characterize methods and tools that are commonly used in
existing industrial standard-cell-based design flows.

1.4 Outline

In Chapter 2, the fundamentals of digital CMOS circuit behavior, including the gate delay
and the sources of power consumption, are explained. This knowledge is needed for un-
derstanding the concepts presented in the remainder of thisdocument. The theory is based
on an alpha-power-law transistor model. A consistent set ofequations is obtained by in-
troduction of fitting parameters that guarantee transregional continuity of the drain current
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equations and by derivation of a novel expression describing the short-circuit power. On
the basis of this theory, basic low power design strategies are discussed.

Chapters 3 and 4are devoted to a discussion of low power design techniques ingeneral
and voltage scaling techniques in particular, so as to provide an overview of the broad
field of low power design and to point out the state of the art inthe standard-cell-based
design of low power ASICs. This discussion also motivates a reasonable choice of power
optimization techniques to be considered in the evaluationof the methodology proposed
in this work. The selected set of power optimization methodsincludes logic-level DSVS,
global supply voltage scaling (driven by logic-level parallelization and gate up-sizing),
clock gating, and various technology-dependent logic-level techniques.

In Chapter 5, the fundamentals of DSV logic synthesis are explained. Timing conditions
for the applicability of voltage scaling to individual gates at the logic level are formulated,
and an expression describing the expected power savings is derived. The extension of
DSV logic synthesis to voltage scaling in the clock network is explained as well. This
includes the development of an expression describing the power savings and the power
overheads associated with clock voltage scaling. The discussion of DSV logic synthesis
and clock voltage scaling is followed by a review of relevantrelated work. Finally, existing
solutions to the DSV layout synthesis problem are discussedin order to emphasize the
general feasibility of the entire concept of DSVS at the logic level.

In Chapter 6, a novel DSV logic synthesis methodology and guidelines forthe develop-
ment of DSV standard cell libraries are presented. The idea behind this methodology is to
facilitate the integration of DSVS with state-of-the-art power-driven logic synthesis. Thus,
the experiments carried out using the novel methodology reveal the true additional benefit
of DSVS, which is crucial for a realistic evaluation of the potential and the limitations of
DSV logic synthesis.

The library development guidelines cover different ways ofmodeling the dynamic power
consumption, the modeling of pin connectivity constraints, and the characterization of low
voltage and level-converting cells. Furthermore, the circuit structure as well as the timing
and power characteristics of level-converting inverters,buffers, and flip-flops, including a
novel level-converting scan-flip-flop with clear and presetinputs, are discussed. The cells
exploit a new pull-up circuit technique that improves the timing characteristics.

A power savings estimation method, which has been developedfor analyzing the optimiza-
tion potential of the proposed methodology, is also presented in this chapter.

In Chapters 7 and 8, the results of experiments carried out using the proposed method-
ology are discussed. A variety of combinational and sequential benchmark circuits and a
real embedded microcontroller system serve as test cases inthe experiments. The results
are carefully compared with the results of related work. Thepotentials and the limitations
of DSV logic synthesis including clock voltage scaling are thoroughly analyzed under con-
sideration of various state-of-the-art design and optimization techniques.

Chapter 9 provides conclusions and an outlook on future work.



Chapter 2

Transistor Current, Gate Delay, and
Power Consumption

The power consumption and the performance of digital CMOS circuits are determined by
the drain currents of the transistors. Therefore, an empirical model describing the current in
different regions of operation is presented first. A gate delay formula that was derived from
the said drain current model is presented next. Finally, thesources of power consumption
and basic optimization strategies are discussed.

2.1 Drain Current

Digital CMOS circuits are composed of n-channel and p-channel enhancement-type metal
oxide semiconductor field effect transistors (MOSFET). Figure 2.1 shows the respective
schematic symbols and terminal names. In the following paragraphs, the basics of the
electrical behavior of n-channel transistors are described. The same equations are valid for
p-channel transistors, if absolute values are used for all voltages and the direction of the
drain current is reversed.

Depending on whether the gate-source voltageVGS is smaller or larger than the threshold
voltageVt , the n-channel transistor is said to be in the below- or the above-threshold regime,
respectively. The drain current in the below-threshold (subthreshold) regime is known to
have an exponential characteristic [5, 13, 17, 89]. In the above-threshold regime, the linear
and the saturation region are distinguished. The drain current in these two regions is given
by the widely-used alpha-power-law model [13, 95].

Subthreshold regime. The drain currentID of n-channel transistors in the subthreshold
regime (subthreshold currentIDSUB) can be written as

IDSUB= IDSUB0 �e(VGS�Vt)=(nVT H) �h1�e�VDS=VTH

i
(2.1)

7
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drain (D)
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(a) (b)

Figure 2.1: Symbols and terminal names for enhancement-type MOSFETs: (a) n-channel
MOSFET; (b) p-channel MOSFET.

with
IDSUB0 = (W=L)µCoxnV2

TH KSUB ; (2.2)

Cox= εox=tox ; (2.3)

and
n= 1+ εsi=(CoxD) : (2.4)

In Equation 2.1,IDSUB0 is the drain current atVGS equal toVt , VDS is the drain-source
voltage,VTH is the thermal voltage (26 mV at a temperature of 300 K), andn is a process
parameter. In Equation 2.2,W andL are the gate width and length respectively,µ is the
electron mobility,Cox is the gate oxide capacitance per unit area, andKSUB is a unitless fit-
ting parameter that can be adjusted for continuity between the below- and above-threshold
regimes. In Equation 2.3,εox and tox are the dielectric constant and the thickness of the
gate oxide, respectively. Finally, in Equation 2.4,εsi is the dielectric constant of the silicon
andD is the thickness of the depletion layer in the silicon under the gate electrode.

The subthreshold current is proportional to the gate width-to-length ratio and depends ex-
ponentially on the gate-source and threshold voltages. Theinfluence of the drain-source
voltage can be neglected in most practical cases, because the expression 1�e�VDS=VTH ap-
proximates to 1, even for relatively smallVDS of about 100 mV for instance.

Saturation region. The term alpha-power-law model stems from the following represen-
tation of the drain current in the saturation region of the above-threshold regime [13, 95]:

ID = β KISAT (VGS�Vt)α (2.5)

In Equation 2.5,KISAT is a fitting parameter (unit: V2�α). The velocity saturation indexα
is a process parameter that can take on values between one (all carriers move at saturation
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velocity) and two (no velocity saturation). The transconductance parameterβ depends on
the gate width-to-length ratio, the electron mobility, andthe gate oxide capacitance per unit
area, as in

β = (W=L)µCox : (2.6)

A transistor is in the saturation region if the drain-sourcevoltageVDS is larger than or equal
to the saturation voltageVDSSAT. The latter is defined as

VDSSAT= KVSAT(VGS�Vt)α=2 ; (2.7)

whereKVSAT is a fitting parameter (unit:V1�α=2). For transregional continuity,KVSATmust
be chosen such that

KVSAT= KISAT=KILIN ; (2.8)

whereKILIN is another fitting parameter defined in the following paragraph.

Linear region. In the alpha-power-law model [13, 95], the drain current of n-channel
transistors in the linear region of the above-threshold regime is expressed as

ID = β KILIN VDS (VGS�Vt)α=2 ; (2.9)

whereKILIN is a fitting parameter (unit:V1�α=2).

A transistor is in the linear region if the drain-source voltageVDS is smaller than the satu-
ration voltageVDSSATdefined in the previous paragraph.

Threshold voltage and body effect. The threshold voltage of n-channel transistors is
given by

Vt =Vt0+ γ
hpj2ΦF +VSBj�pj2ΦF ji ; (2.10)

with
Vt0 =VFB+2ΦF + γ

pj2ΦF j ; (2.11)

ΦF =VTH ln
NA

ni
; (2.12)

and
γ = �p

2qNAεsi

�=Cox : (2.13)

In Equation 2.10,Vt0 is the threshold voltage for zero source-bulk voltageVSB, γ is the
substrate or body factor, andΦF is the difference between the Fermi level and the intrinsic
Fermi level of the semiconductor. In Equation 2.11,VFB is the flat band voltage. In Equa-
tions 2.12 and 2.13,ni is the intrinsic carrier density,NA is the doping concentration in the
p-type substrate, andq is the elementary charge.
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The same expressions can be used for describing the threshold voltage of p-channel tran-
sistors, if the donator concentrationND is substituted for the acceptor concentrationNA and
the signs ofΦF andγ are reversed [43, 110].

The threshold voltage increases with increasing source-bulk voltage, which leads to re-
duced drain current. This behavior is known as the substrateor body effect. It may have
large impact on gate delays and static power consumption.

2.2 Gate Delay

The input-to-output delaytD of an inverter driving a load capacitanceCnode at a supply
voltageVDD can be derived using Equation 2.5. The solution consists of an input transition
time (tT) dependent term and an output load capacitance (Cnode) dependent term and is
given by

tD = �
1
2
� 1�Vt=VDD

α+1

�
tT + CnodeVDD

2β KISAT(VDD�Vt)α : (2.14)

A detailed derivation of Equation 2.14 explaining all assumptions and simplifications can
be found in [95] and in Appendix A.1.

Assuming an ideal step function at the input, i.e.tT is equal to zero, the expression fortD
can be simplified to

tD = CnodeVDD

2β KISAT(VDD�Vt)α : (2.15)

According to Equation 2.15, the delay increases with increasing load capacitance. Supply
voltage reduction also leads to larger delay. On the other hand, larger gate width-to-length
ratios and smaller threshold voltages reduce the delay. Note that the body effect described
above results in a larger threshold voltage and, hence, a larger delay.

Equation 2.15 is often used as an approximation of the delay of any type of CMOS gate.
Thus,β can be seen as an effective transconductance parameter representing the current
source and sink capability of the symmetrical pull-up and pull-down networks of the gate.

2.3 Power Consumption

The total power consumptionPtot of digital CMOS circuits can be written as the sum of the
dynamic and static componentsPdyn andPstat:

Ptot = Pdyn+Pstat (2.16)
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Figure 2.2: Sources of dynamic power consumption: (a) short-circuit current and current
charging a node capacitance; (b) short-circuit current andcurrent discharging a node ca-
pacitance.

In the majority of applications the dynamic power consumption is dominant. It can be
further split into the capacitive componentPcap and the short-circuit componentPsc:

Pdyn= Pcap+Psc (2.17)

The short-circuit power has long been considered contributing less than 10% to the total
dynamic power consumption [17]. In modern standard-cell-based ASICs the contribution
of the short-circuit power may be larger but the capacitive power remains dominant [121].

2.3.1 Capacitive Switching Power

The capacitive component ofPdyn is due to currents that charge or discharge capacitances
associated with circuit nodes, as illustrated in Figure 2.2. During the falling transition at
the input node of the inverter, the currenticap flows from the power supply through the
p-channel transistor to the capacitor at the output node. The capacitor is charged and the
output voltage rises toVDD. The total energy drawn from the power supply isCnode�V2

DD,
whereCnode is the total capacitance associated with the output node of the inverter [17]1.
One half of the energy is dissipated in the p-channel transistor and the other half is stored
in the capacitor. During the rising transition at the input,the currenticap flows from the
capacitor to ground and the energy previously stored in the capacitor is dissipated in the
n-channel transistor. No additional energy is drawn from the supply.

1The derivation is reproduced in Appendix A.2.
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The total energy drawn from the supply during a period ofm clock cycles is the product
of the number of occurrences of zero-to-one output transitionsk(m) and the energy drawn
during one such transitionCnode�V2

DD. The average capacitive switching power dissipated
during the said period of time is, thus, given by

Pcap= k(m)CnodeV2
DD

m Tclk
; (2.18)

whereTclk is the clock period. The quotientk(m)=m is the average number of occurrences
of zero-to-one transitions per clock cycle. This is often interpreted as the probability of a
zero-to-one transition occurring in a clock cycle. Introducing a switching activity factorα01

that denotes the said probability, Equation 2.18 can be rewritten as

Pcap= α01 fclkCnodeV
2
DD ; (2.19)

where fclk = 1=Tclk is the clock frequency. Equation 2.19 was derived considering only
one circuit node. An equivalent expression, however, can beformulated for any node in
a complex circuit, and the total capacitive switching powercan be calculated by summing
Equation 2.19 over all nodes:

Pcap= fclkV2
DD

N

∑
i=1

α01;i Cnode;i (2.20)

In Equation 2.20,N is the total number of nodes in the circuit, andα01;i andCnode;i are the
switching activity and the capacitance associated with thei-th node, respectively.

As illustrated in Figure 2.3, nodes in synchronous circuitsmake one transition per clock
cycle at the most if no spurious transitions occur. A zero-to-one transition may occur every
second clock cycle at the most. Thus, a maximum of 0:5 can be expected for the switching
activities α01;i . The actual values depend on the input pattern (stimuli) andthe circuit
topology [17]. In practice, the switching activities are often calculated aski(m)=m where
the number of occurrences of zero-to-one transitions at thei-th nodeki(m) is obtained from
simulations using typical input pattern.

So far, only useful transitions were considered. However, if the signals at different input
pins of a logic gate have different arrival times, spurious transitions (so-called ”glitches”)
may occur at the output of the gate. These transitions are notuseful regarding the func-
tionality of the circuit. Nevertheless, the transitions contribute to the capacitive switching
power. Because of glitching, circuit nodes may switch several times in one clock cycle
before settling, which results in switching activities larger than 0:5.

For the purpose of power analysis in digital circuits, a nodecapacitanceCnodeis usually rep-
resented by three lumped capacitances connected between the respective node and ground.
These are the total gate-to-channel capacitanceCG of the transistors that have their gate
directly connected to the node, the total drain-to-bulk diffusion capacitanceCDB of the
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Figure 2.3: Definition of the switching activity in synchronous circuits: (a) toggling D-flip-
flop; (b) clock (CLK) and node voltage (Vnode1=2) waveforms.

transistors that have their drain directly connected to thenode, and the interconnect capac-
itanceCint that includes capacitances between the wire and the layers above and below as
well as coupling capacitances to neighboring wires:

Cnode=CG+CDB+Cint (2.21)

2.3.2 Short-Circuit Power

In this section, a novel expression describing the short-circuit power is presented. The
expression was derived2 on the basis of the alpha-power-law MOSFET model, so as to be
consistent with the set of equations presented in this chapter.

Ideally, n-channel and p-channel transistors never conduct simultaneously in digital CMOS
circuits. This requires ideal step waveforms at the gate electrodes of all transistors. In real-
ity, however, the signals exhibit finite rise and fall times,as shown in Figures 2.2 and 2.4.
As a result, n-channel and p-channel transistors are simultaneously on for a short period

2The detailed derivation can be found in Appendix A.3.
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Figure 2.4: Short-circuit current for an inverter without output load capacitance [17].

of time during switching, i.e. whileVin is greater thanVt and smaller thanVDD �Vt . This
establishes a direct path from the power supply to ground.

The waveform of the short-circuit currentisc is depicted in Figure 2.4. In the case of zero
output load capacitance, the short-circuit power consumption of a circuit composed ofN
gates is given by

Psc= N

∑
i=1

α01;i fclk
4βi KISAT;i(α+1)2α+1 tT;i (VDD�2Vt)α+1 : (2.22)

According to Equation 2.22, the short-circuit power consumption is a function of the
switching activity, the clock frequency, the effective transconductance and, hence, the di-
mensions of the transistors, the input signal transition time, the supply voltage, and the
threshold voltage. Unfortunately, the analytical analysis of the short-circuit power taking
into account an output load capacitance does not lead to a similarly compact solution.

The impact of a non-zero load capacitanceCnode can be explained with the help of Fig-
ure 2.5. In the case of a falling edge at the input, the short-circuit current is determined by
the gate-source and drain-source voltages at the n-channeltransistor.

A large load capacitanceCnode causes a slow transition of the output voltageVout. If the
output transition time is much larger than the input transition time, as shown in Figure 2.5a,
the drain-source voltage at the n-channel transistorVDSN is small, and the n-channel transis-
tor is in the linear region most of the time while both transistors are conducting; the result
is a relatively small short-circuit current.
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Figure 2.5: Impact of the output signal slope on the short-circuit current: (a) slow output
transition caused by large output load; (b) fast output transition caused by small load.

A small load capacitance causes a fast transition of the output voltage. If the output transi-
tion time is much shorter than the input transition time, as shown in Figure 2.5b,VDSN rises
quickly towards large values, the n-channel transistor saturates while both transistors are
still conducting, and the resulting short-circuit currentbecomes relatively large. Results of
Spice simulations that confirm the above arguments can be found in [121].

2.3.3 Static Power

The static power consumptionPstat is mainly due to the subthreshold currents discussed in
Section 2.1. It can be expressed as

Pstat = VDD � IDSUB (2.23)= VDD � IDSUB0 �e(VGS�Vt)=(nVT H) : (2.24)

As mentioned before, the subthreshold currents depend exponentially on the gate-source
and threshold voltages. To be more exact, for a givenVGS, IDSUB increases exponentially
with decreasingVt . This must be taken into account when reducing the thresholdvoltage
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for performance reasons. Note that, because of the exponential characteristic ofIDSUB, the
body effect discussed in Section 2.1 has a large impact on thestatic power consumption.

For low leakage currents, it is also important to use transistors with steep transfer char-
acteristics in the subthreshold regime. This is commonly measured by the slope 1=St of
the semi-logarithmic transfer characteristic, i.e. log(IDSUB) versusVGS, which is linear in
the subthreshold regime. The larger the slope, i.e. the smaller St , the closer the transis-
tor’s behavior is to that of ideal switches. The reciprocal subthreshold slopeSt is approxi-
mately [17]

St = nVTH ln(10) : (2.25)

According to Equation 2.4,n cannot be smaller than one and, hence,St has a lower bound
given by

St �VTH ln(10) : (2.26)

The lower bound is 60 mV3 at room temperature (300 K). Bulk CMOS technologies typi-
cally have reciprocal subthreshold slopes of up to 100 mV [17, 31], whereas this parameter
can be close to the minimum in silicon on insulator (SOI) technologies [31].

The static power due to reverse-biased diode leakage is usually negligible [121].

2.4 Basic Low Power Design Strategies

The choice of supply voltage affects all components of power. It has, however, the largest
impact on the dynamic power consumption because of the non-linear dependence ofPdyn

andVDD described by Equations 2.19 and 2.22. Therefore, supply voltage scaling is con-
sidered a very effective means of dynamic power reduction.

The capacitive component of powerPcapcan also be optimized by reduction of the effective
switched capacitanceα01 �Cnode or by clock frequency (fclk) scaling. The latter can often
be combined with supply voltage scaling for an even larger power reduction.

The short-circuit powerPsc, just as the capacitive power, can be optimized by reductionof
the switching activityα01 or by reduction of the clock frequencyfclk. Another important
parameter is the input transition timetT . Finally, smaller transistors, i.e. transistors with
smaller channel widthW, result in reducedPsc.

Although the threshold voltageVt has an impact on the short-circuit powerPsc, circuit
performance and static power considerations have priorityover Psc regarding the choice
of Vt . A slightly largerVt results in significantly less static powerPstat at the cost of larger
delaystD. This is obvious from Equations 2.1 and 2.15. The sizes of thetransistors also
affect Pstat. The most important principle of static power optimization, however, is to
separate inactive circuits from the power supply so that no current can flow at all.

3This is often written as 60 mV/decade, in order to express that the gate-source voltage needs to be
changed by 60 mV to change the drain current by one decade.



Chapter 3

Low Power ASIC Design

3.1 Overview

The development of low power integrated systems requires several fundamental design
decisions to be taken and a combination of different power optimization techniques to be
applied to the system or to parts thereof.

Throughout the last ten years, numerous approaches to low power design have been pro-
posed. These include software as well as hardware optimization strategies. Regarding
hardware optimization, further distinction can be made between techniques that are in-
tended for the design of logic circuits and techniques that are specific to memory. The
work underlying this thesis is focused on low power design oflogic circuits.

Figure 3.1 provides an overview of low power design techniques frequently discussed in
the literature1. It is evident from the figure that, in a hierarchical design flow such as the
one introduced in Section 1.1, power reduction can be achieved at all levels of abstraction.
Although high-level power optimization is believed to be most effective, the improvements
that can be achieved at the lower levels are none the less significant [59]. Thus, any low
power design methodology should include a set of high- and low-level optimization tech-
niques that complement one another.

Very few low power design techniques have been established as standard (state-of-the-art)
techniques in the development of real applications. Othershave proven to be feasible in
experimental designs. Many techniques, however, still areof purely academic importance.

For the implementation and evaluation of a new optimizationtechnique, it is important to
identify those state-of-the-art techniques (at the same orat a different level of abstraction)
that may come into conflict with the new method or may have an impact on the effectiveness
of the novel technique.

1References are given in the remainder of this chapter.
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Figure 3.1: Low power design techniques.

In this chapter, low power design methods are reviewed, their suitability for ASIC design is
discussed, and state-of-the-art techniques to be considered in the evaluation of the proposed
methodology are identified. Accommodating the focus of thisstudy, the survey of low
power design methods is continued in Chapter 4 with a separate discussion of voltage
scaling techniques.

3.2 Fundamental Design Decisions

The development of electronic systems usually starts with the specification. At this early
stage in the design process, all the information required for developing a working product
that fits into a specific market segment is gathered. This includes the functionality, the
performance, and the type of power supply.

From this information, conclusions regarding the power consumption can be drawn and ap-
propriate constraints can be derived. For instance, if a battery was chosen for power supply,
the power consumption must be minimized in order to allow fora reasonable system run-
ning time. In the case of very high performance ICs, the powerconsumption must also be
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constrained in order to prevent thermal failure. Clearly, the more demanding the specifica-
tion, the more design and optimization effort is required for meeting the power constraints.
Therefore, the specification should always strictly reflectthe actual requirements of the
application.

The fabrication technology also has to be chosen at this stage, i.e. before entering the actual
design process. A suitable choice can usually be determinedon the basis of the specification
and any derived constraints.

Mainstream bulk CMOS technologies enable high integrationdensity and high perfor-
mance at low cost and, at the same time, keep the power consumption at a moderate level.
Also, many power optimization techniques can be applied to bulk CMOS designs. For these
reasons, bulk CMOS is and will remain to be the technology of choice in the development
of most digital electronic systems [58].

Some low power design techniques, however, require enhanced CMOS technologies. For
dual threshold voltage scaling, for instance, low and high threshold voltage transistors must
be available, as in so-called multiple threshold voltage CMOS technologies.

If the power consumption is extremely critical, silicon on insulator (SOI) technologies can
be used instead of bulk CMOS. The expensive SOI wafers and thelow yield, however,
significantly increase the cost [26].

Once the type of technology has been chosen, the technology level is out of reach for the
designer, and all design optimization has to be carried out at the higher levels of abstraction
from the transistor level up to the system level. All design and optimization techniques used
in this work are compatible with mainstream bulk CMOS fabrication processes.

3.3 System and Algorithmic Level

Partitioning. At the highest levels of abstraction, i.e. the system level and the algorithmic
level, the most important task is partitioning. First of all, most systems can be split into
logic and memory. The size, the type, the detailed organization, and the management of
the memory must then be chosen such that the specified functionality and performance are
assured. These choices also have an impact on the power consumption of the system. For
further information on low power memory design see the literature [7, 34, 50].

Regarding the logic, which is in the focus of this work, a common approach is to start
with functional partitioning, i.e. splitting the specifiedfunctionality into less complex sub-
functions that can be separately realized by means of different algorithms. The functional
partitioning is followed by the actual physical partitioning, where a suitable form of hard-
ware implementation is chosen for each functional partition.
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Implementation alternatives. Typical hardware implementation alternatives are gen-
eral purpose microprocessors, DSPs, application specific microprocessors and microcon-
trollers, configurable logic, and dedicated hardware modules. Each implementation alter-
native has its own strengths and weaknesses regarding performance, power consumption,
flexibility, time to market, and cost.

A general purpose microprocessor provides maximum flexibility and sufficient perfor-
mance for many applications. Since such processors are readily available as separately
packaged chips for board-level system development or as intellectual property (IP) blocks
for SoC design, even the implementation of complex functionalities takes fairly short time.
However, the efficiency of general purpose microprocessorsin terms of area and power in
proportion to performance is usually low.

Digital signal processors (DSP) and application specific processors or controllers are less
flexible and, thus, less complex than general purpose processors. If a maximum of flexibil-
ity is not absolutely needed, these types of processors leadto more power and area efficient
implementations.

Configurable logic is a good choice if time to market is critical, the number of pieces to be
fabricated is low and the requirements regarding performance and hardware complexity are
moderate. Rapid prototyping is another typical field of application. Unfortunately, hardly
any power optimization techniques are applicable to configurable logic.

Maximum performance and minimum power consumption can be achieved only with ded-
icated hardware. This comes at the expense of increased timeto market and cost.

The above statements indicate that the best choice of hardware implementation alternative
depends on the specified functionality and performance, thepower constraints, and other
aspects such as time to market and cost. In modern SoC design,typically some or all
components of the system are bought from IP vendors. If the power consumption is critical,
it is particularly important to chose IP blocks that have already been designed with the
power consumption in mind or that can at least be further optimized, for instance during
logic synthesis.

This study is focused on those types of hardware that can be designed and optimized by
means of typical ASIC design flows. These are dedicated hardware, application specific
processors/controllers and any type of synthesizable IP block (soft macro).

Algorithms and algorithmic optimization. A specific functionality can often be real-
ized through several alternative algorithms. Different algorithms usually exhibit different
characteristics regarding the performance, the accuracy,and the power consumption. This
should be taken into account in system design. On the other hand, the characteristics of
the algorithms are often affected by the choice of hardware implementation alternative and
vice versa. Thus, a thorough evaluation of algorithms is a complex and time-consuming
task for which standard recipes cannot be formulated and that is, therefore, impossible to
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be automated. System designers often bypass the investigation of different combinations
of algorithms and hardware implementation alternatives. Instead, previously published re-
search results are adopted, if available and applicable, which usually results in suboptimal
solutions.

Once a particular algorithm has been chosen, it can be further optimized with regard to
performance or power consumption or both. However, algorithmic optimization techniques
are also specific to the type of target hardware. If, for instance, the target is some kind of
processor, algorithmic power optimization is a question ofsoftware development rather
than a hardware design problem. If, on the other hand, the algorithm is to be implemented
in dedicated hardware, algorithmic speed-up transformations or multiple supply voltage
scheduling can be applied in order to minimize the dynamic power consumption. More
details on these techniques can be found in Chapter 4.

Power management. Power management reduces the amount of energy wasted when-
ever parts of a system are not needed at all or not at full speed. With power management
schemes the functionality and the performance of a system orcircuit are adjusted to time-
variant requirements. Examples of such methods are power supply shutdown, dynamic
power management, clock gating, and adaptive supply voltage scaling.

In a simple embodiment of power management, a system component, e.g. a particular chip,
is completely separated from the power supply via an external controllable regulator during
idle periods [6]. This is an effective way of avoiding unnecessary static and dynamic power
dissipation in inactive components that does not complicate the design of the component
to be shut down. The power manager unit (PMU) that controls the regulator is completely
external and the power supply pins are the only required interface to the power-managed
component. Thus, the component can be designed in the traditional way without the need
for any special power management support to be implemented.Major drawbacks of this
power supply shutdown approach are the following. Firstly,there is a large power-on delay,
which is the time it takes for the supply voltage to stabilizeafter being switched on again.
Secondly, the registers and other non-permanent memory cells lose their content.

Power supply shutdown can, in principle, be applied to blocks within an integrated circuit
instead of to the entire chip. This, however, requires the power supply infrastructure on the
chip to be modified such that the power supply nets of the different blocks are separated
from each other and made accessible from the exterior via separate pins. As a consequence,
power supply shutdown is restricted to chips in their entirety or to a small number of large
blocks on a chip.

Complex electronic systems such as personal computers may include advanced dynamic
power management (DPM) schemes. Such systems contain various power-manageable
components (PMC) controlled by a PMU [8]. Each PMC provides anumber of high per-
formance, low power, and sleep modes/states. The PMU, whichmay be implemented in
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hardware or in software, continously observes the system and puts the PMCs in appropriate
states according to the actual requirements at certain points in time.

Dynamic power management is widely used in modern notebook computers and, hence,
special notebook processors are designed as PMCs. This requires the instruction set, the
clock network, the interrupts, etc. to be adapted to the requirements of dynamic power
management. Most processors support different low power and sleep modes. In some
modes, idle modules within the processors are not separatedfrom the power supply as in
the power supply shutdown approach. Instead, the respective parts of the clock network
are switched off [8]. If all inputs of the modules to be switched off are registered, there
is absolutely no switching activity and, hence no dynamic power dissipation in the idle
modules. This technique is called global clock gating. In other modes, certain modules
are actually separated from the power supply via internal switches in the power supply
nets [8]. Finally, for modules which are not completely idlebut also not fully utilized, the
clock frequency or the supply voltage or both may be momentarily reduced.

Although designing a PMC requires a significant amount of additional design effort, the
most challenging task is the development of an effective power management policy (PMP)
and its implementation as PMU firm- or software [8]. This software should know about
the power characteristics of all modules and be aware of the inevitable performance degra-
dation and power overhead associated with going to and returning from the different low
power and sleep modes. An effective PMP should reliably predict the idle time of a module
and accurately calculate the net power reduction.

The Advanced Power Management (APM) specification was the first industry standard in
the field of DPM and has only recently been replaced by the morepowerful Advanced
Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI) [6, 8].

Local clock gating is another popular power management technique that requires only mod-
erate additional design effort. It is frequently used in simple processors such as DSPs,
application specific processors, embedded processors and the like, but can be applied to
practically any type of circuit. With local clock gating, the control signals that are used to
deactivate certain parts of the clock network are locally generated in hardware. In princi-
ple, arbitrarily small subcircuits can be deactivated in this way. Since power management
based on local clock gating is rather an architectural-level than a high-level technique, more
details follow in Section 3.4.

A relatively new power management approach is adaptive supply voltage scaling. This is a
very attractive technique for dynamic power optimization if the requirements on the perfor-
mance of a chip vary continously over time. Instead of just switching off idle components
of a system or idle modules on a chip, the clock frequency and the supply voltage are conti-
nously adjusted to the instantaneous performance demand. Adaptive supply voltage scaling
is discussed in Chapter 4.
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3.4 Architectural Optimization

The two most important methods for power optimization at thearchitectural level (RTL)
are clock gating, which is presented in this section, and architecture-driven supply voltage
scaling, which is discussed in Chapter 4. Besides clock gating, this section covers bus and
state encoding and the power characteristics of arithmeticunits.

Clock gating. The clock network of a synchronous digital IC normally contains clock
buffers and clock nets as shown in Figure 3.2a. The entire clock network, which is fre-
quently called clock tree, is driven by a primary buffer, andsubordinate buffers are dis-
tributed across the chip. The branches of the clock tree all end at clock input pins of
sequential cells such as flip-flops.

The large number of driven cells and the large total wire length bring about a large capac-
itive load on the clock network. Moreover, the switching activity in the clock network is
usually the highest of all nets. These are the primary reasons for the large contribution of
the clock tree to the total dynamic power consumption of manychips. In [96], the contri-
bution of the entire clock network including the primary andsubordinate clock buffers is
quoted at 20% to 45% for different design examples. Thus, clock networks are important
targets of low power design.
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An effective means of reducing the power consumption in clock networks is clock gating.
The concept of clock gating is illustrated in Figure 3.2b [112]. Logic gates are inserted in
the clock tree in a hierarchical manner, either as replacements for or in addition to existing
clock buffers. Each of these clock gating cells receives at its input pins a clock signal,
which is derived from the primary clock signal CLK, and an enable signal EN, which is
generated by global or local control logic, so as to activateor deactivate certain portions of
the clock tree. If large portions of the clock tree are deactivated for long periods of time,
the power consumption in the clock tree is significantly reduced.

Local clock gating is often used in processors, where functional units in the data-path can
be deactivated when they are not needed for the execution of aparticular instruction [48, 63,
69, 91, 121]. In this case, the clock enable signals are generated by the instruction decoder.
If registers are placed at all inputs of the functional units, clock gating not only affects the
power consumption in the clock network itself but suppresses all switching activity within
the deactivated data-path units as well.

The implementation of gated clocks increases the complexity of the control logic and,
hence, creates some power overhead. The overhead is acceptable if it is compensated by
the power savings. The correct timing of the enable signals is the most serious issue in
the design of clock gating circuitry; glitches at the clock inputs of sequential cells must be
avoided in order to assure proper operation of the circuit [121].

Clock gating is often modeled in the HDL code. However, commercial synthesis tools such
as BUILD GATES EXTREME (CADENCE2) and POWER COMPILER (SYNOPSYS3) are also
capable of automatic implementation of clock gating.

Bus encoding. Low power bus encoding aims at reducing the switching activity and,
hence, the dynamic power consumption on long multi-bit interconnects. As depicted in
Figure 3.3a, bus encoding schemes generally require additional circuitry for the encod-
ing and decoding at the transmitter and receiver side, respectively. This detracts from the
overall power reduction. The effectiveness of low power busencoding also depends on
the signal statistics and the knowledge thereof. Particularly important in this respect is the
correlation between consecutive data words to be transmitted.

Gray coding is often discussed in the context of instructionaddress encoding in micropro-
cessor systems [34]. Normally, consecutive instructions are stored at consecutive positions
in the memory, so that mostly a fixed increment is added to the program counter. If this
increment is one, as for byte-addressable memory and a fixed instruction length of one
byte, the Gray code may be used instead of the ordinary binarycode. The advantage of the
Gray code is that an increment of one changes only one bit. Since the Gray code is just a
re-ordered binary code, the idea of Gray encoding can be adapted even if the standard in-
crement is different from one. For instance, if the increment is two, as for byte-addressable

2http://www.cadence.com
3http://www.synopsys.com
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memory and a fixed instruction length of two byte, the code cansimply be re-ordered such
that an increment of two changes only one bit.

This concept works only for the strictly sequential parts ofa program; branch and jump in-
structions reduce the optimization potential. Also, data memory accesses detract from the
optimization potential if the same address bus is used for the instruction and the data ad-
dresses. In the case of variable instruction lengths, the advantage of the Gray code vanishes
because the increment is not fixed and the signal statistics are no longer predictable.

The overhead of Gray address encoding is small. If the program counter and the memory
address decoder are already adapted to the optimized codingstyle, no extra circuitry for the
encoding and decoding is needed.

If no correlation between data words exists or if the signal statistics are unknown, redundant
codes may be used for reducing the switching activity. The advantages and disadvantages
of redundant codes can be illustrated using one-hot coding as an example [17]. In the one-
hot code of a decimal valueM only theM-th bit is set to one while all other bits are zero.
Consequently, regardless of the signal statistics, the number of switching bits per cycle
is two when the data changes, and zero otherwise. The drawback is that representing 2N

numbers requiresK = 2N bits as opposed toN bits required for the ordinary binary coding.
The result is an unacceptable overhead for routing, encoding, and decoding.

Bus inversion coding (BIC) is an example of redundant bus encoding with low over-
head [17, 100, 121]. In a first embodiment, BIC requires only one additional signal line.
The basic idea is to invert a data word prior to transmission if this reduces the number of
switching bus lines. The additional line (polarity line) isused for signaling to the receiver
whether the data word has been inverted or not. Switching events on this line must, of
course, be taken into account when deciding on the polarity of transmissions.
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The effectiveness of BIC degrades with increasing bus width. Therefore, broad busses
should be split into narrow slices with separate en-/decoders and a separate polarity line for
each slice. A maximum switching activity reduction of 25% can be achieved by splitting
anN-bit bus into 2-bit slices at the cost ofN=2 extra wires [121]. This overhead is small
compared with one-hot coding. Nevertheless, it is often unacceptable. Thus, four or eight
bit are more realistic choices for the width of the slices. The overhead caused by the decoder
is small. The encoder, however, can be quite complex and mustbe taken into account when
weighing up advantages and disadvantages of BIC [17, 99].

Another way of dealing with a lack of knowledge of the signal statistics is adaptive bus en-
coding, where the incoming data stream is continously observed and the en-/decoding rules
are adapted to the varying statistical properties of the data stream. Recently, an adaptive
bus encoding scheme, which is based on the probability basedmapping (PBM) technique,
was presented [62]. With PBM, the switching activity on the bus is minimized by mini-
mizing the number of ones to be transmitted. Frequently occurring data words are mapped
to code words that contain a small number of ones. A one is transmitted over the bus by
inverting the state of the respective bus line. For transmitting a zero, the state of the bus
line is maintained. The PBM technique uses a non-redundant data representation and, thus,
requires no additional bus lines.

The code computation circuitry implemented at both ends of the bus continuously deter-
mines a probability of occurrence for each data word in the data stream, computes a new
mapping rule in certain intervals, and writes the rule to look-up tables. The PBM scheme
can effectively reduce the switching activity if certain data words occur much more fre-
quently in the data stream than others. If, on the other hand,all data words are uniformly
distributed, the benefit of PBM vanishes. While a static PBM scheme, where the code
mapping rule is optimized for a specific data stream, often yields bad results when used on
other data streams, the adaptive PBM scheme can be successfully applied to different data
streams or to data streams that exhibit varying statisticalproperties.

Adaptive bus encoding schemes require complex en-/decoding circuitry. The resulting
power and area overheads may predominate the possible powersavings. Another problem
with adaptive bus encoding, which has not been completely solved yet, is the synchroniza-
tion of the adaption mechanisms at the transmitter and receiver sides of the bus.

State encoding. Finite state machines (FSM) are composed of the state registers and
combinational logic which computes the output signals and the next state on the basis of
the input signals and the current state as depicted in Figure3.3b.

The behavior of FSMs is often described using state transition diagrams, which are directed
graphs where the nodes represent states and the edges describe transitions between the
states. The starting point and the endpoint of a transition are called the current state and the
next state, respectively. An example of such a diagram is given in Figure 3.4a. This FSM
has three states that are denoted S1, S2, and S3. For the actual hardware implementation
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of an FSM, such abstract notations of state names must be translated to some sort of binary
state encoding. In the example, S1 could for instance be translated to ’00’, S2 to ’01’,
and S3 to ’11’, as shown in Figure 3.4b. This binary state encoding requires two registers
for representing the three states. If a transition occurs, some of the state registers change
their logic state from ’0’ to ’1’ or vice versa, which causes some circuit capacitances to
be charged or discharged. The aim of low power state encodingis to minimize the total
switching activity and, hence, the dynamic power consumption due to state transitions.

In one approach to low power state encoding, the cost function is the sum of the Hamming
distancesDH;i between all possible pairs of current and next states. The Hamming distance
between two states is the number of bits that are different inthe binary numbers represent-
ing these states. In Figure 3.4b, the total Hamming distanceis six. In another approach,
each edge in the graph is weighted with a number in the range ofzero to one that describes
the probabilityPT;i of that particular transition to occur. The cost function ismodified such
that the Hamming distanceDH;i associated with thei-th pair of nodes is multiplied by the
weightPT;i assigned to the respective transition. This cost function yields total switching
activities of 1:6 and 1:0 for the original and the modified encodings depicted in Figures 3.4c
and 3.4d, respectively.
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Obviously, 38% less switching activity in the state register bank can be expected if the
states are encoded according to Figure 3.4d. This, however,does not necessarily mean that
the power consumption is 38% lower, too, since an impact of the state encoding on the
complexity of the combinational logic and on the switching activity therein is not consid-
ered in the cost function. In fact, the total power and the area of the FSM may increase,
if a certain change of the state encoding, which reduces the total number of toggling bits
in the register bank, requires a more complex combinationallogic. Experimental results
presented in [121] show tremendous variation in terms of area and power consumption of
a particular FSM at a given performance depending on the encoding of the states. It seems
that larger state machines tend to consume more power. However, the correlation between
state encoding, power, and area is still not well understood. Thus, the real effects of state
re-encoding are difficult to predict. This lack of understanding is a major obstacle for the
development of efficient tools for power-conscious FSM design.

Some commercial logic synthesis tools such as SYNPLIFY PRO (SYNPLICITY 4) and DE-
SIGN COMPILER (SYNOPSYS5) provide basic FSM design and optimization capabilities
targeting only the circuit area. Simultaneous optimization for area and power consumption
is not yet supported and, hence, is left to the designer. However, the complexity of FSMs in
real designs is mostly too high for manual optimization. A practical solution to this prob-
lem is to manually encode only a small subset of states that covers the edges that contribute
the most to the expected switching activity and to leave the encoding of the majority of
states to the synthesis tool with the objective of minimizing the area.

Low power arithmetic units. Arithmetic units such as adders and multipliers are critical
building blocks in processors and many data-path-dominated ASICs. A variety of concepts
for the implementation of such modules can be found in the literature [120]. While, in the
past, the design of arithmetic units was driven by the need for sufficient performance at
minimum area, their power consumption can now no longer be ignored.

Callaway and Swartzlander have investigated and compared different types of parallel 16-
bit adders and multipliers [16]. Some results of their work are summarized in Tables 3.1
and 3.2. Evidently, faster implementations mostly requirelarger area. For the adder circuits
listed in Table 3.1, shorter delay and larger area also translate to higher dynamic power
consumption. This is different for the multipliers listed in Table 3.2; the second fastest
circuit (Wallace tree) consumes the least dynamic power, while the slowest implementation
(array) results in the highest power consumption.

The power-delay product (PDP) given in the tables is a possible measure of the trade-off
between performance and power. In this respect, the minimumPDP values mark the most
efficient implementations of adders and multipliers (variable block width carry skip adder

4http://www.synplicity.com
5http://www.synopsys.com
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Circuit type Delay Power PDP Area

Ripple carry 1 1 1 1

Constant block width carry skip 0:56 1:06 0:59 1:27

Variable block width carry skip 0:44 1:29 0:57 1:88

Carry look ahead 0:44 1:59 0:70 2:04

Carry select 0:36 2:24 0:81 3:38

Conditional sum 0:41 3:18 1:30 4:38

Table 3.1: Delay, power consumption, PDP, and area of 16-bitadders normalized to the
delay, the power, the PDP, and the area, respectively, of theripple carry adder [16].

Circuit type Delay Power PDP Area

Array 1 1 1 1

Split array 0:68 0:87 0:59 1:43

Wallace tree 0:58 0:74 0:43 1:93

Modified booth 0:49 0:95 0:47 2:02

Table 3.2: Delay, power consumption, PDP, and area of 16-bitmultipliers normalized to
the delay, the power, the PDP, and the area, respectively, ofthe array multiplier [16].

and Wallace tree multiplier). On the basis of this perception, Wallace tree multipliers were,
for instance, built into certain StrongARM low power processor derivates [11].

For a detailed discussion of the structure and the functioning of the different types of adders
and multipliers considered in this comparison see the literature [15, 16, 120].

3.5 Logic Level

Standard-cell-based design at the logic level includes logic synthesis, placement, and rout-
ing. Logic synthesis can be further divided into technologyindependent and technology
dependent optimization steps.

Technology independent optimization. Technology independent optimization requires
the combinational part of the original design to be separated from the sequential elements.
The combinational logic is described in the form of Boolean equations, and the optimiza-
tion methods operate on these equations. Traditionally, the goal is to find an area efficient,
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multi-level representation of the combinational logic under timing constraints [9]. A com-
mon measure of the area of Boolean networks is the total number of literals6 in the factored
form of the equations [49]. Therefore, the traditional objective of technology indepen-
dent optimization is the minimization of the total number ofliterals. This is usually done
with algebraic logic restructuring techniques, e.g. extraction, substitution, factorization,
and Boolean minimization.

Extraction is the process of identifying a common sub-function of several Boolean equa-
tions, introducing a new equation that assigns the common sub-function to a new inter-
nal variable, and substituting the common sub-function in the original equations with the
new variable [9]. Substitution means substituting a sub-function of a Boolean equation
with an existing internal variable [9]. Substitution is applicable if internal variables exist
that represent sub-functions of other equations. Another important technique is factoriza-
tion [9]. The Boolean expressiona �c+a �d+b �c+b �d for instance, can be transformed
to (a+b) � (c+d). In this example, factorization reduces the number of literals, which is
one purpose of the technique. The other purpose is the computation of the cost which is
often based on the factored form of the equations, as mentioned above.

The same methods can be used for technology independent dynamic power optimization,
if the cost function is modified [49]. The cost may be computedas the total sum of the
switching activities associated with all literals. This requires the switching activities of the
primary inputs to be specified. The switching activities associated with internal variables
and primary outputs are then computed by propagating the switching activities at the inputs
through the Boolean network using zero delay models for the Boolean operations.

Boolean minimization is the process of minimizing Boolean equations using the rules of
Boolean algebra, e.g.a+ ā = 1, and taking into account any don’t care conditions [9].
ESPRESSO is a de-facto-standard algorithm for computer aided Boolean minimization of
two-level Boolean networks targeting the area of the resulting circuit [9, 39, 80]. Sim-
ilar methods can be applied to the set of equations that describes a multi-level Boolean
network taking into account additional don’t care conditions [82]. Power-aware Boolean
minimization, however, requires modification of these methods, as discussed in [49].

Finally, the optimized Boolean network is prepared for technology mapping in a step called
technology decomposition [9, 49]. A set of primitive Boolean functions such as two-input
NAND and NOT is chosen. The Boolean equations are then converted to a graph where
each node in the graph is restricted to one of the primitive functions. This process is called
technology decomposition and the result is called the subject graph. This graph is the input
to technology mapping, the first step in the technology dependent phase of logic synthesis.
The quality of the mapping solution depends on the structureof the subject graph. Accord-
ing to [49], a subject graph that minimizes the sum of the switching activities associated
with its internal nodes is a good starting point for low powertechnology mapping.

6A literal is a negated or not negated instance of a variable ina Boolean expression. In multi-level Boolean
networks, the variable may be an internal variable or represent a primary input.
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Figure 3.5: Gate sizing for dynamic power optimization: (a)large driver, large capacitance,
short transition time; (b) smaller driver, smaller capacitance, longer transition time.

Technology dependent optimization. The technology dependent phase of logic synthe-
sis starts with a step called technology mapping or cell binding [9, 49]. In this step, the
functionality of each library gate is represented by a graphwhere each node is restricted to
the primitive Boolean functions considered in technology decomposition. These graphs are
called pattern graphs. Technology mapping is the process offinding a minimum cost cov-
ering of the subject graph by choosing from the collection ofpattern graphs that represents
the standard cell library. Again, switching activities should be considered when computing
the cost in order to obtain a low dynamic power mapping solution [49].

The technology mapping is followed by a post-mapping optimization phase. An important
technique applied at this stage is gate sizing. In addition to gate sizing, local transforma-
tions are used for altering the structure of the circuit without changing its functionality.
Typical examples of local transformations are buffer insertion, complex gate composition
and equivalent pin swapping.

Gate sizing can affect the dynamic power consumptionPdyn in different ways as illustrated
in Figure 3.5. Down-sizing, i.e. replacing a cell with a functionally equivalent cell com-
posed of smaller transistors that have smaller gate input capacitancesCG, primarily aims
at reducingCnodeand, thus,Pcap at the input nodes of the sized cell [49, 121]. In addition,
smaller transistor dimensions reduce the short-circuit and the subthreshold currents in the
sized cell, thus reducingPsc andPsub. On the other hand, down-sizing increases the signal
transition timetT at the sized cell’s output, which in turn increasesPsc of the cells driven
by the sized cell. For this reason, minimizing the size of cells in non-timing-critical paths
does not always result in the lowest dynamic power consumption. At heavily loaded nodes
that exhibit very largetT , up-sizing may lead to an overall lowerPdyn [12].

Alternatively, extra buffers can be inserted at heavily loaded nodes in order to shortentT ,
as shown in Figure 3.6 [21]. This reducesPsc at the gates driven by the inserted cell.
However, the extra cell introduces extra capacitances and extra short-circuit currents. These
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Figure 3.6: Buffer insertion for short-circuit power optimization [21]: (a) long transition
time at heavily loaded net; (b) extra buffer shortens transition time.
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Figure 3.7: Complex gate composition for capacitive power optimization [11]: (a) high
activity net connects separate cells; (b) high activity nethidden in complex gate.

overheads must of course be small in comparison with the reduction in short-circuit power
at the driven gates in order to make this buffer insertion technique feasible.

Standard cell libraries contain so-called complex gates which combine several simple gates
in one cell. Complex gate composition replaces a group of simple gates in a gate-level
netlist with an equivalent complex gate as depicted in Figure 3.7 [11, 21]. As a result,
some nets no longer connect separate cells. Instead, these nets connect devices within a
complex cell which can be accomplished with shorter wires that have less capacitance.
This reducesPcap, especially if many high activity nets can be hidden in complex cells.

Another optimization technique, which is called equivalent pin swapping or pin ordering,
exploits the different power characteristics of functionally equivalent input pins of the same
library cell. These differences in the power characteristics can be due to different input pin
capacitances, which leads to differentPcap at the different input nodes. Another possi-
ble reason is the exact position of the devices connected to aparticular input pin, i.e. the
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Figure 3.8: Local transformations for post-mapping logic restructuring: (a) phase assign-
ment [11]; (b) cell duplication [121].

cell-internal circuit structure, which affects the total cell-internal capacitance charged or
discharged during a transition of the input node. With pin swapping, high activity nets are
connected to power-efficient input pins with priority [11, 21].

A variety of other local transformations for logic restructuring after technology mapping
was proposed [88, 93, 121]. Two examples are illustrated in Figure 3.8. In Figure 3.8a, one
of the two high activity nodes is eliminated by inverting theinput and output signals of the
multiplexer, thus reducing the dynamic power consumption.This technique is often called
phase assignment. Duplication of cells, as shown in Figure 3.8b, can be used for splitting
paths. The opposite of complex gate composition, i.e. complex gate decomposition, serves
the same purpose. These techniques may not directly reduce the power consumption but
enable other transformations that eventually lead to lowerpower.

Technology dependent power optimization is supported by commercial tools, for instance
by POWER COMPILER (SYNOPSYS7) and BUILD GATES EXTREME (CADENCE8).

Placement and routing. The traditional objective of placement is to arrange all cells on
the chip in such a way that the total wire-length after routing is minimized and, thus, the

7http://www.synopsys.com
8http://www.cadence.com
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area is minimal. Since the actual wire-lengths are unknown at this stage, estimates are used
for computing the cost function. For power-driven placement, the estimated wire-lengths
should be weighted with the switching activities, so that high activity nets are given priority.
This way, the total switched capacitance, which determinesPcap, is minimized instead of
the total wire-length, which affects the area. In principle, power-driven placement can
be carried out with the same algorithms as conventional placement if the cost function is
modified appropriately [24].

Routing is the process of making electrical connections between pins of placed cells. In
conventional routing, the objective is to minimize the total wire-length. The limitations on
the routing resources, i.e. the routing area, the number of metal layers, and the number of
feed-throughs between these layers, frequently lead to region congestion. Therefore, it is
usually not possible to minimize the length of every single wire. At the beginning of the
routing process many resources are available and most wirescan be realized with minimum
length. As the routing process progresses, congestion problems become more likely and
wire-lengths increase. For this reason, critical nets should be routed first. Again, for power-
driven routing, the priorities of nets can be determined from the switching activities, so that
high activity wires are kept short [24].

The coupling capacitances between neighboring wires are significant sources of power
consumption. Therefore, power-driven routing should not only address the wire-length
but also reduce the coupling capacitances between high activity wires by increasing their
spacing [24].

3.6 Transistor Level

The standard cell ASIC design style is based on the concept ofreusing pre-designed logic
gates, 1-bit adders, flip-flops, etc. that are available in so-called standard cell libraries.
The following paragraphs cover various aspects related to the development of low power
standard cell libraries.

Logic styles. Logic gates can be dynamic or static, i.e. with or without clock control.
Dynamic logic is generally faster and, hence, well suited tohighest performance circuits.
However, the power consumption of dynamic logic is larger than that of static logic be-
cause of the additional capacitive load at the clock network(s) and because of unnecessary
precharging and discharging of nodes [126]. Moreover, standard tools used for logic and
layout synthesis do not support dynamic logic design.

The conventional static CMOS logic gates built from n-channel pull-down and p-channel
pull-up networks are easy to design, have good driving capabilities which allows high per-
formance, and have good noise margins which makes the circuits robust even at low supply
voltages. Static logic gates exploiting cross-coupled p-channel transistors, e.g. cascode
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voltage switch logic gates, have larger delays and may consume equal or larger amounts of
power [61, 106]. Moreover, such gates are difficult to design. Particularly, the design of
cells with larger driving strengths is impractical in such logic styles. A third class of static
logic, namely the pass transistor logic (PTL), appears to have little or no advantage over
the conventional static CMOS gates regarding the power consumption. Moreover, the per-
formance and the robustness of PTL at low supply voltages areinsufficient [61, 106, 126].

For the reasons stated above, only the conventional static logic style can be found in stan-
dard cell libraries, except for some pass transistor or transmission gate structures used in
XOR gates, multiplexers, flip-flops or full adders.

Combinational cells. Standard cell libraries typically contain cells having up to eight
inputs. Larger numbers of inputs result in unfeasibly largenumbers of transistors con-
nected in series and in parallel. Many transistors connected in series limit the low voltage
operation and have either a large total series resistance orlarge gate capacitances. Many
transistors connected in parallel introduce a large total drain diffusion capacitance at the
output. Finally, the body effect increases the threshold voltage of transistors connected in
series. These effects lead to poor performance [121].

Another important aspect regarding the low power library development is the selection of
Boolean functions to be implemented. The number of different Boolean functions ofN
input variables isM = 22N

. For three inputs, for instance,M is 256 and for four inputs
M is 65536. It is obvious that only a small collection of all these possible functions can
actually be included in a standard cell library. Unfortunately, there is a lack of theoretical
analysis of the problem of which functions to implement. Therefore, the actual selection
of functions and, hence, types of cells is usually based on human intuition and experi-
ence. Typical industrial libraries contain non-invertingbuffers, inverters, (N)AND gates,
(N)OR gates, X(N)OR gates, (N)AND-(N)OR complex gates, multiplexer, 1-bit half and
full adders and similar cells [121].

Low power libraries should provide a sufficient number of complex gates, i.e. (N)AND
gates, (N)OR gates, and cells with integrated input inverters. This enables effective com-
plex gate composition for power and area reduction. Also, every type of cell should be
provided in sufficiently many different sizes (driving strengths), including minimum sized
cells and cells with asymmetrical timing characteristics due to reduced p-channel widths, in
order to enable effective gate sizing for timing, power and area optimization. Particularly,
non-inverting buffers and inverters, which are frequentlyused to form optimized cascaded
buffers for driving large loads, should be available in a large number of different sizes [3].

Flip-flop cells. Other than dynamic logic gates, dynamic flip-flops may be morepower
efficient than their static counterparts. This is because dynamic flip-flops can be realized
with less transistors and the load presented to the clock network is smaller [105]. However,
logic states stored in dynamic circuits need to be periodically refreshed, which prevents
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Figure 3.9: Low Power D-flip-flop circuit.

dynamic flip-flops from being disabled using clock gating or other means. Moreover, dy-
namic circuit design is not supported in standard-cell based ASIC design methodologies,
as mentioned above. Therefore, only static flip-flops exist in standard cell libraries.

A widely-used static flip-flop structure is shown in Figure 6.8. The transmission gates are
sometimes replaced with tristate buffers, but with this exception, most flip-flop cells in
commercial standard cell libraries have this basic structure in common. A disadvantage of
this circuit is the large effective load presented to the clock network. This load includes the
capacitances that are charged and discharged by the internal clock buffer.

Low power flip-flop designs aim primarily at reducing the loadpresented to the clock net-
work. The circuit depicted in Figure 3.9, for instance, has only two transistors driven by
the clock input pin. For low to medium switching activity at the data input, this flip-flop
consumes less power than the standard flip-flop [3]. At the same time, its delay is signifi-
cantly shorter. A similar flip-flop comprising a modified master latch is described in [29].
This circuit consumes less power even for high switching activity at the data input.

Cell layout optimization. The means of optimizing the standard cell layouts for low
power are limited. Merely optimizing the intra-cell interconnects and the gate structure of
very wide transistors can be worthwhile. Large transistorshave large drain/source diffusion
capacitances if they are realized with a longitudinal gate structure. As explained in [17],
the drain capacitance is reduced if the gate is laid out with afinger or ring structure. This
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technique can be applied, for instance, to large buffer and inverter cells or to logic cells
with large output buffers. For long interconnects within large cells, such as complex flip-
flop cells, it is worth considering the area-specific capacitance of different interconnect
materials such as polysilicon and metal in order to minimizethe wire capacitance.

3.7 Summary, Comments, and Conclusions

As mentioned at the beginning of this chapter, low power ASICdesign methodologies
should include power optimization at all levels of abstraction. Which particular techniques
to include in a real-world methodology is determined by their effectiveness, stage of de-
velopment, versatility, and suitability for automation. These criteria lead to the following
assessment of the low power design methods discussed in thischapter.

The implementation of power management for static or dynamic power reduction or both is
a must, unless it is not applicable to the target application. Dynamic power management can
be very effective but requires a tremendous design effort. Therefore, DPM is restricted to
the design of complex systems such as personal computers andparts thereof. Clock gating
has also proven to be effective and, fortunately, its implementation is simple compared with
DPM. Local clock gating is even supported by commercial tools. This technique is state-
of-the-art in ASIC design and should be used whenever possible. Regarding the focus of
this study, it is important to investigate the impact of clock gating on the effectiveness of
voltage scaling in the clock network. This is addressed in Chapter 8.

Low power bus encoding is a very difficult and conflicting problem. Simple schemes like
Gray and one-hot coding are either lacking versatility or are too expensive because of
tremendous overheads. Static PBM works well only for the data stream it was designed
for and is, thus, only slightly more versatile than Gray coding. Adaptive PBM creates large
overhead and suffers from unsolved technical problems. At present, only BIC appears to be
useful for a broader range of applications. Low power state encoding is complex, not well
understood and only partially supported by tools. However,if a small subset of transitions
can be identified as main contributer to the dynamic power consumption of a particular
ASIC, it can be worth encoding the respective states manually while leaving the encoding
of the majority of states to a synthesis tool. An impact of busand state encoding on the
effectiveness of the methodology proposed in this study is not expected.

The design of optimized arithmetic units from scratch is carried out only in the full-custom
design of high performance components such as general purpose microprocessors. For the
design of ASICs, technology-independent macro block libraries are available, that con-
tain a variety of pre-designed arithmetic units. Logic synthesis tools revert to these library
elements when processing RTL design descriptions subject to timing, power and area con-
straints. If the constraints cannot be met this way, optimized HDL modeling of arithmetic
units can be applied instead of using arithmetic operators in the HDL code. The latter ap-
proach is particularly suitable for the design of critical units in the data-path of application
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specific processor cores; the arithmetic units can be adapted to the target application while
preserving synthesizability and, thus, independency of the target fabrication technology.
Just as for the aforementioned encoding schemes, an impact on the effectiveness of the
methodology proposed in this study is not expected.

Logic synthesis is fully automated and relies on standard tools. These tools do not sup-
port power optimization in the technology independent phase of logic synthesis. Technol-
ogy dependent optimization using gate sizing, buffer insertion, complex gate composition,
equivalent pin swapping, phase assignment, etc. is state-of-the-art and should be used in
any case. About 10% to 20% dynamic power reduction can be expected. These tech-
niques directly compete with the logic-level voltage scaling approach that is in the focus of
this study. Therefore, the proposed methodology assures that the effect of state-of-the-art
power-driven logic synthesis is taken into account in all investigations.

Placement and routing are also automated and are also carried out using standard tools. In
existing design methodologies, the area is usually the onlyoptimization criterion. Timing-
driven placement and routing are possible but are not yet standard. Power-driven placement
and routing are still under development and cannot be carried out with existing tools.

Regarding the library development, many semiconductor vendors avoid the effort to de-
velop completely new libraries. Instead, existing libraries are adapted to newer technology
generations with minimum effort. Some companies, e.g. ARTISAN COMPONENTS9, claim
that their libraries are optimized for low power design. However, neither is there any evi-
dence, nor is any information available on how this was achieved.

The techniques discussed in this chapter aim at power optimization through power supply
shut-down and through optimization of circuit and device parameters such as the switching
activity, the device and interconnect capacitances, the signal transition times, and the effec-
tive transconductance. Other important parameters are thesupply and threshold voltages.
However, the simple concept of global supply voltage minimization driven by pipelining or
parallelization is usually the only available voltage scaling option. More advanced supply
and threshold voltage scaling approaches, although generally considered promising, are not
state-of-the-art. The broad field of voltage scaling is covered by the following chapter.

9http://www.artisan.com



Chapter 4

Supply and Threshold Voltage Scaling

4.1 Conventional Voltage Scaling and its Limitations

Supply voltage (VDD) scaling is an effective means of dynamic power (Pdyn) optimization
because of the non-linear dependence ofPdyn andVDD (see Equations 2.19 and 2.22). The
supply voltage can, however, not be scaled down without limits.

The first question to be answered is that of possible malfunction at low supply voltages. A
common condition for a logic gate being properly functioning is a gain1 significantly larger
than one in order to guarantee level restoration from one stage to the next. The ultimate goal
is to have per-stage gains large enough to keep the logic levels at all circuit nodes within the
specified noise margins. It was shown theoretically that this condition can be satisfied even
at extremely low supply voltages of a few hundred millivolts[71, 79, 107]. First practical
examples of circuits operating at supply voltages as low as 0.2 V were published 30 years
ago [108]. Thus, the possibility of malfunction has not yet become a real limit.

Practically relevant limits to low voltage operation arisefrom timing constraints. Accord-
ing to Equation 2.15, the gate delaytD and, hence, the performance of a circuit inevitably
degrade, if the supply voltage is reduced while the threshold voltage remains at the same
level. This problem can be overcome by simultaneous supply and threshold voltage scal-
ing. Unfortunately, low threshold voltages cause excessive static power consumptionPstat,
as discussed in Section 2.3.3. This means that aggressive supply and threshold voltage scal-
ing eventually leads to a minimum of the total power consumption Ptot, which defines an
optimal pair of supply and threshold voltage values. If the voltages are scaled beyond this
minimum,Ptot increases again because of the exponentially rising subthreshold currents.

In practice, the optimum is usually not well defined because of unavoidable supply and
threshold voltage uncertainties that can be due to temperature and process variability, short-
channel effects and non-ideal supply voltage regulation [98]. These voltage uncertainties

1The gain is the absolute value of the slope of the voltage transfer characteristic.
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result in delay and power variations and must be taken into account when determining the
nominal voltage values. Otherwise, the timing constraintsmay be violated or excessive
static power may result or both [102].

Because of the exponential characteristic ofPstat (see Equation 2.24), threshold voltages
below the optimum lead to a significantly larger total power consumption. This will become
even more of a problem in future fabrication processes, as the nominal threshold voltages
will continue to be scaled down while the threshold voltage uncertainties are not expected
to scale accordingly.

Since threshold voltages below the optimum have a more serious impact on the total power
consumption than somewhat increased supply voltages, the nominal voltages must be set
to values above the optimum. In other words, given a certain target performance, threshold
voltage uncertainties set lower limits to both the nominal threshold and supply voltages.
As a result, all circuits that do not exhibit worst-case parameters consume more power than
necessary because of the unnecessarily large supply voltage.

It follows from the above arguments that simultaneous supply and threshold voltage scal-
ing subject to timing constraints yields an optimal voltagepair that minimizes the total
power consumption. Sophisticated optimization approaches yield optimal solutions tak-
ing into account various different sources of voltage uncertainties [30, 35]. The optimum
solution, however, depends on the application and the desired performance, and designers
are usually not free to choose supply and threshold voltage values depending on the actual
requirements of the application. This makes the use of optimal voltages impossible in most
practical cases.

The design of standard-cell-based ASICs is typically subject to close restrictions regarding
the choice of supply and threshold voltages. Many manufacturing processes provide only
one fixed threshold voltage. If two types of transistors, onewith low and the other one with
highVt , are needed, a special dual threshold voltage (DTV) processis required. However,
the standard cells provided with existing libraries are often designed assuming that only one
threshold voltage is available. Even the supply voltage canoften not be chosen arbitrarily,
because standard cell libraries are usually characterizedand, thus, qualified for only one,
sometimes for two, different supply voltages.

In the following sections, various voltage scaling techniques for timing-constrained static
and dynamic power optimization are discussed. The basic ideas behind these techniques
are the following. Firstly, decreasing the logic depth in the critical path and introducing
parallelism reduces the optimal supply voltage value. Secondly, minimizing voltage uncer-
tainties enables the nominal voltage values to be set closerto the optimal values. Finally,
making supply and threshold voltages variable or having multiple fixed supply and thresh-
old voltage values available introduces more flexibility regarding power-delay trade-offs
into the design process.
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4.2 Critical Path Relaxation for Low Voltage Operation

The basic idea of the techniques discussed in the following paragraphs is, firstly, to shorten
the critical path through pipelining or retiming and, secondly, to relax the constraint on
the critical path delay through parallelization. The goal is to create timing slack that can
be exploited by supply voltage scaling without degrading the overall circuit performance.
These principles can be applied at different levels of abstraction.

Algorithmic speed-up transformations. Algorithmic transformations such as loop un-
rolling, algebraic transformations, pipelining or retiming are usually applied to data flow
graph (DFG) representations of algorithms [18]. A DFG is a directed graph, where the
nodes correspond to operations and the edges describe the data flow between nodes. The
edges may be weighted with delay units that are abstract representations of memory or
states. In a DFG, a path is a set of operations connected by non-weighted edges. Paths
always start at an input of a DFG or at the endpoint of a weighted edge. The endpoints of
paths are either outputs of a DFG or starting points of weighted edges. The total delay of a
path is the sum of the execution times of all operations alongthat path.

Loop2 unrolling is a means of introducing parallelism at the algorithmic level. When ar-
chitectural pipelining or parallelization are not immediately applicable, loop unrolling fol-
lowed by other transformations is often the only way of creating slack in the critical path.
In anN-fold parallel design,N data samples are processed simultaneously byN identical
hardware units. Given a certain target throughput3, the processing of a single sample is al-
lowed to takeN times longer than in a non-parallel design, where all samples are processed
sequentially by the same hardware unit. Thus, the processing units in the parallel design
may be operated at a lower supply voltage leading to reduced dynamic power.

In addition, loop unrolling often enables other algorithmic transformations that were not
applicable before. Pipelining and retiming can be used for shortening the delay in the criti-
cal path. At the algorithmic level, pipelining and retimingmean to introduce additional and
re-order existing delay units in a DFG. In other words, pipelining and retiming are means
of path splitting and path balancing, respectively. Even algebraic transformations such as
distributivity and constant propagation can sometimes reduce the delay in the critical path.
After shortening the longest path, the supply voltage can befurther reduced.

Parallelization and pipelining always increase the circuit complexity. For instance, addi-
tional processing units, registers, and multiplexers are needed. This becomes clearer in the
discussion of architecture-driven supply voltage scalingbelow. The additional hardware
increases the effective switched capacitance and, thus, creates some power overhead that

2A loop is an iteration in a recursive algorithm.
3Throughput is the rate at which a signal processing system consumes input data samples and produces

output data samples.
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detracts from the power savings. Finally, while the throughput is constant, the latency4

inevitably increases.

In principle, algorithmic transformations can be automated in high-level synthesis which
was demonstrated through a number of non-commercial tools.While most of these tools
were developed for optimizing performance and area, the cost function implemented in
HYPER-LP also covers the power consumption [18]. However, high-level synthesis has
not yet found broad acceptance in the ASIC design community and, hence, such tools are
usually not available in state-of-the-art design flows.

Architecture-driven supply voltage scaling. Parallelization and pipelining carried out at
the RTL are popular means of optimizing the performance of synchronous data-path archi-
tectures. Both techniques relax the delay constraints on critical paths. The additional slack
can then be exploited for higher data throughput at increased clock frequencies. However,
if higher performance is not required, the increased slack in the critical paths can be ex-
ploited for reducing the power consumption by lowering the supply voltage. This approach
is known as architecture-driven supply voltage scaling [17]. As opposed to algorithmic
transformations, architecture-driven supply voltage scaling is not applied to DFGs but to
RTL designs composed of registers, processing units, multiplexers, and the like.

With parallelization, the constraint on the delay of the critical path is relaxed while the
logic depth remains unchanged. For this purpose, the block that contains the critical path
is implementedN times, so thatN data samples can be processed simultaneously. As
explained before, the parallel architecture can be operated at a lower supply voltage in
order to reduce the dynamic power consumption without degrading the throughput.

An obvious overhead introduced by parallelism is caused by the additional processing units.
Besides, each of these units needs dedicated input registers. Finally, a multiplexer is re-
quired for passing the outputs of the parallel blocks sequentially to the output register. A
trade-off has to be made between power savings due to voltagescaling and power overhead
due to the additional circuitry.

With pipelining, the block that contains the critical path can be split into several less com-
plex blocks connected in series. This is accomplished by additional register stages inserted
along the logic paths between the existing input and output registers. Thus, a new critical
path with reduced logic depth is created. The slack generated thereby can be exploited for
dynamic power reduction through supply voltage scaling without degrading the throughput.

The additional registers represent some overhead because of their internal power consump-
tion, the additional load presented at the clock network, and the required chip area. Just as
in the case of parallelization, a trade-off has to be made between the power savings due to
voltage scaling and the power overhead due to the additionalcircuitry.

4Latency is the time it takes an input data sample to proceed through a signal processing unit before the
valid result appears at the output.
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Regarding the optimization potential, both parallelization and pipelining are known to be
equally effective [17]. Also, the latency increases equally for both methods. However, the
overhead created by pipelining is usually much less significant compared with the overhead
that comes with parallelism. Therefore, pipelining shouldbe preferred whenever possible,
and parallelization can be used if the data-path is not suitable for pipelining.

In principle, pipelining and parallelization can be automated in high-level synthesis. How-
ever, high-level synthesis has not yet become an integral part of ASIC design flows. There-
fore, both techniques have to be applied manually in the architecture development (RTL
modeling) phase.

Parallelization at the logic level. The concept of global supply voltage scaling (GSVS)
enabled by parallelization can be applied even at the logic level. This means nothing else
than a trade-off of area against delay in the technology independent phase of logic synthesis
(see Section 3.5) by reducing the logic depth, i.e. the number of levels in the logic.

Just as at the higher levels of abstraction, logic-level parallelization shortens the critical
path. This effect can be reinforced using gate up-sizing at the same time. The timing slack
created thereby can then be exploited for dynamic power reduction through supply voltage
scaling while keeping the overall circuit performance unchanged.

An increase in the degree of logic-level parallelism in combination with gate up-sizing can
be achieved with any standard logic synthesis tool providedthat the circuit is not yet subject
to the strictest timing constraints.

4.3 Advanced Supply Voltage Scaling

4.3.1 Adaptive Supply Voltage Scaling

The design of electronic circuits is often subject to peak performance constraints. Signal
processing units, for instance, are designed to deliver a certain maximum throughput at
a given clock frequency and a given supply voltage. When sucha module is built into
different applications that require different throughputs, the power consumption can be op-
timized by choosing the clock frequency and the supply voltage in each individual case,
such that the actual peak performance constraints are just met. However, if the applica-
tion does not require maximum performance at all times, suchfixed voltage designs result
in a waste of energy. The power consumption can then be further optimized by continu-
ously adjusting the clock frequency and the supply voltage according to the instantaneous
performance requirements (speed-adaptive supply voltagescaling).
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The basic concept of speed-adaptive supply voltage scalingfor synchronous circuits defines
two main tasks. Firstly, the clock frequency is set according to the instantaneous perfor-
mance requirements. Secondly, the supply voltage is adjusted such that proper operation of
the circuit at the given clock frequency is assured.

Speed-adaptive supply voltage scaling can also be applied to asynchronous modules in a
synchronous environment. In this case, of course, no clock frequency scaling is required.
Examples of such self-timed system architectures can be found in the literature [86]. Since
standard-cell-based ASIC design is always synchronous, only synchronous design concepts
are of interest in this study.

In Figure 4.1a, the architecture of a synchronous DSP with speed-adaptive supply voltage
scaling is shown [38]. The input data samples are stored in a first-in-first-out (FIFO) input
buffer before they reach the DSP core. The buffering increases the latency in the data-
path, which is a drawback of this architecture. The workloadfilter monitors the filling ratio
of the FIFO and computes a suitable value for the clock frequency such that FIFO over-
and underflow are prevented. The control loop composed of therate controller, the pulse
width modulated (PWM) switching power supply (DC-DC converter), and the voltage con-
trolled oscillator (VCO) is similar to a phase-locked loop (PLL). The rate controller checks
whether the clock signal generated by the VCO is in phase withan external reference signal.
It also checks whether the clock frequency is equal to the value computed by the workload
filter. The output of the rate controller can be interpreted as an error signal. It is used as an
input to the duty cycle control logic of the switching power supply and, thus, determines
the supply’s output voltage. The voltage provided by the power supply is used as a supply
voltage for the DSP and as a control voltage for the VCO that generates the clock signal for
the DSP. The DSP can be any standard DSP core. The only requirement is that the relation
between the worst-case delay in the critical path of the DSP (taking into account variations
of process parameters and operating conditions) and the supply voltage must be known.
This relation must be properly modeled by the VCO control characteristics.

A different architecture for (speed-)adaptive supply voltage scaling can be seen in Fig-
ure 4.1b [66, 104]. In this example, the clock signal and the supply voltage for the RISC
(reduced instruction set computer) processor core are not generated within the same con-
trol loop. The purpose of the architecture shown in the figureis to automatically adjust
the supply voltage such that the delay in the critical path ofthe processor core matches the
period of the given clock signal. For this purpose, the actual delay in the critical path is
measured and compared with the clock period. In order to avoid a negative impact of the
delay measurement on the operation of the processor, the measurement is carried out on a
replica of the critical path implemented in the speed detector. The duty cycle control logic
of the PWM switching supply (DC-DC converter) then adjusts the supply voltage for the
processor according to the result of the delay measurement.

The oscillator that generates the clock signal is not part ofthe basic architecture depicted
in Figure 4.1b. In fact, this architecture can be used with orwithout speed-adaptive clock
frequency scaling. In the latter case, it is simply called adaptive supply voltage scaling. The
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Figure 4.1: Adaptive supply voltage scaling: (a) DSP core with adaptive voltage and fre-
quency regulation [38]; (b) RISC core with adaptive voltageregulation [66, 104].

delay measurement mechanism assures that the supply voltage is adapted not only to any
given clock frequency but also to the actual process parameters and operating conditions
such as the temperature. This makes the architecture superior to the previous example and
to non-adaptive supply schemes, which require the supply voltage to be chosen on the basis
of worst-case parameter sets. Significant power savings canbe realized in the case of more
typical operating conditions and process parameters [2]. If speed-adaptive clock frequency
scaling is desired, a suitable hardware or software controlled frequency adaption scheme
can be added to this architecture.

Both scenarios discussed above do not impose special requirements or restrictions on the
design of the processing units; any state-of-the-art design methodology, including standard-
cell-based design styles, can be used. On the other hand, thesupply voltage and clock
frequency control schemes are difficult to design and usually require tremendous manual
design effort.

The concept of (speed-)adaptive supply voltage scaling wasfirst proposed by Kaenel et
al. [53]. In recent years, it has been implemented primarilywith different types of low
power processors. Two case studies, a DSP and a RISC core, have been mentioned above.
Other interesting examples are different ARM5 prototypes [14, 90] and the commercial
Crusoe (see [11]) and XScale processors by TRANSMETA6 and INTEL7.

5http://www.arm.com
6http://www.transmeta.com
7The former StrongARM architecture is now INTEL’ S XScale microarchitecture (http://www.intel.com).
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Figure 4.2: A simple data flow scheduled under strict timing constraints [70]: (a) SSV
schedule; (b) DSV schedule.

4.3.2 Multiple Supply Voltage Scheduling

Multiple supply voltage (MSV) scheduling is an algorithmic-level power optimization tech-
nique. Instead of reducing the critical path delay, as with algorithmic speed-up transfor-
mations, MSV scheduling aims at locally scaling down the supply voltage for individual
data-path modules that are not on a critical path.

Most MSV scheduling algorithms operate on acyclic DFGs [22,52, 70, 94]. The DFGs
in Figure 4.2 are examples of acyclic graphs representing a simple algorithm that requires
five add operations (A1 to A5) to be performed. These graphs are different from the graphs
discussed in the context of algorithmic transformations inthat there are no loops (iterations)
and no weighted edges. However, from any general DFG, a corresponding acyclic DFG can
be derived by removing all the weighted edges, and MSV scheduling algorithms can then
be used for scheduling the operation within one iteration period (titerate).

In Figure 4.2a, the five operations are assigned control timeslots that are represented by
the space between two neighboring horizontal lines. These control time slots may be, but
do not have to be, identical with actual clock cycles. A DFG with all operations assigned
to control time slots is called a schedule.

In the original single supply voltage (SSV) schedule shown in Figure 4.2a, the execution
time of every operation matches one control time slot (tcontrol) and the critical path (A1, A2,
A3) does not contain any slack. However, there is a slack of one time slot in each of the
other two paths. Conventional scheduling methods would exploit this slack for resource
sharing, i.e. using the same hardware unit for computing A4 and A5, thus reducing the
circuit area. Multiple supply voltage scheduling exploitsthis slack for power optimization
by choosing two separate hardware units that both run at a lower supply voltage and, hence,
at a lower speed, as indicated in the DSV schedule shown in Figure 4.2b.

The optimization potential increases if the timing constraints are relaxed, i.e.titerate is in-
creased. If, for instance, the computation of the operations A1 to A5 were allowed to take
four control time slots instead of three, the supply voltagecould be reduced even for opera-
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tions on the critical path, i.e. A1, A2 or A3. Furthermore, a third even lower supply voltage
could be used for operations on the paths with the largest slack.

Scheduling under consideration of multiple supply voltages creates delay, power and area
overheads that affect the overall effectiveness of this optimization method. The most ob-
vious cause for overheads is additional circuitry such as level converters and multiplexers.
Multiple supply voltage scheduling methods can produce realistic and useful results only
if the overheads are taken into account. Furthermore, a variety of different data-path mod-
ules should be allocated, modeled, and characterized before the scheduling is carried out.
However, the complexity of the modules and the large number of parameters affecting their
timing and power characteristics can easily make this task unmanageable regarding the
computation time and the amount of data that has to be stored.Satisfactory solutions to
this high-level macro modeling problem are still lacking, which is one reason why high-
level synthesis has not yet made the breakthrough.

Most of the recent work is based on extremely simplifying assumptions. In [94], for in-
stance, the timing and power characteristics of all data-path units are assumed to be identi-
cal with the supply voltage being the only parameter. The overheads mentioned before are
either completely ignored or considered to be negligible. The published results imply that
MSV scheduling subject to the strictest timing constraintsusing two supply voltages (5 V
and 3 V for 0.8 µm CMOS) can reduce the power consumption by 24%on average. This
number, however, is highly questionable because of the simplifications.

The results presented in [22] are more useful because the problem was not over-simplified.
A selection of different data-path modules was used, including multipliers, adders, and
subtracters. Simplifications were made for timing and powermodeling, but all modules
were characterized on the basis of their actual implementations. This means that the type
and the internal structure of the modules was reflected by themodel data. Also, the data
dependency of the power consumption was included in the power model and considered
during the characterization. The overheads caused by levelconverters and multiplexers
were taken into account, but the effect of different scheduling options on the control logic
was neglected.

The results clearly show the effect of the more realistic problem formulation. Using three
supply voltages (5 V, 3.3 V, and 2.4 V) and assuming the strictest timing constraints, the
MSV scheduling method yielded an average power reduction ofonly 4%. Thus, MSV
scheduling does not appear to be effective if the performance is tightly constrained.

4.3.3 Logic-Level Dual Supply Voltage Scaling

The purpose of logic-level DSVS is to reduce the supply voltage for gates in non-critical
paths from the nominal valueVDD to a lower valueVDDL. Figure 4.3 illustrates a typical
DSV circuit structure. In DSV circuits, low voltage cells must not directly drive high
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Figure 4.3: DSV circuit structure.

voltage cells. Otherwise, quiescent currents occur at the driven gates. This is why the gates
G1 andG2 in Figure 4.3 are operated atVDD although they are part of a non-critical path.

Level-converting cells may be inserted where transitions from VDDL to VDD are required.
These cells, however, introduce additional delay and causepower and area overheads. The
overhead is minimized, if level conversion is enabled only at the input and output nodes of
combinational blocks, as depicted in Figure 4.3.

Automated dynamic power optimization using logic-level DSVS was demonstrated by sev-
eral researchers [20, 113, 122]. Power savings in the range of 10% (see [113]) to 45%
(see [20]) were achieved for individual circuit examples. Further details on the optimiza-
tion technique and on the results of related work follow in Chapter 5.

A shortcoming of the published work in this field is that DSVS was not carried out un-
der realistic conditions. Particularly, the true additional benefit of DSVS methodologies in
comparison with state-of-the-art power-driven logic synthesis was not investigated. Never-
theless, since DSVS is suitable for automated dynamic poweroptimization and does also
not impose constraints on the choice of fabrication process, the technique fulfills two im-
portant requirements defined in Section 1.3.
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Figure 4.4: Leakage-controlled threshold voltage regulation: (a) threshold voltage distri-
bution with and without regulation [85]; (b) leakage-controlled voltage source [54, 65].

4.4 Advanced Threshold Voltage Scaling

4.4.1 Leakage-Sensitive Threshold Voltage Regulation

The impact of threshold voltage uncertainties on the choiceof nominal supply and thresh-
old voltages has been discussed in Section 4.1. The smaller the uncertainties are, the closer
to the optimum the nominal voltages can be chosen, which keeps the power consump-
tion close to the minimum. As explained in Section 2.1, the threshold voltage depends
on the source-bulk voltage (body effect). The body effect can be exploited for electronic
threshold voltage control that minimizes the threshold voltage uncertainties. This requires
a technology where the absolute values of the zero-bias threshold voltagesVt0 of all tran-
sistors are below the desired nominal valueVt under all circumstances. More precisely, the
desiredVt value must be equal to or larger than the maximum possible zero-bias thresh-
old voltageVt0;max, taking into account process and temperature variations asdepicted in
Figure 4.4a [85]. The reason is that the source-bulk voltagemust always be positive for n-
channel transistors and negative for p-channel transistors and, hence, the threshold voltage
can be shifted in only one direction.

For threshold voltage regulation, the n- and p-wells are connected to leakage-controlled
voltage sources such as the one depicted in Figure 4.4b [54, 65]. In this example, the
substrate voltageVsub comes from a charge pump. It depends on the frequencyfvco of the
input signal to the charge pump. This signal is taken from theoutput of a VCO which
is controlled by a leakage sensor. The sensor measures the subthreshold current flowing
through a reference transistor and converts it to an equivalent voltageVleak. The reference
transistor is operated in the subthreshold region, where the exponential current-voltage
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characteristics make the drain current (subthreshold/leakage current) very sensitive to small
deviations of the threshold voltage from the desired value.This results in precise regulation.

Kuroda et al. applied this principle to a cosine transform processor [64]. They designed the
circuit for a 0.3 µm CMOS process with zero-bias threshold voltages of 0.15 V� 100 mV.
The regulation scheme was used for adjusting the threshold voltage to 0.27 V� 20 mV.
More information on this design can be found in the followingsection about switched
threshold voltages. Other case studies published by Kurodaet al. are an MPEG-4 video
codec [116] and a complex MPEG-4 video phone chip [87].

This regulation scheme addresses only the problem of die-to-die threshold voltage vari-
ation. Extending the approach to within-die variation would require a larger number of
separated control loops which would, of course, increase the area and power overhead.

The implementation of such a threshold voltage regulation scheme is complicated. The cir-
cuitry, particularly the leakage sensor, is difficult to design and, just as in the case of adap-
tive supply voltage scaling, tremendous manual design effort is required. For standard-cell-
based design with threshold voltage regulation, the layouts of all cells in the library have to
be modified such that the n- and p-wells are disconnected fromthe power and ground rails.
Instead, pins for substrate voltage routing must be assigned to the well contacts.

4.4.2 Switched Threshold Voltages

The threshold voltage regulation scheme described in the previous section can also be ex-
ploited for switching between low threshold voltages in active modes and high threshold
voltages in inactive modes. This way, sufficient performance can be assured in active modes
and subthreshold leakage currents can be reduced in inactive modes.

Kuroda et al. applied this principle to the cosine transformprocessor that has been men-
tioned in the previous section [64]. In the active mode, the absolute values of the nom-
inal threshold voltages were set to 0.27 V as mentioned above. This required substrate
voltages of -0.5 V for the n-channel and +1.4 V for the p-channel devices. In the standby
mode, the absolute values of the nominal threshold voltageswere increased to values above
0.5 V, which required substrate voltages of -3.3 V and +4.2 V for the n-channel and p-
channel devices, respectively. This technique led to a reduction of the subthreshold currents
from 100 µA in the active mode to only 10 nA in the standby mode.The power overhead
created by the leakage sensors was 0.1% of the total power consumption in the active mode
and 10% in the standby mode. The same principle was applied tothe MPEG-4 video
codec [111] and the MPEG-4 video phone chip [87] that have been mentioned before.

Although the substrate voltages are larger than the supply voltage of 1.0 V in the above
example, the use of a charge pump enabled all voltages to be derived from the output of
a single battery cell. A potential problem with the switchedthreshold voltage approach,
however, is that even larger substrate voltages will be needed in future technologies. As
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Figure 4.5: Circuit configuration for speed-adaptive threshold voltage scaling [81].

the minimum feature size is scaled down, the nominal threshold voltage values are reduced
as well, which requires lower substrate doping concentrationsNA andND for n-channel
and p-channel transistors (see Equations 2.11 and 2.12), respectively. According to Equa-
tion 2.13, lower doping concentrations also reduce the bodyfactor. Consequently, larger
substrate voltages are necessary for the switched threshold voltage approach. Some re-
searchers have even forecasted that threshold voltage manipulation through body bias may
not be possible in future technologies because of too small body factors [10].

4.4.3 Speed-Adaptive Threshold Voltage Scaling

Another threshold voltage regulation scheme aims at constant delay as opposed to constant
threshold voltage or subthreshold current [81]. Just as in the regulation scheme described
above, the body effect is exploited for controlling the threshold voltages. The fundamental
difference is that the delay is monitored instead of the subthreshold current.

Figure 4.5 illustrates the concept. The delay monitor measures the delay of a delay line with
respect to the external clock signal CLK. The delay line is a chain of inverters that receives
the external clock signal at its input and provides a delayedclock signal at its output. The
output signal of the delay monitor is proportional to the deviation of the actual delay of the
delay line from the desired delay. It is used as an input to a controllable voltage source
that generates the variable substrate voltagesVsub;n andVsub;p for n-channel and p-channel
transistors in the delay line and in the functional blocks.

This approach allows delay variations caused by temperature variations, short-channel ef-
fects or process parameter deviations to be minimized. Also, the concept of switched
threshold voltages can be adopted in order to support different modes of operation. In this
sense, the speed-adaptive threshold voltage scaling is equivalent to the leakage-sensitive
threshold voltage regulation. An advantage of the speed-adaptive approach is that even de-
lay variations due to supply voltage fluctuations can be compensated. On the other hand,
the leakage-sensitive approach can be combined with speed-adaptive supply voltage scal-
ing, which is not possible in the case of speed-adaptive threshold voltage scaling for regu-
lation stability reasons.
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4.4.4 Dual Threshold Voltage Techniques

High threshold voltage power switches. At the NTT LSI Laboratories in Japan, a spe-
cial circuit technique for the suppression of subthresholdcurrents during periods of inac-
tivity (standby mode) was developed. The circuit techniqueis usually denoted MTCMOS,
although strictly speaking this abbreviation only describes the type of technology required
for implementing such circuits, i.e. multiple threshold voltage CMOS technology. Sev-
eral experimental MTCMOS designs were reported. These include a PLL [83] and several
DSPs for mobile phones [84], and other applications [51].

In MTCMOS circuits, the logic gates are implemented with lowthreshold voltage tran-
sistors in order to provide sufficient performance in the active mode. These gates are not
connected directly to the primary power and ground rails. Instead, they are connected to
virtual power and ground lines, which are connected to the primary rails via high threshold
voltage power switch transistors. In the standby mode, the power switches are turned off
which practically separates the logic gates from the power supply. The subthreshold cur-
rents are low in this mode of operation because of the high threshold voltages of the power
switch transistors.

Adding power switch transistors to every cell in a standard-cell-library requires a tremen-
dous design effort and is, therefore, impractical. In most MTCMOS designs, power switch
transistors are placed at both ends of each cell row [83, 84].While this reduces the design
effort, it of course requires devices with extremely large channel widths.

One issue in the design of MTCMOS circuits is to preserve the state of sequential cells in
the standby mode. This can be accomplished by means of a special type of flip-flop [97].
A more serious problem is that additional transistors are connected in series with the pull-
up and pull-down paths of the logic gates [56, 57, 83]. Firstly, this increases the series
resistance in the active mode. Secondly, the voltage drop across the power switches causes
the threshold voltages of the low threshold voltage transistors to increase due to the body
effect. Thirdly, the currents flowing through the power switches change whenever there is
activity in the circuit. This results in voltage fluctuations on the virtual power lines with the
consequences discussed in Section 4.1. All this degrades the performance and sets limits
to low voltage operation.

Dual threshold voltage logic synthesis. The purpose of logic-level dual threshold volt-
age scaling (DTVS) is to increase the threshold voltage for gates in non-timing-critical
paths from the nominal valueVt to a higher valueVthigh [119, 103]. The idea is similar to
that of DSVS. However, the primary goal is to reduce the static power consumption in both
active and inactive modes, rather than the dynamic power as in the case of DSVS.

Dual threshold voltage (DTV) circuits do not require level conversion as indicated in Fig-
ure 4.6. Rather, low and high threshold voltage cells can be cascaded arbitrarily. This
makes DTVS easier to use than DSVS.
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Figure 4.6: DTV circuit structure.

It was demonstrated that the DTVS technique can be carried out with standard tools and that
it can, hence, be easily incorporated in state-of-the-art logic synthesis environments [42].
The only additional requirement is the availability of a DTVtechnology and a DTV library,
i.e. a library that contains high and low threshold voltage versions of all cells. Under these
conditions, a power-conscious synthesis tool can always choose between a high speed and
a low leakage implementation of a certain logic function.

Just recently, design software vendors have begun to officially promote DTV logic synthe-
sis for static power optimization [109]. As a result, this technique is actually on the way to
becoming state-of-the-art. The largest obstacle probablyis that many foundries and other
semiconductor vendors do often not provide access to DTV technologies and libraries.

Although DTVS is primarily meant for static power optimization, it can also be useful if
the focus is on the dynamic power consumption. A conceivablestrategy would be to scale
down the nominal supply and threshold voltages beyond the optimum (see Section 4.1),
so as to reduce the dynamic power consumption at the cost of larger subthreshold currents
without degrading the performance, and then minimize the static power by using transistors
with larger threshold voltages in non-timing critical paths.
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Figure 4.7: Applicability of advanced voltage scaling to different circuit categories.

4.5 Circuit Classification for Advanced Voltage Scaling

Electronic applications can be classified with regard to their demand on the circuit perfor-
mance. Figure 4.7 shows three typical performance and voltage scaling scenarios [74].

In the ”stationary” scenario, the demand on the performanceis invariant with time. This
is typical of many image processing applications, where thecomputational effort depends
only on the image size. If the threshold voltage uncertaintyis minimized by means of
leakage-sensitive threshold voltage regulation, the nominal supply and threshold voltages
can be reduced to near-optimal values, which improves the energy efficiency at given per-
formance and leakage specifications. Alternatively, speed-adaptive threshold voltage scal-
ing could be used for coping with voltage uncertainties.

In the ”event-driven” scenario, high performance is required only during short periods of
time, which is typical of the classical cellular phones [84]. In such applications, the MTC-
MOS circuit technique could be applied. However, this does not appear to be feasible in the
case of very low supply voltage operation, as explained in Section 4.4.4. The more promis-
ing approach is to exploit the body effect for switching threshold voltages between low
and high values in active and inactive modes, respectively.As explained before, this can
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be combined with both leakage-sensitive threshold voltageregulation and speed-adaptive
threshold voltage scaling.

In the ”continuous” scenario, the demands on the circuit performance are varying contin-
uously with time. This is the case, for instance, if the computational effort depends on
the image content in image processing. In such applications, leakage-sensitive threshold
voltage regulation can be combined with speed-adaptive supply voltage regulation in or-
der to keep the dynamic power at a minimum at all times. Theoretically, speed-adaptive
threshold voltage scaling could be used for keeping static power at a minimum while con-
tinuously adjusting the circuit delay to the optimum. However, results obtained with such
an approach have not been published yet.

The DSVS and DTVS techniques appear to be somewhat more versatile than the others.
Both techniques are, in principle, applicable in all three scenarios as depicted in Figure 4.7.
They can even be combined with different voltage regulationtechniques or with each other.
For instance, DSVS was used together with leakage-sensitive threshold voltage regulation,
switched threshold voltages, and adaptive supply voltage scaling in an MPEG-4 codec
core [40, 67, 111, 116]. A combination of DSVS and DTVS was also proposed [60]. Using
DTVS together with adaptive supply voltage scaling appearsto be feasible and promising,
although no results have been published yet.

4.6 Summary, Comments, and Conclusions

The two high-level strategies discussed in this chapter, i.e. transformation-based algorith-
mic speed-up and MSV scheduling, are too complex to be used without tool assistance.
Since, on the other hand, high-level synthesis is still far away from being state-of-the-art,
these techniques are currently of no real practical use in the design of standard-cell-based
ASICs, which is not expected to change in the short term.

Architecture-driven supply voltage scaling is also not supported by existing design tools,
but the ideas are simple enough to be hand-coded in the RTL modeling phase of an ASIC
design process. Thus, architecture-driven supply voltagescaling is considered to be state-
of-the-art. However, this study is based on the assumption that the concepts of parallelism
and pipelining were exploited appropriately in the development of the designs that are used
as test cases and further architectural changes are not made.

Global supply voltage scaling (GSVS) enabled through logic-level parallelization and gate
up-sizing is a simple concept that can be realized in state-of-the-art logic synthesis method-
ologies. Under certain conditions, it can be viewed as an alternative to the methodology
proposed in this study. Therefore, GSVS is embraced in the evaluation of the novel method-
ology developed in this work (see Chapters 7 and 8).

Leakage-sensitive threshold voltage regulation, switched threshold voltages and (speed-)
adaptive supply voltage scaling are very promising especially for ultra-low-voltage opera-
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tion. An obstacle for using any one of these techniques is thetremendous effort of designing
the complex regulation schemes involved (full-custom design of mixed-analog-digital cir-
cuits). This makes such techniques an interesting option for the design of standard products
like low power general purpose microprocessors. In the caseof standard-cell-based ASICs,
however, the extra cost and the increased time-to-market are usually not acceptable.

As mentioned before, a major advantage of DSVS and DTVS over the various regulation
techniques is versatility, which means these techniques appear to be suitable for a broad
range of applications with quite different characteristics. Furthermore, both techniques can
be automated as a part of the logic synthesis and are, hence, well suited to standard-cell-
based design.

This study focuses on automated dynamic power optimizationin standard-cell-based ASIC
design. This can be accomplished by means of DSVS or DTVS or both. An important con-
straint in this work is the availability of fabrication processes and standard-cell-libraries
that provide no more than one threshold voltage. Therefore,it was decided to develop a
power-driven logic synthesis methodology that incorporates DSVS and allows an investi-
gation of the potential and the limitations of this technique under realistic conditions.



Chapter 5

Logic-Level Dual Supply Voltage Scaling

The purpose of DSVS at the logic level is to selectively scalethe supply voltage for gates
in non-timing-critical paths from the nominal valueVDD down to a lower valueVDDL in
order to reduce the dynamic power consumption. This is accomplished in two consecutive
design phases. First, the DSV circuit structure is generated. Preferably, this is done in the
technology dependent phase of logic synthesis after technology mapping (post-mapping
optimization). In the subsequent layout synthesis phase, the cells are placed in such a way
that each cell can be supplied with the correct voltage. The methodology developed in this
work addresses the problem of DSV post-mapping optimization.

The fundamentals of DSV post-mapping optimization, including the circuit structure (see
also Section 4.3.3) and the level conversion issue, are explained in this chapter. Timing
conditions for the applicability of voltage scaling to individual gates are formulated, and an
expression describing the expected power savings is derived. The extension of DSV post-
mapping optimization to voltage scaling in the clock network is explained as well. These
explanations include an expression describing the additional power savings and the power
overheads associated with the use of clock voltage scaling.

The discussion of DSV post-mapping optimization and clock voltage scaling is followed
by a review of relevant related work. Finally, existing solutions to the DSV placement
problem are discussed, in order to emphasize the general feasibility of the entire concept
of DSVS at the logic level.

5.1 Dual Supply Voltage Post-Mapping Optimization

5.1.1 Dual Supply Voltage Circuit Structure

Figure 4.3 illustrates a DSV circuit structure. The circuithas one critical path, where all the
gates (G3 to G7) are operated atVDD in order to satisfy the timing constraints. Furthermore,
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Figure 5.1: Consequences of a low voltage gate driving a highvoltage gate [113]. The
values are typical of 0.25 µm CMOS technologies.

there is one non-critical path that exhibited enough slack for the supply voltage of all the
gates (G8 to G11) to be scaled down toVDDL. The gatesG1 andG2 form another non-
critical path. Nevertheless, these gates must be operated at VDD, as a consequence of the
level-conversion issue explained in the following section.

5.1.2 Level Conversion

As can be seen in Figure 5.1, the p-channel transistors in high voltage gates driven by low
voltage gates are always conducting, if the difference ofVDD andVDDL is larger than the
threshold voltageVt [113]. Consequently, excessive quiescent currents occur at the driven
gates. In the worst case, the outputs of the high voltage gates may be invalid resulting in
failure of operation. Consequently, low voltage cells mustnot directly drive high voltage
cells, and the gatesG1 andG2 in Figure 4.3 must be operated atVDD although being part of
a non-critical path.

The different voltage levels do not cause any problem in the case of high voltage gates
driving low voltage gates; an input signal level higher thanthe supply voltage is always
sufficient to turn off the p-channel transistors in the driven gate. Therefore, the output of
the low voltage gateG4 is connected directly to the input of the high voltage gateG11 in
the circuit shown in Figure 4.3.

Level-converting cells could be inserted where transitions fromVDDL to VDD are required.
However, these cells introduce additional delay and cause power and area overheads. These
overheads can be minimized by enabling level conversion only at the input and output
nodes of combinational blocks, which has two advantages. Firstly, the total number of
level converter cells is minimized. Secondly, the remaining level converters can be merged
with flip-flops, as depicted in Figure 4.3, which further reduces the overhead [116].
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Figure 5.2: Timing constraints: (a) synchronous circuit; (b) combinational circuit.

5.1.3 Timing Conditions for the Applicability of Voltage Scaling

Developing timing conditions that determine whether voltage scaling can be applied to
individual gates requires a review of the fundamental timing parameters that apply to the
logic synthesis of sequential and combinational circuits.

In synchronous digital circuits, the target clock periodTclk is an important timing constraint.
The sum of the clock-to-output delaytQ of the register driving the critical path, the critical
path delaytc, and the setup timetsetupof the register at the end of the critical path must not
exceedTclk. This constraint can be written as

Tclk � tQ+ tc+ tsetup : (5.1)

The slack of a (not necessarily critical) path with a delaytpath� tc is the maximum addi-
tional delay that may be introduced into the path without violating the timing constraint
given by Equation 5.1. The slackSL is defined as

SL= Tclk� tQ� tpath� tsetup : (5.2)

For a purely combinational circuit, the timing constraint is specified as the largest accept-
able path delaytmax. Thus, the constraint can be expressed as

tmax� tc ; (5.3)

and the slack is defined as
SL= tmax� tpath : (5.4)

The constraints for sequential and combinational circuitsare illustrated in Figure 5.2.
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Reducing the supply voltage increases the gate delay (see Equation 2.15). Thus, a necessary
condition for voltage scaling being applicable to a gateGi in a technology-mapped logic-
level implementation of a circuit is that the timing slackSLi of the longest path running
throughGi must be larger than the additional delay created by the voltage reduction.

Because of the level conversion issue, the above condition is not sufficient. In fact, three
conditions must be fulfilled. Firstly, the slackSLi must be large enough so that the gateGi

and all the gates along the longest path in the fan-out ofGi can be operated atVDDL at the
same time. Secondly, the first condition must be fulfilled forGi and for all the gates in all
fan-out paths ofGi . Thirdly, all flip-flops in the fan-out ofGi must be replaceable with their
low voltage or level-converting counterparts without violating the timing constraint defined
by Equation 5.1 because of increased setup times or clock-to-output delays.

These conditions form the basis of the power savings estimation method that is developed
in Section 6.3.

5.1.4 Expected Power Reduction

In this section, an expression describing the impact of DSVSon the total dynamic power
consumptionPdyn of a technology-mapped logic-level design is derived. In all equations
following in this section,Pcap, Psc, andPdyn denote the capacitive power, the short-circuit
power, and the total dynamic power, respectively, at a supply voltage ofVDD.

The dependence of the capacitive powerPcap and the supply voltageVDD is quadratic (see
Equation 2.19). The absolute value of the relative capacitive power reduction∆Pcap=Pcap

that can be expected from scaling the supply voltage of a circuit from VDD down toVDDL

is, therefore, given by ����∆Pcap

Pcap

����= 1��
VDDL

VDD

�2 : (5.5)

The effect of the supply voltage on the short-circuit powerPsc is more difficult to predict.
On the one hand, Equation 2.22 shows a direct relation ofPsc to VDD�2Vt , which implies
thatPsc decreases with decreasingVDD. On the other hand,Psc is proportional to the input
transition timetT . Since lower supply voltages result in larger output transition timestTO

and the output transition time of a gate is identical with theinput transition time of the
driven gates, reducing the supply voltage for one gate increases the short-circuit power in
the driven gates.

A common first-order approximation of the output transitiontime istTO= 2tD [120]. Using
Equation 2.15, the aforementioned approximation oftTO results in

tTO= CnodeVDD

β KISAT(VDD�Vt)α ; (5.6)
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which finally leads to the following relation of the short-circuit power to the supply voltage:

Psc ∝ (VDD�2Vt)α+1 � VDD(VDD�Vt)α (5.7)

From Equation 5.7, the absolute value of the relative short-circuit power reduction∆Psc=Psc

to expect from voltage scaling can be derived:����∆Psc

Psc

����= 1�VDDL

VDD

�
VDD�Vt

VDDL�Vt

�α�VDDL�2Vt

VDD�2Vt

�α+1

(5.8)

With Equations 5.5 and 5.8, the relative reduction of the total dynamic power consumption
∆Pcap=Pcap that can be achieved by scaling the supply voltage fromVDD down toVDDL can
be calculated as follows:����∆Pdyn

Pdyn

���� = Pcap

Pdyn
� ����∆Pcap

Pcap

����+ Psc

Pdyn
� ����∆Psc

Psc

���� (5.9)= 1� Pcap

Pdyn

�
VDDL

VDD

�2� Psc

Pdyn

"
VDDL

VDD

�
VDD�Vt

VDDL�Vt

�α�VDDL�2Vt

VDD�2Vt

�α+1
#

Least-squares curve fitting using the MATLAB 1 software has shown that Equation 5.9 can
be approximated by����∆Pdyn

Pdyn

����= 1��
VDDL

VDD

�2+psc� 1��
VDDL

VDD

�2 ; (5.10)

where psc is, for instance, 0, 0.14, 0.28, or 0.43 assuming that the short-circuit power
accounts for 0%, 10%, 20%, or 30%, respectively, of the totaldynamic power (0.25 µm
CMOS technology withVDD = 2:5 V, Vt = 0:5 V, α = 1:5, and 1.5 V�VDDL � 2.5 V).

This shows that the total dynamic power decreases at a slightly larger rate than the capaci-
tive power as the supply voltage is scaled down. Thus, the common practice of estimating
the expected dynamic power reduction due to supply voltage scaling considering only the
capacitive component, i.e. assuming thatpsc is equal to zero, typically results in a slight
underestimation of the actual power savings. These arguments are supported by measured
and calculated data presented in [4]. In this study, a conservative estimation of the expected
power savings is usually desired and acceptable. Therefore, Equation 5.10 is generally used
with pscset to zero.

Regarding the analysis of DSV circuits, Equation 5.10 applies only to the group of gates
that can be operated at the lower voltage. In order to properly describe the power savings
that can be achieved using DSVS on a circuit which is composedof N gates, a parameterωi

1http://www.mathworks.com
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that describes whether voltage scaling is applicable to thei-th gate shall be introduced.
Equation 5.10 can then be rewritten as follows:����∆Pdyn

Pdyn

����= "
1��

VDDL

VDD

�2+psc
# � N

∑
i=1

ωi
Pvdd;i
Pdyn

� "
1��

VDDL

VDD

�2
# � N

∑
i=1

ωi
Pvdd;i
Pdyn

(5.11)

In Equation 5.11,Pdyn is the power consumption of the entire circuit before voltage scal-
ing, Pvdd;i is the dynamic power consumption of thei-th gate when operated atVDD, andωi

is one if thei-th gate can be operated atVDDL, and zero otherwise.

Together with the timing conditions developed in the preceding section, Equation 5.11
forms the basis of the power savings estimation method that is developed in Section 6.3.

5.2 Clock Voltage Scaling

The clock network often accounts for a large portion of the total power consumption of
a design, as explained in Section 3.4. Thus, significantly larger power savings can be
expected if DSVS is combined with clock voltage scaling.

Reducing the voltage in the clock network fromVDD to VDDL requires all registers in the
design to be suitable for low voltage clock input signals. Consequently, only low voltage
and level-converting flip-flops may be used, as depicted in Figure 5.3.

Level-converting flip-flops typically have inferior timingcharacteristics, i.e. larger clock-
to-output delay and larger setup times, as shown in Section 6.5.2. Therefore, clock voltage
scaling always degrades the performance of circuits that are subject to the strictest timing
constraints. The shorter the critical path delay, the more severe is the performance degrada-
tion. Circuits that are not subject to the strictest timing constraints may still meet the orig-
inal constraints after reducing the clock voltage. The extra delay that the level-converting
flip-flops add to all paths, however, may necessitate more logic-level parallelism or gate
up-sizing or both, which causes area and power overheads that detract from the overall
effectiveness of clock voltage scaling.

Level-converting flip-flops sometimes consume more power than their high voltage coun-
terparts, which leads to some power overhead. The overhead,in turn, detracts from the
power savings obtained through clock voltage scaling. In other cases, level-converting
flip-flops may even be more power efficient than the conventional cells, which leads to
additional power savings. The power characteristics of level-converting and conventional
flip-flops are compared in Section 6.5.2.

Considering the impact of clock voltage scaling on the dynamic power consumption in the
clock network, in the combinational parts of the circuit, and in the sequential parts of the
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Figure 5.3: DSV circuit structure prepared for clock voltage scaling.

circuit, the overall impact of clock voltage scaling on the total dynamic power consumption
can be written as

∆Pdyn

Pdyn
= �

∆Pclk

Pclk

� ��Pclk

Pdyn

�+�
∆Pcomb

Pcomb

� ��Pcomb

Pdyn

�+�
∆Pseq

Pseq

� ��Pseq

Pdyn

� : (5.12)

The first term on the right-hand side of Equation 5.12 describes the primary power savings
due to the voltage scaling in the clock network. The second and third terms represent the
changes in the power consumption of the combinational and sequential parts of the circuit,
respectively. Each of the three terms is a product of two fractions.

The first fraction describes the change in the respective component of power due to clock
voltage scaling in relation to the magnitude of that component before scaling the clock
voltage. This term can be positive or negative, thus describing a power overhead or a
power reduction, respectively.

The second fraction describes the significance of the respective component of power before
clock voltage scaling in relation to the total dynamic powerof the circuit before scaling the
clock voltage. The larger the second fraction in any of the three terms, the more significant
is a positive or negative change in the respective componentof power. This becomes very
clear in the discussion of experimental results in Section 7.6.2.

The clock network itself shows a larger total delay (latency) after voltage scaling. This
delay overhead can be reduced by clock buffer sizing if necessary. In this case, some
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additional power overhead may result from increased clock buffer sizes. The clock skew,
which is the more critical parameter, is hardly affected by voltage scaling and can always
be minimized by means of careful clock tree balancing [47]. These aspects can only be
analyzed in the post-layout design phase.

For clock voltage scaling to be feasible, firstly, the performance penalty must be acceptable
and, secondly, the power that is attributed to the clock network must be a large enough
portion of the total power consumption of the design, so thatthe power overheads can be
neglected.

5.3 Related Work

Usami et al. developed a dedicated algorithm for performing clustered voltage scaling
(CVS). With the CVS algorithm, the combinational part of a sequential design is split
into two partitions, a high voltage and a low voltage gate cluster. Level converters along
combinational logic paths are not allowed.

In their early work, Usami et al. applied the CVS algorithm totwo selected random logic
submodules of the Torch microprocessor using a 0.8 µm CMOS standard cell library [113].
The initial timing-driven synthesis was carried out with SYNOPSYS’ D ESIGN COMPILER.
The same tool was used for timing- and area-driven gate re-sizing immediately after the
timing-driven synthesis. State-of-the-art power-drivenlogic synthesis was not part of the
methodology developed by Usami et al.

The nominal supply voltageVDD was fixed at 5 V, while different values were tried for
the lower supply voltageVDDL. The optimal choices ofVDDL for the first and the second
module turned out to be 4 V and 3 V, respectively, and the corresponding power reductions
were 10% and 18%. The percentage of low voltage cells in the first and the second module
was 48% and 23%, respectively.

The largest acceptable path delaytmaxwas 10 ns, but it is not clear how strict this constraint
was. In other words, nothing is said about the shortest possible delay of these two modules.
However, a path-based slack distribution analysis performed after gate re-sizing revealed
that the second module still contained a relatively large number of non-critical paths, while
the number of critical paths was small. This made the power reduction of 18% possible.

In their more recent work, Usami et al. extended the CVS technique to ECVS (Extended
CVS), where level converters were allowed to be used along combinational logic paths.
Furthermore, clock voltage scaling was applied to clock domains where this could be ac-
complished without sacrificing the overall performance of the design.

This concept was used in the design of the Mpact media processor in a 0.3 µm CMOS tech-
nology with a nominal supply voltageVDD of 3.3 V and the clock frequency set to 75 MHz
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[47, 114, 115]. The optimal value for the lower supply voltage VDDL was determined to
be 1.9 V.

The ECVS technique was applied to seven random logic submodules of the media proces-
sor. In these modules, finally, 8% to 20% of all cells were level converters, which created a
power overhead of 8%. Since an average of 76% percent of all cells were operated atVDDL,
however, an average power reduction of 28% was achieved in the combinational logic in
spite of the overhead.

The power in the entire clock network including all buffers and flip-flops was reduced
by 70%. The clock skew was the same as in the original design, which was achieved
through careful clock buffer sizing. The clock delay increased by 40%, which did not
affect the performance of this design.

The average area overhead of the modules that were optimizedusing the DSV approach
was 15%. Regarding the size of the complete chip, an area overhead of 7% was measured.
This overhead was due to placement constraints in the row-by-row layout scheme (see
Section 5.4), the large number of additional level-converting cells and the area required for
routing the second supply voltage.

As in the first example, i.e. the Torch microprocessor, it is not clear how critical the timing
constraints actually were. However, the published path-based slack distribution analysis
shows that the Mpact design was obviously even less criticalthan the two Torch processor
modules. About 95% of all paths exhibited a slack of more than40% of the clock period.

In a third design, an MPEG-42 codec core realized in 0.3 µm CMOS, the DSV design
concept with the nominalVDD and the optimizedVDDL equal to 2.5 V and 1.75 V, respec-
tively, yielded 35% power reduction in the combinational logic and 49% in the clock net-
work [116]. According to the path-based slack distributionanalysis, the strictness of the
timing constraints was comparable to the Mpact example.

Yeh et al. developed another dedicated DSVS algorithm which they named Gscale and
which is basically an improvement of the CVS method [122]. Aswith CVS, level convert-
ers were not allowed to be inserted into combinational logicpaths. The major difference
between Gscale and CVS is that Gscale uses gate up-sizing in order to increase the slack
that can be exploited by DSVS (see Section 6.1).

The algorithm was applied to combinational MCNC benchmark circuits subject to relaxed
delay constraints. The circuits were mapped to a 0.6 µm CMOS standard cell library using
the experimental SIS3 software package. First of all, the shortest possible delayof each
individual circuit at the nominal supply voltageVDD equal to 5 V was determined. Subse-
quently, the circuits were re-mapped with the timing constraints, i.e. the largest acceptable
path delaystmax, set to 1.2 times the shortest possible delays. Unfortunately, the authors did

2MPEG-4 is a video coding standard defined by the Moving Picture Experts Group.
3SIS is a System for Sequential Circuit Synthesis (free software available from the Department of Electri-

cal Engineering and Computer Science, Electronics Research Laboratory, University of California, Berkely).
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not publish the results of a slack distribution analysis. State-of-the-art power-driven logic
synthesis was also not part of the methodology developed by Yeh et al.

The Gscale algorithm was then applied to the timing-optimized SSV implementations of
the benchmark circuits withVDDL set to 4.2 V. On average, the power was reduced by 19%.
The CVS technique yielded 10% power reduction when used on the same circuits.

Chen et al. used yet another dedicated algorithm for optimizing combinational MCNC
benchmark circuits subject to varying delay constraints [19, 20]. The algorithm, which is
named DVPO (Dual Voltage Power Optimization), allows levelconverters to be used along
combinational logic paths (see Section 6.1).

Chen et al. assumed a technology from the 1 µm generation witha nominal supply volt-
ageVDD of 5 V and a threshold voltage of 0.6 V. The benchmark circuitswere first opti-
mized using the SIS package in the minimum delay mode. According to [122], the mini-
mum delay mode results in the fastest possible implementation without regard to the circuit
area. Again, state-of-the-art power-driven logic synthesis was not part of this methodology.

The results of a slack distribution analysis revealed that,even though the timing constraints
were the strictest, the circuits under consideration contained many non-critical gates and a
relatively small number of critical gates.

Each of these circuits was then optimized with the DVPO algorithm under the strictest
timing constraints. In other words, the performance of the DSV implementations of the
benchmark circuits had to be the same as that of the fastest non-power-optimized imple-
mentations produced by SIS. This was done for various different values ofVDDL. These
experiments revealed that the optimal choice ofVDDL can be quite different for individual
circuits. ForVDDL equal to 3.5 V, on average, 66% of all gates were operated at the lower
voltage and the average power reduction was 20%. In additional experiments, even larger
power reductions were achieved for selected circuits as thetiming constraints were relaxed.

Finally, from a comparison between gate sizing and DSVS, Chen at al. concluded that
DSVS is generally more effective than gate sizing. However,in the experiments underlying
this comparison, gate sizing led to rather small improvements in power consumption of
only 7% on average. This was due to unrealistic assumptions regarding the number and
the spacing of cell sizes available in the library [19]. In state-of-the-art logic synthesis
methodologies, conventional SSV power optimization leadsto larger power reduction, as
shown in Section 7.5.1, leaving less room for further improvement through DSVS.

5.4 Layout Synthesis

The second challenge, besides DSV post-mapping optimization in the logic synthesis, are
the distribution of two supply voltages across the chip and the layout synthesis. Several
solutions to these problems have been published recently.
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Figure 5.4: DSV layout: (a) macro block style; (b) row-by-row style; (c) split-row style.

Yeh et al. compared four different DSV layout schemes [118, 123, 125]. The three exam-
ples shown in Figure 5.4 all aim at voltage separation. In thefirst case, all cells operated
at the same supply voltage are grouped together to form a macro block (see Figure 5.4a).
Within each macro block, cells can be placed using existing standard tools but there is
significant delay, power and area overhead due to excessive inter-block routing. With the
row-by-row layout style (see Figure 5.4b), which was also used by Usami et al. [115], the
overhead can be reduced. If the number of low voltage cells issmall compared with the
number of high voltage cells, however, the number of separate low voltage rows is small
and a relatively large interconnect overhead must still be expected. Under these circum-
stances, the split-row approach (see Figure 5.4c) appears to be preferable. In this third
example, the routing overhead is further reduced by splitting each row into a low and a
high voltage region separated by special voltage stop cells.

Both the row-by-row and split-row layout schemes require placement tools that are capable
of distinguishing low and high voltage cells in order to place them in separate rows or in
separate segments within the same row. In the latter case, the tools must also be capable
of placing voltage stop cells between low and high voltage segments. While commercial
placement tools were not suitable for generating this type of DSV circuit layout in the past,
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some widely-used tools now provide means of generating row-by-row or even split-row
DSV layouts semi-automatically, although this is not officially supported and results have
not been published yet. One commercial placement tool called LAYPAR (available from
CATENA4) explicitly supports the split-row layout style.

A fourth approach to DSV circuit layout synthesis incorporates modified standard cell lay-
outs as illustrated in Figure 5.5a. Voltage separation is given up and both supply voltages
are fed all the way through each row by means of two parallel power rails, so that low and
high voltage cells can be placed anywhere in any row. The advantage of this approach is
clearly that the automatic placement of the cells does not impose any special requirements
on the capabilities of the placement tool. Major disadvantages are a larger chip area and
a larger total wire length in consequence of the additional area required for realizing the
second power rail in each cell.

Another drawback of the dual power rail scheme is that the cells can be placed directly ad-
jacent to one another only if all n-well regions are connected to the higher supply voltage.
Pulling the n-well of low voltage cells to a higher supply voltage (see Figure 5.5b), how-
ever, increases the threshold voltage of the p-channel transistors because of the body effect
explained in Section 2.1. In a typical 0.25 µm CMOS technology, the worst-case delay of a
cell operated at 1.8 V typically increases by about 30% to 50%if the n-well is connected to
2.5 V, as shown in Section 7.5.6. This amount of extra delay must be expected to reduce the
number of low voltage cells, thus detracting from the possible power savings. On the other
hand, using different bulk potentials for p-channel transistors in low and high voltage cells
does not appear to be feasible, because a significantly larger circuit area must be expected
due to the extra space required between low and high voltage cells.

Yeh et al. compared the quality of 14 DSV benchmark circuit layouts exploiting split rows
on the one hand and dual power rails on the other hand with the quality of conventional
SSV circuit layouts. For the split-row layout, about 9% larger area and 11% longer wire
length were observed on average [123]. With dual power rail cell layouts the average area
and interconnect overheads were 20% and 8% [123]. This clearly shows that the larger cell
area causes the circuit area to increase significantly. The interconnect overhead, however,
is smaller because low and high voltage cells can be mixed arbitrarily within rows. Usami
et al. claim to have realized row-by-row layouts with area overheads as low as 5% [116].

In the work by Yeh et al., pre-layout power analysis yielded an average power reduction
of 25% due to DSVS [124]. The actual average power savings after placement and rout-
ing were 22% and 20% for the dual power rail and split-row scenarios, respectively [123].
According to these numbers, the dual power rail scheme appears to create less overhead,
i.e. 3% as opposed to 5% of the power consumption of a corresponding SSV implemen-
tation. However, it seems that Yeh et al. did not consider theperformance degradation
of low voltage cells due to the increased bulk potential. Thesynthesis results discussed
in Section 7.5.6 indicate that this effect can eliminate theadvantage of the better layout

4http://www.catena-ffo.de
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Figure 5.5: Dual power rail standard cells: (a) DSV cell layout with two parallel power
rails; (b) low voltage (VDDL) cell with high voltage (VDD) n-well.

quality. Therefore, it appears to be realistic to expect a layout-related power overhead of
about 5% of a corresponding SSV implementation or 20% of the power savings achieved
in the pre-layout design phase, as observed for the split-row scenario. Unfortunately, the
results published by Yeh at al. do not show whether the overhead in the split-row scenario is
actually correlated with the number of low voltage cells and, hence, with the power savings
achieved in the pre-layout design phase.





Chapter 6

Dual Supply Voltage Logic Synthesis
Methodology

In this chapter, a novel power-driven logic synthesis methodology comprising dual supply
voltage scaling (DSVS) is presented. This methodology is referred to as the DSV logic
synthesis methodology in the remainder of this document.

Besides DSVS, the methodology includes those power optimization techniques that have
been identified as being relevant regarding an evaluation ofDSVS under realistic conditions
(see Chapters 3 and 4). Particularly important in this respect are the technology dependent
logic-level techniques that are carried out during state-of-the-art power-driven logic synthe-
sis and, therefore, directly compete with DSVS. In the novelmethodology, DSVS and the
other logic-level techniques can be used simultaneously. This is crucial for a realistic evalu-
ation of the potential and the limitations of DSVS. Another advantage of this methodology
is that it can easily be applied to any type of circuit in standard design environments.

In this chapter, previously published algorithms tailoredto DSVS are discussed first. Af-
terwards, the idea behind the novel methodology is explained. A simple power savings
estimation method, that is useful for an analysis of the optimization potential, is developed,
as well. Finally, the design and the modeling of a DSV standard cell library, which is the
key to the proposed methodology, is discussed.

6.1 Dedicated DSVS Algorithms Used in Related Work

The CVS algorithm by Usami et al. The clustered voltage scaling (CVS) method is
based on the depth-first-search concept [113]. The basic structure of the algorithm written
in pseudo-code can be seen in Figure 6.1. When the top-levelCVS procedure is called, the
optimization starts with a list of all cells that drive the primary output ports of the gate-
level netlist. This list is sorted with regard to the slack ofthe longest paths running through
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procedure CVS(netlist) {
cell_list = cells driving primary outputs of netlist
sort cell_list so that large slack comes first
process_cells(cell_list)

}

procedure process_cells(cell_list) {
foreach cell in cell_list {
if VDD can be scaled for cell and its fan-out cells {

scale VDD for cell and all its fan-out cells
cell_list = cells driving inputs of cell
if cell_list not empty {
sort cell_list so that large slack comes first
process_cells(cell_list)

}
}/* end if VDD ... */

}/* end foreach */
}/* end procedure */

Figure 6.1: Pseudo-code for the clustered voltage scaling (CVS) algorithm.

the cells and is then passed to theprocess_cells procedure. Within this procedure,
all cells in the list that may be supplied with the lower supply voltageVDDL instead of the
nominal voltageVDD are identified. Since level-converting cells are not allowed to be used
along combinational logic paths, a cell may only be suppliedwith VDDL if the cell under
consideration and all cells in its fan-out paths can be operated atVDDL without violating
the timing constraints. If voltage scaling is applicable toa particular cell, it is actually
carried out. After that, another list is created which contains all the cells that drive the
input pins of the cell that has just been assigned the lower voltage. This list is then passed
to theprocess_cells procedure for recursive processing of the cells in the fan-in paths
of the new low voltage cell. The algorithm stops when the lastcell from the list of cells
driving the primary outputs and all its fan-in cells have been processed. The CVS method
performs DSVS on an existing gate-level netlist without performing any other logic-/gate-
level transformations at the same time. It was originally implemented as a proprietary
re-synthesis tool called POWER SLIMMER .

The CVS method is the reference in this work. It has been implemented in the Tool Com-
mand Language (TCL) so that it can be executed from the command line interface of a
popular logic synthesis tool. The basic structure of the algorithm has been modeled with
standard TCL commands while tool-specific TCL commands havebeen used for netlist
manipulation and static timing analysis. The current implementation works only for com-
binational circuits, which is sufficient for this work.
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The Gscale algorithm by Yeh et al. The Gscale algorithm is an improvement of the CVS
method [122]. In the first step, Gscale generates an initial solution, i.e. a first clustering of
the given netlist, using CVS. In preparation of the second step, a set of gates which is called
the time-critical boundary (TCB) is identified. This set contains all high voltage gates that
drive at least one low voltage gate. In other words, the TCB marks the boundary between
the high and the low voltage clusters. In the second step, gate up-sizing is applied to the
TCB in order to create additional slack. It is usually impossible to increase the size of all
gates in the TCB at the same time. Thus, Gscale determines a subset of gates such that
up-sizing maximizes the total slack created while the area overhead is minimized. This is a
maximum-weighted independent set (MWIS) problem with the weight of a gate defined as
the slack increment divided by the area penalty. In the thirdstep, the new slack is exploited
for voltage scaling by means of another CVS run. This time, CVS does not start from the
primary outputs but from the old TCB. The result is a modified clustering of the netlist with
a new TCB. Starting from this new solution, the algorithm continues with the second and
the third step in an iterative manner until no further improvement can be achieved. Just
as CVS, Gscale does not allow level converters to be used anywhere along combinational
logic paths. Yeh et al. implemented Gscale as a part of the academic SIS software package.
Apparently, this implementation was restricted to the optimization of purely combinational
circuits. For results see Sections 5.3 and 7.1.

The DVPO algorithm by Chen et al. The dual voltage power optimization (DVPO)
method is based on another MWIS formulation of the DSVS problem [19, 20]. After an
initial static timing analysis all gates in the given netlist that may be individually operated
at the lower supply voltageVDDL without causing timing violations are identified. Usually,
not all of these gates can be operated atVDDL at the same time without violating the tim-
ing constraints. Therefore, the supply voltage is reduced from VDD to VDDL only for an
appropriate subset (MWIS) of these gates. This subset is chosen in such a way that, firstly,
all gates therein can be operated atVDDL simultaneously and, secondly, the sum of their
weights is maximized. In this case, the weight of a gate is defined as the power reduction
due to voltage scaling divided by the delay penalty. After scaling the voltage, the timing is
re-analyzed and a new set of gates that might be individuallyoperated atVDDL is identified.
If this set is not empty, the DVPO algorithm continues with the determination of a new
MWIS, voltage scaling, timing re-analysis and so forth. Otherwise it stops. The insertion
of level converters along combinational logic paths is allowed. The delay and power over-
heads introduced by level-converters can be included in thecalculation of the weight of a
gate that requires such a cell at its output. The DVPO algorithm can be modified, so as
to enable simultaneous DSVS and gate down-sizing [19]. In this case, every gate must be
checked not only for the applicability of voltage scaling but also for the feasibility of gate
down-sizing. If both options are possible, the one with the higher weight is automatically
selected when the MWIS is determined. The DVPO algorithm wasintegrated with the SIS
synthesis environment and, apparently, it worked only for purely combinational circuits.
For results see Sections 5.3 and 7.1.
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6.2 Gate Sizing Algorithms and DSV Cell Modeling

All the algorithms discussed in the previous section were developed specifically for DSVS.
They perform DSVS alone (CVS) or DSVS combined with gate up-sizing (Gscale) or
DSVS combined with gate down-sizing (DVPO). The structure of the gate-level netlist
is not modified in any case. The algorithms were originally implemented as proprietary
tools or integrated into academic tools like SIS. One of the main reasons why DSVS has
not yet become an integral part of real-world design flows is that these algorithms were
not integrated with widely-used state-of-the-art tools and methodologies. However, DSVS
can be carried out without the need for dedicated algorithms, as indicated by the following
discussion of a typical cell-library-based gate sizing method [25, 75].

6.2.1 Cell-Library-Based Gate Sizing Algorithms

At the logic level, library cellsci can be represented by tuples of basic properties, namely
the functionalityFi , the delaytDi, the output signal transition timetTOi, the dynamic power
consumptionPi , the cell areaAi, and the input pin capacitancesCGi:

ci = fFi; tDi; tTOi;Pi;Ai;CGig (6.1)

Cell-library-based gate sizing algorithms revert to the cell properties mentioned above
when picking cells that implement certain functionalitieswhile minimizing a cost func-
tion COST that evaluates the overall delay, the power, and the area of acircuit [25]. In
Figure 6.2, the pseudo-code of a simplified gate sizing algorithm is shown. In the case of
delay-constrained power optimization, the initial solution is a timing- and possibly area-
optimized implementation of a logic networkNW. Static timing analysis is used for cal-
culating the timing slack. In each of the subsequent iterations (loops), all nodesn in the
networkNW are visited. For each noden, the complete setC(n) of library cellsci that
implement the required functionalityF(n) is

C(n) = fcijFi = F(n)g : (6.2)

The algorithm determines which cellcopt in C(n) must be used for replacing the cellc(n)
that currently implements the node under consideration, inorder to maximize the cost re-
ductionDeltaCOST. The substitutionc(n) = copt is then appended to a list of possible
substitutions. Once all nodes have been visited, a subset ofindependent substitutions from
the list off all possible substitutions is chosen, such thatthe total cost reduction in this itera-
tion is maximized. Subsequently, the timing data is updated. If a cost reduction has resulted
from that iteration and if there is still positive slack remaining, the algorithm continues with
another iteration. Otherwise it stops.
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start from timing-optimized initial solution
perform static timing analysis
loop {
possible_substitutions = {}
foreach n in NW {

copt = c(n)
DeltaCOSTopt = 0
foreach c in C(n) {

if DeltaCOST(c(n)=c) < DeltaCOSTopt {
copt = c
DeltaCOSTopt = DeltaCOST(c(n)=c)

}
}
append "c(n) = copt" to possible_substitutions

}
apply max. independent subset of possible_substitutions
update timing
exit loop if no improvement achieved
exit loop if no positive slack left

}

Figure 6.2: Typical cell-library-based gate sizing algorithm.

Actual implementations of such algorithms may differ with regard to delay and power mod-
eling, the way of updating timing data, the treatment of local minima, or the way of de-
termining maximum sets of independent substitutions. Nonetheless, the generic algorithm
discussed above illustrates the general principles of cell-library-based gate sizing.

6.2.2 Exploiting Gate Sizing Algorithms for DSV Logic Synthesis

Reducing the supply voltage for a cell affects only its timing and power characteristics.
Therefore, if two different supply voltages are allowed, each library cellci may be repre-
sented by two low and high voltage synthesis modelsciLV andciHV , respectively. The two
models are functionally equivalent but exhibit different timing and power characteristics:

ciLV = fFi; tDiLV ; tTOiLV;PiLV ;Ai;CGig (6.3)

ciHV = fFi; tDiHV ; tTOiHV;PiHV ;Ai;CGig (6.4)

For DSVS, however, an additional constraint is required forpreventing high voltage cells
from being driven by low voltage cells, as described in Section 5.1.2. This can for instance
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be accomplished by means of two additional pin connectivityproperties describing the
ideal input signal level (ISL) and the allowed fan-out signal levels (FSL):

ci = fFi; tDi; tTOi;Pi;Ai;Ci; ISLi;FSLig (6.5)

Allowed values forISLareLV andHV for low and high voltage signals, respectively. The
parameterFSLcan take on one of the two valuesLV andDC for low voltage and don’t care,
respectively. Functionally equivalent low voltage, high voltage and level-converting (LC)
cells can then be modeled as follows:

ciLV = fFi; tDiLV ; tTOiLV;PiLV ;Ai;CGi;LV;LVg (6.6)

ciHV = fFi; tDiHV ; tTOiHV;PiHV ;Ai;CGi;HV;DCg (6.7)

ciLC = fFi; tDiLC; tTOiLC;PiLC;AiLC;CGiLC;LV;DCg (6.8)

If, finally, the setC(n) of candidates for substituting a current implementationc(n) is re-
stricted to Equation 6.2 ifISL= LV for all cells driven byc(n) and to

C(n) = fcijFi = F(n) and FSLi = DCg (6.9)

otherwise, cell-library-based gate sizing algorithms, such as the one discussed above, can
be exploited for performing DSVS and gate sizing simultaneously [75].

6.2.3 Modeling Standard Cells for Logic Synthesis

In typical standard cell libraries, the tuple of basic cell properties specified by Equation 6.1
is modeled as follows. The functionalityF , i.e. the basic data-input-to-output behavior of
combinational and sequential cells, is described by boolean equations. Special functional-
ities of sequential cells such as clear or preset are modeledseparately by means of special
library modeling constructs. The delaytD and the output transition timetTO are modeled as
functions of the input transition timetT and the output load capacitanceCnode in the form
of two-dimensional look-up tables. The same approach is used for modeling the setup and
hold times of sequential cells. The gate input capacitancesCG are modeled as one con-
stant value per pin, and the cell areaA is specified as one constant value per cell. The
dynamic power consumption is not directly included in the synthesis models of standard
cells because that would require the switching activity to be considered in the character-
ization process. Instead, the energyE dissipated during a single transition is modeled in
the libraries. More details on modeling the dynamic power consumption in SSV and DSV
synthesis libraries follows in Section 6.5.3. A practical way of modeling theISL andFSL
pin connectivity properties in DSV libraries are also described there.
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Figure 6.3: Illustration of the timing conditions for the PSEM.

6.3 Power Savings Estimation Method

The power savings that can potentially be achieved by DSVS can be predicted using Equa-
tion 5.11. The difficult part is the determination of the factors ωi that express whether or
not the supply voltage can be scaled fromVDD down toVDDL for the i-th gate. A common
approach is to interpretωi as the probability of thei-th gate being supplied withVDDL and
to use the slack of the longest path through thei-th gate as a measure of this probability,
as in the type-1 and type-2 slack analysis procedures introduced in Section 7.5.3. This is,
however, inaccurate and cannot yield quantitative predictions of the potential power sav-
ings. In this work,ωi is determined by means of a more complex slack analysis procedure
which leads to a simple but reasonably accurate power savings estimation method (PSEM).

Figure 6.3 illustrates the timing conditions that are evaluated in the slack analysis proce-
dure. Suppose that all the gates in the circuit are currentlysupplied withVDD. In order
to operate the gateGi at VDDL, all gatesGk in its fan-out paths must be operated atVDDL

as well. This is a consequence of the level conversion issue.Scaling the supply voltage
for the gateGi and all its fan-out gates increases the delaytDTE;i (delay-to-endpoint, DTE)
from the input of gateGi to the endpoint of the longest path by a factor of 1+ p. With
Equation 2.15, the delay increment∆tDTE can be expressed as

∆tDTE

tDTE
= 1�VDDL

VDD

�
VDD�Vt

VDDL�Vt

�α = p : (6.10)

A first condition that must be met is that the slackSLi of the longest path running through
the gateGi is larger than or at least equal to the delay increment∆tDTE;i . However, some
gatesGk in the fan-out paths ofGi might be more critical, as illustrated in Figure 6.3.
Therefore, a second condition is that the slackSLk of all gatesGk in the fan-out paths of
Gi must be larger than or equal to the respective delay-to-endpoint increment∆tDTE;k. This
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can be formulated as follows:

ωi =(
1 : ∆tDTE;i � SLi and ∆tDTE;k � SLk 8 Gk in fan-out ofGi

0 : otherwise
(6.11)

The PSEM that has been developed and used in this work is a three-step procedure. The
slack analysis method described above has been implementedin TCL in such a way that it
can be executed from the command line interface of a popular static timing analyzer. Just as
in the CVS implementation, tool-specific TCL commands have been used for static timing
analysis. The result of this first step is a list of the parametersωi for all N gates in the circuit.
In the second step, the total dynamic power consumptionPdyn and the power consumption
Pvdd;i of each individual gate before voltage scaling is determined using state-of-the-art
gate-level power analysis. Finally, a PERL (Practical Extraction and Report Language)
program computes the potential power savings using the output of the two preceding steps
and Equation 5.11 with the parameterpscset to zero, so as to obtain conservative estimates.
For a better presentation of the results, a power savings index PSX shall be defined and
introduced into Equation 5.11 as follows:����∆Pdyn

Pdyn

����= "
1��

VDDL

VDD

�2
# � N

∑
i=1

ωi
Pvdd;i
Pdyn

=:

"
1��

VDDL

VDD

�2
# �PSX (6.12)

The parameterPSXdescribes the dynamic power consumption of all scalable gates while
these gates are still supplied withVDD. This is a unique characteristic of each individual
circuit and can be used as a measure of the optimization potential.

The main objective of developing this PSEM has been to facilitate an improved analysis
of the optimization potential in the discussion of experimental results in Chapter 7. At
the current stage of development, the method is restricted to the analysis of combinational
circuits. An extension to sequential circuit analysis would require that the clock-to-output
delays and the setup times of the sequential elements be taken into account appropriately.
Since the method relies on standard tools and conventional SSV standard cell libraries,
designers could then use it as a tool for predicting the effectiveness of DSVS for specific
circuits before spending the effort of developing a DSV library.

6.4 Design Flow and Tools

Provided that a suitably modeled DSV library exists, delay-constrained DSV power opti-
mization can be performed following the three-step strategy illustrated in Figure 6.4 [74,
75, 76, 78]. After reading the original design, delay-constrained logic synthesis is carried
out (STEP 1). At this stage, low voltage (VDDL) and level-converting cells (LC) are dis-
abled. After capturing the switching activitiesα01;i at all nodesi during logic-/gate-level
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Figure 6.4: DSV logic synthesis flow.

simulation, state-of-the-art delay-constrained power optimization comprising the technol-
ogy dependent techniques mentioned in Section 3.5 is carried out (STEP 2), which results
in a timing- and power-optimized SSV implementation of the design. Finally, power opti-
mization is repeated with low voltage and level-convertingcells enabled (STEP 3), which
leads to a timing- and power-optimized DSV implementation.

The separate SSV power optimization step (STEP 2) is actually optional. Since DSV power
optimization always includes SSV optimization in this methodology, STEP 3 could be
performed right after STEP 1 as well. In this study, however,STEP 2 has always been
performed for comparison between the results of SSV and DSV power optimization.

The timing- and power-driven logic synthesis steps have been carried out using SYNOP-
SYS’ POWER COMPILER. This tool is capable of minimizing power by means of a gate
sizing method which behaves similarly to that discussed in Section 6.2.1. Note that the ex-
act implementation of the gate sizing method in this particular tool is, of course, unknown.
Nevertheless, the idea of exploiting the gate sizing capability for DSVS, which has been
outlined in Section 6.2.2, can be realized if the DSV synthesis library is modeled in accor-
dance with the modeling guidelines that are discussed in Section 6.5.3. A particularly im-
portant aspect is that the tool allows input and output pins of cells to be classified such that
only pins of the same class are interconnected. This featurecan be used for solving the level
conversion issue. Since a state-of-the-art synthesis toolcan be used for power optimization
in this methodology, all state-of-the-art logic-level optimization techniques, including gate
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up- and down-sizing and transformations of the logic structure, can be performed at the
same time. Another advantage of this approach is that DSV power optimization can easily
be applied to any type of circuit including complex sequential designs.

The power consumption has been analyzed at the gate-/logic-level in the pre-layout design
phase using SYNOPSYS’ D ESIGN POWER. Pre-layout power analysis means that estimated
interconnect capacitance values are used. This type of power analysis is known to be in-
accurate in terms of absolute values. However, the accuracyin terms of relative values
is generally considered sufficient for comparing the effectof different power optimization
options. Also, it is a relatively fast method that allows a large number of different experi-
ments to be carried out in reasonable time. For these reasons, pre-layout gate-level power
analysis has been chosen in this work.

Gate-level power analysis and optimization both require the switching activities at all cir-
cuit nodes to be determined. This can be accomplished by means of RTL or gate-level
simulation. The complexity of the circuits analyzed in thiswork is relatively low, so that
full gate-level simulation can be carried out in short time.Thus, gate-level simulation us-
ing VSS (SYNOPSYS) or VERILOG-XL (CADENCE) has been preferred to the less accurate
RTL-simulation-based approach.

Another important task frequently performed in this work isstatic timing analysis. Logic
synthesis tools usually have basic static timing analysis capabilities. These are sufficient
for continuously observing the validity of the results as the optimization progresses. How-
ever, advanced timing analysis strategies such as the slackdistribution analysis discussed
in Chapters 7 and 8 and the power savings estimation method introduced in Section 6.3
require more powerful tools. SYNOPSYS’ PRIME TIME has been chosen for this work.

6.5 Dual Supply Voltage Standard Cell Libraries

The key to DSV logic synthesis exploiting gate sizing algorithms is a suitable DSV stan-
dard cell library. According to Sections 5.1.2 and 6.2.2, a DSV library must meet three
requirements. Firstly, the library must contain level-converting cells. Secondly, two differ-
ent low and high voltage synthesis models of each cell exceptfor the level-converting ones
must exist. Thirdly, all cells must be modeled in such a way that output pins of low voltage
cells are not connected to input pins of high voltage cells.

In the remainder of this chapter, the two different DSV libraries used in this work are
described. First, basic information on the fabrication processes, the supply voltage values,
and the type and number of cells contained in the libraries are given. Afterwards, the design
of level-converting cells is described and, finally, some important aspects regarding the
modeling and the characterization of standard cells for DSVlogic synthesis is discussed.
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6.5.1 Technologies, Voltages, and Library Contents

A 0.25 µm CMOS DSV library. A first DSV synthesis library, which is referred to as
the DSVL025 library in the remainder of this document, has been derived from a commer-
cial standard cell library realized in STMICROELECTRONICS’ 0.25 µm CMOS technology
(HCMOS7). The library vendor has already provided high and low voltage synthesis li-
brary files that resulted from characterizations at supply voltages of 2.5 V and 1.8 V, re-
spectively. The given voltage levels have been used in this work in order to avoid costly
re-characterizations of the library.

The existing low and high voltage synthesis models of a number of differently sized combi-
national cells have been copied from the two original synthesis library files to the DSVL025
library. The selection of cells has been restricted to a subset of all cells available in the orig-
inal library in order to limit the characterization effort in those parts of this work where full
re-characterization has been necessary (see Section 7.5.6). The selected subset of cells does
not include complex gates and gates with more than two inputs. Thus, power optimization
by means of complex gate composition is not possible with this library. However, all se-
lected cells have been made available in all the sizes that exist in the original library, so as to
enable effective gate sizing. Since gate sizing trades off slack against dynamic power, just
as DSVS does, these techniques directly compete. Therefore, maximization of the variety
of gate sizes has been given priority over the availability of complex gates.

The library further contains simple D-flip-flop cells with non-inverting outputs Q (DFFQ).
The low and high voltage models of these flip-flops have been taken from the original
synthesis library files. A level-converting version (DFFQLC, see Section 6.5.2) has been
included in order to enable level conversion at the outputs of combinational logic blocks.

All synthesis models copied from the original synthesis library files have been modified
according to the power modeling guidelines that are discussed in Section 6.5.3. The special
way of dynamic power modeling suggested in these guidelineshas required to include zero
delay virtual driver (ZDVD, see Section 6.5.3.3) cells in the library.

A list of all 78 cells included in the DSVL025 synthesis library is given in Table 6.1. This
library has been used in conjunction with the benchmark circuits (see Chapter 7).

A 0.18 µm CMOS DSV library. A second DSV synthesis library named DSVL018 has
been developed on the basis of NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR’ S 0.18 µm CMOS technol-
ogy (CMOS9). This library is named DSVL018 for reference in the remainder of this
document. The original CMOSX-9 standard cell library developed by NATIONAL SEMI-
CONDUCTOR has been characterized at supply voltages of 1.8 V and 1.3 V. The first value
is the nominal supply voltage defined by the library vendor. The second value has been
chosen because reducing the voltage from 1.8 V to 1.3 V has approximately the same im-
pact on the gate delay and the power consumption as reducing the supply voltage from
2.5 V to 1.8 V in the case of the HCMOS7 technology discussed before. In other words,
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Type I/O Drive strength (size) Supply voltages

AND 2/1 1x, 2x, 3x, 4x 1.8 V / 2.5 V

NAND 2/1 0.5x, 1x, 2x, 3x, 4x 1.8 V / 2.5 V

OR 2/1 1x, 2x, 3x, 4x 1.8 V / 2.5 V

NOR 2/1 0.5x, 1x, 2x, 3x, 4x 1.8 V / 2.5 V

XOR 2/1 1x, 2x, 3x, 4x 1.8 V / 2.5 V

XNOR 2/1 0.5x, 1x, 2x, 3x, 4x 1.8 V / 2.5 V

INV 1/1 0.5x, 1x, 2x, 3x, 4x 1.8 V / 2.5 V

BUF 1/1 1x, 2x, 3x, 4x 1.8 V / 2.5 V

DFFQ D, CLK / Q 1x 1.8 V / 2.5 V

DFFQLC D, CLK / Q 1x level converter

Table 6.1: Cells provided in the 0.25 µm DSV synthesis library (DSVL025).

the selection of supply voltage values has been made equivalent for the two DSV libraries
used in this work.

All non-sequential cells contained in the original high andlow voltage synthesis library
files have been copied to the new DSVL018 library. This includes complex gates and gates
with more than two inputs. The sequential cells included in the DSV library are scan-D-
flip-flops with non-inverting outputs Q, inverting outputs QN, asynchronous clear CLR and
asynchronous preset PREZ. However, the inverting outputs QN are used as dedicated scan
outputs and are, hence, renamed to SO (see Section 6.5.3.4).Level-converting derivates of
these flip-flops have also been designed, characterized, andincluded in the library (SDF-
FCPLC, see Section 6.5.2).

In most experiments, level conversion has been enabled onlyat the endpoints of combina-
tional logic paths by means of level-converting flip-flops. In certain experiments discussed
in Chapter 8, however, the effectiveness of level conversion along combinational logic paths
in the proposed methodology has been investigated. For thispurpose, two level-converting
inverter and buffer cells (INVLC and BUFLC, see Section 6.5.2) have been designed, char-
acterized and added to the DSVL018 library.

All synthesis models copied from the original synthesis library files have been modified
according to the power modeling guidelines that are discussed in Section 6.5.3 and zero
delay virtual driver cells (ZDVD, see Section 6.5.3.3) are provided.

Table 6.2 lists a subset of all 562 cells included in the DSVL018 library. This library has
been used for implementing and optimizing the CR16 CompactRISC processor core (see
Chapter 8).
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Type I/O Drive strength Supply voltages

This library includes the full set of combinational cells

from the CMOSX-9 library in all the available sizes. 1.3 V / 1.8 V

(276 different cells in total)

INVLC 1/1 1x level converter

BUFLC 1/1 1x level converter

SDFFCP D,CLK, SD,SE, PREZ,CLR / Q,SO 2x, 4x, 8x 1.3 V / 1.8 V

SDFFCPLC D,CLK, SD,SE, PREZ,CLR / Q,SO 2x, 4x, 8x level converter

ZDVD 1/1 — 1.3 V / 1.8 V

Table 6.2: Cells provided in the 0.18 µm DSV synthesis library (DSVL018).

6.5.2 Level-Converting Standard Cells

Dual supply voltage standard cell libraries must contain level-converting cells in order to
make transitions fromVDDL to VDD possible. Commonly used level converters are based
on the cascode voltage switch logic style [41]. While this logic style is not suitable for the
design of conventional standard cells, as mentioned in Section 3.6, it has been exploited
for level conversion many times. In the following paragraphs, the design of the level-
converting cells included in the two DSV synthesis libraries discussed above is described.

All level-converting cells are based on the fundamental concept of the cascode voltage
switch logic. Additional circuitry has been introduced in order to improve the timing char-
acteristics and to implement special functionality such asclear and preset. Master latches
from conventional flip-flops included in the original libraries have been reused in the level-
converting cells. In other words, the circuit structure, the transistor dimensions, and the
layout of the master latches used in conventional flip-flops and in level-converting flip-
flops are identical. The complete cell layouts have been drawn in accordance with the
respective process and library design rules defined by the silicon and library vendors.

Post-layout netlists have been extracted from the layouts and have been used for a full
characterization of the cells. The resulting synthesis models have been included in the re-
spective DSV synthesis library file. In the following paragraphs, the characteristics of the
level-converting cells regarding the timing and the power consumption are compared with
the characteristics of their low and high voltage counterparts. Regarding the timing penalty
and the possible power overheads introduced by level-converting cells, the most important
parameters are the gate delaytD, the clock-to-output delaytQ, the setup timetsetup, and
the dynamic power consumptionPdyn. These parameters have been evaluated at different
corners of the characterization parameter space, i.e. for different values of the input tran-
sition timetT and the output load capacitanceCnode, in order to find minimum, maximum
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Figure 6.5: Level converters based on the cascode voltage switch logic style: (a) buffer
with inverting and non-inverting output; (b) non-inverting buffer with buffered output; (c)
inverter with buffered output.

and typical values. The purpose of this analysis is to provide the information required for
a qualitative understanding of the behavior of level-converting cells in comparison with
equivalent conventional cells.

Inverter and buffer cells. Level-converting buffers and inverters can be realized as de-
picted in Figure 6.5. Since the input pins A of these cells areconnected only to n-channel
transistors and to p-channel transistors that are source-connected toVDDL, low voltage sig-
nal levels are sufficient for driving these pins. Level conversion is achieved by means of
cross-coupled p-channel transistor pairs, which are source-connected toVDD.

Figure 6.5a shows a simple embodiment of a level-converter with inverting (ZN) and non-
inverting outputs (Z). This type of circuit is extremely difficult to design with regard to spe-
cific timing requirements under various load conditions. The reason for this is the severe
impact of the output load capacitance on the feedback operation. Therefore, it is advanta-
geous to implement extra inverters at the output nodes, so asto decouple the performance-
critical internal nodes from heavy output loads, as illustrated in Figures 6.5b and c.

Two cells of this kind have been included in the DSVL018 library. The exact implemen-
tation, i.e. the circuit structure and the transistor dimensions, of the inverter cell (INVLC)
and the non-inverting buffer cell (BUFLC) can be seen in Figures 6.6 and 6.7. All transistor
channel lengths have been made minimal. The channel widths have been chosen such that
the timing characteristics of the level-converting cells are as close as possible to those of
the smallest conventional non-inverting buffer cell available in the same library when the
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Figure 6.6: Implementation of a level-converting inverterwith buffered output (INVLC)
and novel pull-up technique. The channel widths are specified in units of micrometers.

tDLC=tDLV PLC=PHV

with pull-up 2.0 1.6 0.9 1.0

without pull-up 3.1 1.7 0.9 1.0
1.2 5.3

The above values have been determined at the following characterization corners:

Input slope (tT) tT;min tT;max tT;min tT;max tT;min tT;max

Output load (Cnode) Cnode;min Cnode;max Cnode;max Cnode;min

Table 6.3: Relative delay and dynamic power of the level-converting inverter (INVLC)
compared with the delay of a low voltage (LV) buffer and the dynamic power of a high
voltage (HV) buffer at different corners of the characterization parameter space.

latter is operated at the lower supply voltageVDDL. Tables 6.3 and 6.4 show the delaytDLC

of the level-converting cells at different corners of the characterization parameter space in
comparison with the delaytDLV of the low voltage buffer cell. A comparison of the dy-
namic power consumptionPLC of the level-converting cells and the dynamic powerPHV of
the high voltage buffer cell is also included in the tables.

The characterization parameter space is limited by minimumand maximum values for
the input signal slopetT and the output load capacitanceCnode. The corner parameters
(tT;min=max andCnode;min=max) have been chosen in accordance with the standards defined
for each cell type by the vendors of the original libraries, so that the characterization results
for a conventional cell and its level-converting counterpart can be directly compared.
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Figure 6.7: Implementation of a level-converting buffer with buffered output (BUFLC) and
novel pull-up technique. The channel widths are specified inunits of micrometers.

tDLC=tDLV PLC=PHV

with pull-up 2.4 1.7 1.0 1.0

without pull-up 3.6 1.9 1.0 1.0
1.2 2.9

The above values have been determined at the following characterization corners:

Input slope (tT) tT;min tT;max tT;min tT;max tT;min tT;max

Output load (Cnode) Cnode;min Cnode;max Cnode;max Cnode;min

Table 6.4: Relative delay and dynamic power of the level-converting buffer (BUFLC) com-
pared with the delay of a low voltage (LV) buffer and the the dynamic power of a high
voltage (HV) buffer at different corners of the characterization parameter space.

The data show that the level-converting cells have roughly the same delay as the low voltage
cell for large output loads. However, it would require unfeasibly large transistors to achieve
equal delay in the case of small output loads, where the delaycan currently be up to 2.4
times that of the low voltage buffer. The absolute delay of the level-converting cells is in
the range of 0.15 ns to 1.1 ns depending on the input slope and the output load.

Some improvement of the relatively poor timing characteristics in the case of small loads
has been achieved by adding the n-channel pull-up transistors NPU to the cells. These
transistors support the feedback operation of the circuitsby pulling the internal node ZNI
up towards the positive supply for a falling edge of the inputsignal. In case of a high logic
state at the input pin A, the gate of NPU and the node ZNI, i.e. the source electrode of NPU,
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are both pulled to ground. The pull-up transistor NPU is not conducting (off). When the
logic state of the input signal changes from high to low, NPU turns on and pulls the node
ZNI towards the positive supplyVDD. As soon as the potential at the node ZNI reaches
VDD�Vt , whereVt is the absolute value of the threshold voltage of NPU, the pull-up device
turns off again. The numbers included in Tables 6.3 and 6.4 indicate that the delay of the
level-converting cells and, hence, the ratio oftDLC to tDLV would be up to about 50% larger
without this novel circuit technique being used.

The dynamic power consumption of the level-converting cells is generally higher than that
of a conventional buffer cell, even if the latter is operatedat the higher supply voltage. The
overhead is largest in the case of long input transition times and small output loads. Un-
der these conditions, the short-circuit power contributessignificantly to the total dynamic
power and the short-circuit power of the level-converting cells is significantly larger than
that of the conventional buffer cell. For large loads and short input transition times, the
dynamic power is clearly dominated by its capacitive component. Since the latter is the
same for level-converting and conventional cells, there isonly little difference in the total
dynamic power under these conditions.

Layouts of these circuits have been drawn in agreement with the design rules that apply to
NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR’ S CMOS9 technology and CMOSX-9 standard cell library.
Both cells have the same area which is twice that of the smallest conventional buffer cell
and 2.8 times that of the smallest conventional inverter cell. The full characterization of the
cell has been based on a post-layout netlist using a characterization parameter set which is
typical of the original library from NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR.

In most experiments discussed in this study, level conversion has been restricted to the
input and output nodes of combinational logic blocks by means of level-converting flip-
flop cells, as explained in Section 5.1.2. The two level-converting cells described in this
section have been used only in selected experiments in orderto investigate the feasibility
of level conversion along combinational logic paths (see Sections 8.6.2 and 8.6.3).

Flip-flop cell. Figure 6.8 shows the schematic of the most widely used staticD-flip-flop
structure. This type of flip-flop can be found in most standardcell libraries. Sometimes,
pairs of inverters and transmission gates are replaced withtristate inverters. The circuit is
composed of two latches in series: the master latch at the input and the slave latch at the
output side. This flip-flop structure can easily be transformed into a level-converting one
if the slave latch is replaced with a level-converter similar to those described above. These
level converters behave like latches because of the positive feedback created by means of
the cross-coupled p-channel transistor pairs.

Figure 6.9 shows the schematic of the level-converting D-flip-flop (DFFQLC) included in
the DSVL025 library. The master latch is basically the same as that used in the corre-
sponding conventional D-flip-flop available in the same library. The only difference is the
transmission gate TG2 which has been added to provide differential input signals for the
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Figure 6.8: Standard D-flip-flop circuit with clock input CLK, data input D, non-inverting
output Q and inverting output QN.

slave latch. The level-converting slave latch is a slightlymodified buffer-type cascode volt-
age switch level converter. The transistors N3 and N4 have been added in order to prevent
the gates of N1 and N2 from floating when the clock is zero separating the slave latch
from the master latch via the transmission gates TG1 and TG2.The slave latch is supplied
with VDD. This flip-flop structure is the same as the one used by Usami etal. [116]. Note
that if a library includes low power flip-flops similar to thatintroduced in Section 3.6, the
same circuits can serve as level-converting cells if the slave latches are supplied withVDDL.

In the slave latch of the flip-flop cell depicted in Figure 6.9,all transistor channel lengths
are minimal. The channel widths have been chosen such that the timing of the flip-flop is as
close as possible to the timing of the corresponding conventional flip-flop when the latter is
operated at the lower supply voltageVDDL. The exact values can be seen in the figure. The
dimensions of the transistors used in the master latch are the same as in the conventional
flip-flop designed by STMICROELECTRONICS.

Some data comparing the timing characteristics of the level-converting flip-flop with the
characteristics of conventional flip-flops at different corners of the characterization param-
eter space is provided in Table 6.5. The clock-to-output delay tQLC of the level-converting
flip-flop is the same as the delaytQLV of the low voltage flip-flop and 1.5 times the delay
tQHV of the high voltage cell. In absolute values,tQLC is in the range of 0.3 ns to 1.2 ns de-
pending on the input signal transition time and the output load capacitance. The setup time
tsetupLCis generally larger than that of the conventional cells. However, the larger the input
signal transition time, the smaller is this overhead. The setup time of the level-converting
flip-flop is on the order of 0.1 ns to 0.4 ns depending on the input signal transition time
which is the slope of the clock signal in this case.

Regarding the dynamic power consumption, a comparison withthe conventional high volt-
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Figure 6.9: Level-converting D-flip-flop with clock input CLK, data input D and non-
inverting output Q (DFFQLC). The channel widths are specified in units of micrometers.

Supply: (<XX>) tQLC=tQ<XX> tsetupLC=tsetup<XX> PLC=P<XX>
HV 1.5 3.3 1.6 1.3 0.9

LV 1.0 2.3 1.2 2.5 2.0

The above values have been determined at the following characterization corners:

Input slope (tT) any value tT;min tT;max tT;min tT;max

Output load (Cnode) any value — — Cnode;min Cnode;max

Table 6.5: Timing characteristics and dynamic power of the level-converting D-flip-flop cell
(DFFQLC) compared with the conventional D-flip-flop (DFFQ) operated at low voltage
(LV) or high voltage (HV).

age flip flop is of particular interest. A large ratio ofPLC to PHV could cause a large power
overhead in the clock voltage scaling scheme where all high voltage flip-flops are replaced
with level-converting ones. However, according to the dataincluded in Table 6.5, the level-
converting flip-flop consumes only little more power in the case of small loads and short
input transition times. For larger slopes and loads, the level-converting cell can even be
more power efficient than the conventional cell. Obviously,this data does not allow to
draw a clear conclusion regarding a possible power overheadcaused by massive use of
level-converting flip-flop cells as required for clock voltage scaling.

A layout of this circuit has been drawn in agreement with the design rules that apply to
STMICROELECTRONICS’ S HCMOS7 technology and standard cell library. The size of the
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level-converting cell is roughly twice the size of the corresponding conventional cell. The
full characterization of the cell has been based on a post-layout netlist using a characteriza-
tion parameter set which is typical of the original library from STMICROELECTRONICS.

Scan-flip-flop cells. Figure 6.10 shows the circuit structure of a novel level-converting
scan-D-flip-flop (SDFFCPLC) with a non-inverting output Q, an inverting dedicated scan
output SO, an asynchronous preset input PREZ, and an asynchronous clear input CLR.
This type of cell has been included in the DSVL018 library in three different sizes. The
circuits are composed of master and slave latches that are supplied withVDDL andVDD,
respectively. In contrast to the level-converting flip-flopdescribed before, two n-channel
pull-up transistors NPU1 and NPU2 have been added to the slave latch. This improves the
delay by as much as 15% without increasing the cell area noticeably. Furthermore, the slave
latch contains additional transistors that implement the preset and clear functionalities.

The master latch used in all three level-converting cells isidentical to the one used in the
smallest conventional flip-flop cell (SDFFCPX2). This meansthat both the circuit structure
and the transistor dimensions are basically the same. Only two minor modifications have
been made. Firstly, an additional transmission gate provides a second complementary input
signal for the slave latch. Secondly, the n-well has been connected toVDD instead ofVDDL

so as to avoid the area overhead created by separate low and high voltage wells. A block
diagram of the master latch is shown in the upper left corner of Figure 6.10. It is composed
of a conventional D-latch with clock (CLK), clear (CLR) and preset (PREZ) inputs. The
input multiplexer feeds data samples either from the data input D or from the scan data input
SD to the data input of the latch. At the output side, the latchprovides two complementary
data signals QI and QNI, the inverted clock signal CLKN, and the inverted preset signal
PREZN, which are the input signals for the slave latch.

The channel lengths of all transistors in the slave latches have been made minimal. The
channel widths have been chosen such that the timing of each of the three level-converting
cells (SDFFCPLCX2, SDFFCPLCX4, SDFFCPLCX8) is as close as possible to the cor-
responding conventional cell (SDFFCPX2, SDFFCPX4, SDFFCPX8) when the latter is
operated at the higher supply voltage. The values are given in Table 6.6.

In Table 6.7, the timing and the power characteristics of thelevel-converting cells are com-
pared with the characteristics of the conventional cells operated at the higher supply volt-
age. The level-converting cells have larger clock-to-output delays than the conventional
cells in the case of small load capacitances. The largest delay overhead can be observed if
the load is small and the input transition time is large. For large load capacitances, however,
the level-converting cells have slightly shorter delays. Their setup times are large in com-
parison with the conventional cells in the case of small transition times at the clock input.
For large input transitions, however, the level-converting cells have shorter setup times. In
absolute values, the clock-to-output delays of the level-converting cells are in the range
of 0.2 ns to 1.0 ns depending on the input transition time and the load capacitance. Their
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Figure 6.10: Novel level-converting scan-D-flip-flop with non-inverting output Q and ded-
icated inverting scan output SO (SDFFCPLC).

setup times are in the range of 0.3 ns to 0.7 ns. The level-converting flip-flops consume the
same amount of dynamic power as the conventional cells in thecase of small input tran-
sition times and large output loads. In all other cases, the level-converting cells are even
slightly more power efficient. According to this data, replacing a high voltage flip-flop with
its level-converting counterpart does not create a power overhead.

Layouts have been drawn for all three level-converting cells in accordance with the design
rules that apply to NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR’ S CMOS9 technology and CMOSX-9
standard cell library. The level-converting cells are between 17% (SDFFCPLCX8) and 28%
(SDFFCPX2, SDFFCPX4) larger than the corresponding conventional cells. The master
latches used in the scan-flip-flops take up a large portion of the total cell area, so that the
overhead caused by the level-converting slave latches is relatively small. Therefore, the
area overhead of the SDFFCPLC cells is small compared with the overhead of the DF-
FQLC cell included in the DSVL025 library. The full characterization of the cell has been
based on a post-layout netlist using a characterization parameter set which is typical of the
original library from NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR.
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SDFFCPLCX2 SDFFCPLCX4 SDFFCPLCX8

N1/2 2.00 µm 2.00 µm 3.00 µm

P1/2 1.40 µm 1.40 µm 2.00 µm

NPU1/2 1.20 µm 1.20 µm 2.00 µm

NCLR1 0.28 µm 0.28 µm 0.28 µm

NCLR2 2.00 µm 2.00 µm 2.00 µm

NPRE1 0.28 µm 0.28 µm 0.28 µm

NPRE2 1.20 µm 1.20 µm 2.00 µm

NCLK1/2 0.28 µm 0.28 µm 0.28 µm

NQ 2.00 µm 4.00 µm 6.00 µm

PQ 3.00 µm 6.00 µm 10.0 µm

NSO 1.40 µm 2.80 µm 4.20 µm

PSO 2.20 µm 4.28 µm 8.00 µm

Table 6.6: Channel widths for the transistors used in the slave latches of the level-converting
scan-D-flip-flops with three different driving strengths.

tQLC=tQHV tsetupLC=tsetupHV PLC=PHV

SDFFCP(LC)X2 3.3 0.8 1.4 0.6 1.0 0.6

SDFFCP(LC)X4 3.2 0.8 1.7 0.6 1.0 0.8

SDFFCP(LC)X8 2.8 0.9 1.7 0.6 1.0 0.8

The above values have been determined at the following characterization corners:

Input slope (tT) tT;max tT;min tT;min tT;max tT;min tT;max

Output load (Cnode) Cnode;min Cnode;max — — Cnode;max Cnode;min

Table 6.7: Timing characteristics and dynamic power of the level-converting scan-D-flip-
flop cells compared with the conventional scan-D-flip-flops.The latter are operated at the
higher supply voltage.

6.5.3 Library Modeling and Characterization

6.5.3.1 Power Modeling, Characterization and Analysis

Dynamic power modeling. The common way of handling the dynamic power consump-
tion for the purpose of standard cell library modeling requires that the cell-internal dynamic
power be distinguished from the external dynamic power.
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The external dynamic power is the capacitive component associated with the external in-
terconnect capacitance and the sum of all gate input capacitances presented to the output
pin of the cell. This is normally not included in the synthesis library. Instead, tools for
power-driven logic synthesis and gate-level power analysis use estimated or extracted in-
terconnect capacitances together with gate input capacitance values modeled in the library
for calculating the external capacitive switching power from Equation 2.20.

The cell-internal power includes the short-circuit component and a capacitive component
which is due to all the cell-internal device and interconnect capacitances except for the gate
input capacitances. Regarding the cell-internal power associated with a signal transition
occurring at the output node of a CMOS gate, rising and falling transitions are distin-
guished (see Figure 2.2) and modeled by means of two separatelook-up tables (LUT) in
the synthesis library (see therise_power andfall_power attributes in Figure 6.12).
These tables are two-dimensional and indexed with the output load capacitanceCnode and
the input signal transition timetT [1]. As mentioned in Section 6.2.3, the synthesis models
of standard cells include switching energy rather than dynamic power values. Each value
contained in the cell-internal power LUTs represents the energy EintR or EintF dissipated
during a single rising or a falling transition, respectively.

To obtain expressions for the total energy drawn from the supply, the energy needed to
charge the external load capacitanceCnode (see Section 2.3.1) must be added to the cell-
internal switching energy associated with a rising edge at the output node:

EtotR= EintR(tT ;Cnode)+CnodeV
2
DD (6.13)

EtotF = EintF(tT ;Cnode) (6.14)

Dynamic power characterization. When standard cells are characterized for dynamic
power consumption, the energy valuesEtotR andEtotF are measured by means of transistor-
level simulation1 for different values of the parametersCnode and tT and a fixed supply
voltageVDD. Subsequently, the cell-internal switching energiesEintR andEintF are obtained
by subtracting the energy needed to charge the output load from the total energyEtotR (see
Equation 6.13). These values are finally stored in the LUTs.

Dynamic power analysis. Tools for power-driven logic synthesis and gate-level power
analysis determine the total energy drawn from the supply during a full switching cycle,
i.e. a rising edge followed by a falling edge or vice versa, ofa particular signal by taking
appropriate values for the cell-internal energies associated with these transitions from the
LUTs and addingCnode�V2

DD. The total dynamic power consumption is then calculated

1Examples of transistor-level simulators are SPICE (public domain), HSPICE (SYNOPSYS), ELDO
(MENTOR), and SPECTRE (CADENCE).
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by multiplication with the switching activityα01 and the clock frequencyfclk and, finally,
summing over allN nodes in the circuit:

Pdyn= fclk

N

∑
i=1

�
α01;i �EintR;i(tT;i;Cnode;i)+EintF;i(tT;i;Cnode;i)+Cnode;i V2

DD

�	
(6.15)

This expression is equivalent to the sum of Equations 2.20 and 2.22.

6.5.3.2 Modeling DSV Libraries in the Liberty Format

Today, most synthesis libraries are available in the LIBERTY (.lib) library format. While
this has originally been a proprietary format developed by SYNOPSYS, it is now a de facto
industry standard that has been disclosed to the public and can be licensed free of charge2.

L IBERTY provides everything which is needed for DSV synthesis libraries [73]. The most
important library, cell and pin attributes are shown in Figures 6.11 and 6.12. Multiple power
rails can be specified using apower_supply group in the description of the environment
at the library level. These power rails can then be assigned to individual cells by means
of rail_connection attributes. The absence of rail connections in the description
of a specific cell means that the value of thedefault_power_rail attribute is to be
used. If one rail connection has been specified within a cell description, the respective
voltage level has to be used in conjunction with this cell. Ina DSV synthesis library,
for instance, the lower supply voltageVDDL could be assigned to low voltage cells using
rail_connection attributes. In contrast, high voltage cells would not need any explicit
rail connection, provided that thedefault_power_rail attribute has been assigned
the higher supply voltageVDD.

Finally, connection classes have to be assigned to the inputand output pins of all cells by
means ofconnection_class attributes such that output pins of low voltage cells are
not allowed to drive input pins of high voltage cells. The idea of the connection classes is
that only pins that belong to the same class are allowed to be interconnected. The inputs
and outputs of low voltage cells and the inputs of level-converting cells are assigned the
same connection class, for instance a class named LV, while the inputs of high voltage
cells are assigned a different class, HV for instance. The outputs of high voltage and level-
converting cells are assigned both the LV and HV classes. This strategy is a translation of
theISLandFSLcell attributes introduced in Section 6.2.2 into the LIBERTY format.

If the logic synthesis and gate-level power analysis tools to be used support these special
L IBERTY constructs, the DSV library can be modeled as described above. Support of these
constructs means that the total dynamic power is actually calculated from

Pdyn= fclk

N

∑
i=1

�
α01;i �EintR;i(tT;i;Cnode;i)+EintF;i(tT;i;Cnode;i)+Cnode;i V2

DD;i�	 ; (6.16)

whereVDD;i depends on the rail connection of the cell driving thei-th node.

2http://www.synopsys.com/partners/tapin/libinfo.html
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library(DSV_LIB) {
...
/* multiple power rails*/
power_supply() {

/* VDD is associated with nom_voltage */
default_power_rail : VDD;
power_rail (VDDL, 1.8);

}
...
/* nominal operating conditions */
nom_voltage : 2.5 ;
...
/* synthesis models of all cells */
cell(<name>) { ... }
...

} /* end of library */

Figure 6.11: Excerpt from the environment part of a generic standard cell DSV synthesis
library in the LIBERTY format.

cell(INV_LV) {
area : 18 ;
rail_connection (PV1, VDDL);
pin(Z) {

direction : output ;
connection_class : "LV";
function : "A’";
internal_power() {

rise_power(pwr_lut_template_name) {<2-dim LUT>}
fall_power(pwr_lut_template_name) {<2-dim LUT>}

} /* end of internal power */
timing() { ... }

} /* end of pin(Z) */
pin(A) {

direction : input ;
connection_class : "LV";

} /* end of pin(A) */
} /* end of cell */

Figure 6.12: Excerpt from a generic low voltage standard cell synthesis model in the LIB-
ERTY format.
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6.5.3.3 Modeling the Total Dynamic Power Using LUTs

An alternative approach makes DSV library modeling possible even if the logic synthesis
and gate-level power analysis tools do not supportpower_supply, power_rail and
rail_connection attributes [73].

This approach is based on a modified characterization procedure. Instead of subtracting
the energy needed to charge the output load, the total energyas given by Equations 6.13
and 6.14 is stored in the internal power LUTs. In order to prevent the capacitive switching
energy from being counted twice, the rightmost term in Equation 6.15, i.e. the explicit
calculation ofCnode�V2

DD, has to be eliminated. This can usually be accomplished by setting
the nominal supply voltage value to zero in the synthesis library environment.

A drawback of this approach is that the switching power associated with the primary input
nets, including the clock network, is not taken into accountdue to the absence of driving
cells. Therefore, zero-delay virtual driver cells (ZDVD) must be inserted in the fan-out of
all input ports. The synthesis models of these cells providethe LUTs that are required for
determining the capacitive switching power associated with the primary input nets. Their
functionality is that of a non-inverting buffer, and all their other properties and characteris-
tics are ideal. This means that ZDVDs have no delay, exhibit no short-circuit power, and do
not introduce any additional capacitances. These cells canbe inserted right before power
optimization and analysis and must be removed thereafter.

This power modeling approach does still require connectionclasses to be assigned to the
input and output pins of the cells. Consequently, theconnection_class attribute or
an equivalent mechanism must be supported by the synthesis tool.

The tools used in this work (see Section 6.4) do not support multiple power rails. Thus, the
LUT-based power modeling approach introduced in this section had to be used.

6.5.3.4 Modeling Scan-Flip-Flop Cells

Design for scan testability in DSV logic synthesis usually requires level-converters to be
used in the scan chains as illustrated in Figure 8.7. In this work, this has been accomplished
in a two-step procedure. The initial scan chain synthesis has been carried out right after the
timing-driven logic synthesis without regarding the levelconversion issue. Subsequently,
level converters have been inserted where necessary. Theselevel converters introduce ad-
ditional delay into the scan chains. Therefore, the scan chains must be separated from all
functionally relevant logic paths. Under this condition, level converter insertion in the scan
chains affects only the circuit area while the overall timing remains unchanged. The reason
is that scan chains are so-called false paths, i.e. they are not subject to timing constraints.

The scan chain separation can be accomplished by modeling the scan-flip-flops in the syn-
thesis library in such a way that the scan data input pin SD andone of the output pins are
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used exclusively for scan chain synthesis. In this work, theinverting outputs QN of the
scan-flip-flops are used as dedicated scan output pins and are, therefore, renamed to SO,
as mentioned before. In the LIBERTY library format, scan-flip-flops with dedicated scan
input and output pins can be modeled as shown in Figures 6.13 and 6.14. The synthesis
model of a scan-flip-flop is composed of two parts. The first part describes the general
behavior of the cell just as for any other type of flip-flop (seeFigure 6.13). The second part
is enclosed in thetest_cell group and provides additional information which is rele-
vant only for the scan chain synthesis (see Figure 6.14). As can be seen from the figures,
the special purposes of the scan enable pin SE, the scan data input pin SD, and the scan
output pin SO are specified using thesignal_type attribute in thetest_cell group.
Thetest_output_only attribute characterizes the output pin SO as a dedicated scan
output pin.

The above modeling guidelines are usually sufficient to achieve scan chain separation in the
initial scan chain synthesis. However, depending on the capabilities of the logic synthesis
tool, the scan output pins may be used as functional outputs again in subsequent power-
driven re-synthesis steps, which has been the case in this work. Therefore, the scan data
input pins SD and the scan output pins SO have been assigned a special connection class
as shown in Figure 6.13, so as to guarantee that only these pins are interconnected.

6.5.3.5 Characterization of DSV Libraries

Characterization tools. The public domain software package GSPICE3 has been used for
characterizing standard cells in this work. GSPICE is a SPICE pre- and post-processor and
works with any SPICE-like circuit simulator that generates waveform data files compatible
with either HSPICE (SYNOPSYS) or ELDO (MENTOR). The output of a GSPICErun is the
synthesis model of a standard cell in the LIBERTY format.

When the software is used as is, only the timing characteristics and the gate input capac-
itances of conventional gates and flip-flops can be obtained [33]. In order to be useful in
this work, the capabilities of the tool have been extended todynamic power characterization
and to the characterization of level-converting cells.

Input signal levels. Special attention has been paid to the input signal levels applied to
the low voltage input pins of low voltage and level-converting cells during the characteriza-
tion process. In DSV circuits, as explained in Section 5.1.2, low voltage input pins may be
driven by low voltage or high voltage output pins. For the characterization of low voltage
and level-converting cells, it is important to decide whether to use low or high input signal
levels.

3http://www.veripool.com/gspice.html
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cell(SDFFCPLCX2) {
test_cell() { ... }
pin(SE) {

direction : input ;
connection_class : "HV LV";

... } /* end of pin SE */
pin(SD) {

direction : input ;
connection_class : "SC";

... } /* end of pin SD */
pin(SO) {

direction : output ;
function : "INQ" ;
test_output_only : true ;
connection_class : "SC";

... } /* end of pin SO */
... } /* end of cell */

Figure 6.13: Excerpt from a generic scan-flip-flop synthesismodel defining dedicated scan
input and output pins in the LIBERTY format.

test_cell() {
pin(SD) {

direction : input;
signal_type : "test_scan_in";

} /* end of pin SD */
pin(SE) {

direction : input;
signal_type : "test_scan_enable";

} /* end of pin SE */
pin(SO) {

direction : output;
signal_type : "test_scan_out_inverted";
test_output_only : true ;

} /* end of pin SO */
... } /* end of test_cell */

Figure 6.14: Excerpt from a test cell group defining dedicated scan input and output pins
in the LIBERTY format.
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Figure 6.15: Delay characterization of low voltage cells using different input signal levels.

The waveforms in Figure 6.15 illustrate the two possible scenarios of low voltage cell char-
acterization. For low voltage cells, the delaytD is defined as the time it takes for the output
voltage to reachVDDL=2 after the input voltage passed the same level. If a high voltage
input signal is used instead of a low voltage signal with the same transition timetT , this is
equivalent to reducing the transition time of the low voltage input signal totTeq, as depicted
in the figure. Since shorter input transition times result inshorter gate delays (see Equa-
tion 2.14), using low voltage input signals for characterizing the timing of low voltage cells
that are actually driven by high voltage signals yields pessimistic results. This statement is
true also for the characterization of the setup and hold times of flip-flop cells. Even regard-
ing the power consumption, low voltage input signals yield pessimistic results because an
effectively shorter input signal slope results in less short-circuit power consumption (see
Equation 2.22). In order to guarantee valid results under any circumstances, the low volt-
age and level-converting cells used in this work have been characterized with low voltage
signals applied to all input pins.

Impact of layout concepts. Another aspect that must be considered in the library char-
acterization process is the aggravated body effect that arises from the high n-well potential
required by the dual power rail layout scheme (see Section 5.4). In most experiments dis-
cussed in the remainder of this document, it has been assumedthat the final layout of the
circuits will be based on some kind of voltage separation as in the row-by-row and split-
row scenarios (see Section 5.4). Thus, the DSVL025 and DSVL018 libraries have been
characterized with the n-well regions of low voltage cells connected toVDDL. However,
in order to investigate the impact of an aggravated body effect on the DSV logic synthesis
results (see Section 7.5.6), the DSVL025 library has been re-characterized with the n-well
regions of low voltage cells connected toVDD.





Chapter 7

Characteristics of DSV Logic Synthesis

The DSV logic synthesis methodology introduced in the previous chapter has been used
for investigating the potential and the limitations of DSVS. These investigations were mo-
tivated by the shortcomings of related work (see Section 5.3), where DSVS was carried out
under unrealistic conditions.

In the experiments discussed in this chapter, DSV power optimization has been applied to
various combinational and sequential circuits in a conventional design environment using
standard tools for timing-driven logic synthesis and logic-level power optimization. This
approach enables a more realistic judgment on the optimization potential of the DSVS
technique.

7.1 Fundamental Parameters

With DSVS, positive timing slack can be traded off against dynamic power consumption
and, hence, a power reduction can be achieved only if timing slack exists in the circuit
to be optimized. In fact, some researchers generally applied DSVS to circuits that were
not subject to the strictest timing constraints in order to assure the existence of a sufficient
amount of slack [113, 115, 116, 122]. Other researchers carried out DSVS under various
timing constraints. They observed an increase in the amountof power reduction due to
DSVS as they relaxed the constraints [20].

These investigations were conducted in non-standard synthesis environments. Mostly, ex-
perimental tools such as SIS were used for timing-driven logic synthesis – only Usami et
al. used a standard tool for this task – and state-of-the-artlogic-level power optimization
was not considered to a realistic extent in any case. However, the characteristics of the
timing-driven synthesis, the strictness of the timing constraints, and the use of additional
power optimization techniques have a large impact on the amount of available slack and,
thus, on the optimization potential. This motivates further investigation of the potential

101
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and the limitations of DSVS under varying timing constraints within a real-world synthesis
environment.

The second important characteristic of DSVS is the impact ofthe choice of supply voltages
on the power reduction [20, 113, 115, 124]. If the differencebetweenVDD andVDDL is
small, then a larger number of cells may be operated atVDDL in order to fully exploit the
available slack, but the power reduction per cell is small. If VDDL is much lower thanVDD,
the power reduction that can be achieved per cell is larger but fewer cells may be operated
atVDDL. In other words, the total power reduction may be small, either because of a small
power reduction per cell or because of a small number of cellsbeing operated atVDDL, if
VDDL is made too large or too small, respectively.

Usually, an optimalVDDL exists for a given value ofVDD. This optimum, however, depends
largely on the circuit to be optimized [20]. Today, the only known way of optimizing
VDDL is to carry out DSVS for various values ofVDDL and choose the value that leads to
the largest power reduction. This can be a very time consuming and costly procedure,
particularly in a state-of-the-art logic synthesis environment, where a full characterization
of the standard-cell-library at all the possible values ofVDDL is required.

The methodology and the tools used may have an impact on the exact value of the opti-
mal VDDL for a specific circuit subject to specific constraints. However, the facts that the
power reduction due to DSVS depends on the choice of supply voltages, and that usually
an optimalVDDL can be found for a givenVDD, can be considered independent of method-
ologies and tools. For this reason, an expensive re-investigation of this characteristic does
not appear to be reasonable and is, therefore, not part of this study. Instead, a single pair
of supply voltage values has been chosen for all experimentsand a simple and inexpensive
estimation method is used for judging the quality of this choice.

7.2 Benchmark Circuits

Various combinational and sequential benchmark circuits have served as test cases in the
experiments described in this chapter. These circuits havebeen taken from the so-called
MCNC benchmark set1. MCNC today is the legal name of the former Microelectronics
Center of North Carolina. Using circuits from this benchmark set for the evaluation of
logic synthesis techniques makes the results more comparable to related work.

The circuits are distributed in the form of EDIF (ElectronicDesign Interchange Format)
gate-level netlists. The original netlists contain cells taken from a generic library that comes

1The MCNC benchmark set originally contained ten combinational benchmark circuits. These circuits
were used in conjunction with the 1985 International Symposium on Circuits and Systems, and were there-
fore called ISCAS’85 benchmark circuits. In the following years, the benchmark set has been updated and
extended several times. The latest release was used in conjunction with the 1993 MCNC International Work-
shop on Logic Synthesis (IWLS’93). The benchmark set is available from the Collaborative Benchmarking
Laboratory (CBL) at North Carolina State University [23].
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with the benchmark set. In this work, a subset of circuits hasbeen translated from the
generic library to the DSVL025 synthesis library.

Some information on the complexity, the timing and the functionality of these circuits is
given in Tables 7.1 and 7.2. In these tables, the circuit complexities are stated in terms
of upper limits for the number of gates. The delay values denote the shortest possible
critical path delays. These complexity and performance limits are reached if the circuits are
synthesized subject to the strictest timing constraints. The descriptions of the functionality
of the circuits have been extracted from the documentation of the benchmark set.

The circuits that formed the original ISCAS’85 benchmark set (marked with an asterisk in
Table 7.1) appear to reflect the characteristics, i.e. the optimization potential, of the entire
collection of circuits with reasonable accuracy. Therefore, these circuits have been chosen
as a representative subset in some of the investigations discussed hereafter.

Input vectors and expected output vectors for each circuit are distributed with the bench-
mark set. This makes gate-level simulation for verification, power analysis, and power
optimization possible, despite a lack of detailed information on each circuits’ functionality.
Furthermore, applying the provided input pattern renders the results more comparable to
the results of related work.

7.3 Technology, Library, and Operating Conditions

The benchmark circuits have been mapped to the DSVL025 synthesis library introduced
in Section 6.5.1. The library is based on STMICROELECTRONICS’ 0.25 µm CMOS tech-
nology (HCMOS7) with a threshold voltageVt of 0.5 V. The two supply voltagesVDD and
VDDL have been set to 2.5 V, which is the nominal supply voltage forthe HCMOS7 tech-
nology, and 1.8 V, respectively. In order to limit the library characterization effort, all other
operating conditions have been set to nominal values in thiswork.

7.4 Optimization Strategies and Constraints

Single and dual supply voltage power optimization. Three different strategies that have
been used for optimizing the benchmark circuits are depicted in Figure 7.1. Each strategy is
divided into two phases: the timing-driven synthesis (STEP1x) and the power optimization
(STEP 2x). In the first and the second strategy (see left and middle columns in the figure),
the original designs (START) are first optimized under delayand area constraints (STEP
1A). Power optimization is not enabled and only one supply voltage is used. The result
of this first phase is a set of timing- and area-optimized SSV gate-level netlists. When
clock voltage scaling is to be used in the DSV power optimization step, it must already be
enabled in the timing-driven synthesis because of its potential impact on the performance.
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Inputs Outputs No. of gates Delay in ns Function

alu2 10 6 � 444 � 1.86 ALU

alu4 14 8 � 1238 � 1.29 ALU

apex6 135 99 � 912 � 0.90 logic

apex7 49 37 � 375 � 0.85 logic

b9 41 21 � 189 � 0.41 logic

c432(*) 36 7 � 243 � 1.95 priority decoder

c499(*) 41 32 � 310 � 1.74 error correcting

c880(*) 60 26 � 524 � 1.54 ALU and control

c1355(*) 41 32 � 270 � 1.86 error correcting

c1908(*) 33 25 � 383 � 2.67 error correcting

c2670(*) 233 140 � 718 � 1.57 ALU and control

c3540(*) 50 22 � 1316 � 3.30 ALU and control

c5315(*) 178 123 � 1703 � 2.48 ALU and selector

c6288(*) 32 32 � 3790 � 8.96 16-bit multiplier

c7552(*) 207 108 � 1917 � 2.42 ALU and control

dalu 75 16 � 880 � 1.60 ALU

des 256 245 � 4167 � 1.79 data encryption

i10 257 224 � 2449 � 3.27 logic

i5 133 66 � 497 � 0.71 logic

lal 26 19 � 150 � 0.48 logic

my adder 33 17 � 378 � 1.17 adder

pair 173 137 � 2091 � 1.43 logic

rot 135 107 � 911 � 1.28 logic

term1 34 10 � 306 � 0.78 logic

vda 17 39 � 898 � 0.93 logic

x1 51 35 � 408 � 0.52 logic

x3 135 99 � 1004 � 0.90 logic

x4 94 71 � 541 � 0.78 logic

Table 7.1: Selection of combinational MCNC benchmark circuits. The circuits contained
in the early ISCAS’85 benchmark set are marked with an asterisk(*) .
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Inputs Outputs No. of cells No. of FF Delay in ns Function

bigkey 262 197 � 3968 224 � 1.51 key encryption

clma 382 82 � 10104 33 � 4.33 bus interface

mm4a 7 4 � 228 12 � 1.82 minmax

mm30a 33 30 � 2086 90 � 7.81 minmax

mult16a 17 1 � 353 16 � 2.40 multiplier

s344 9 11 � 228 15 � 1.24 4-bit multiplier

s349 9 11 � 198 15 � 1.30 4-bit multiplier

s382 3 6 � 203 21 � 1.15 controller

s444 3 6 � 201 21 � 1.23 controller

s526 3 6 � 249 21 � 1.18 controller

s641 35 24 � 278 19 � 1.42 PLD

s713 35 23 � 316 19 � 1.42 PLD

s820 18 19 � 362 5 � 1.44 PLD

s832 18 19 � 410 5 � 1.50 PLD

s1196 14 14 � 658 18 � 1.52 logic

s1488 8 19 � 757 6 � 1.48 controller

s1494 8 19 � 793 6 � 1.51 controller

s9234.1 36 39 � 1151 135 � 2.11 logic

s38417 28 106 � 12906 1465 � 3.71 logic

sbc 40 56 � 849 27 � 1.29 bus controller

Table 7.2: Selection of sequential circuits from the MCNC benchmark set.

This means that level-converting flip-flops have to be used instead of their high voltage
counterparts. In the second phase, SSV or DSV power optimization (STEP 2A or STEP
2B) subject to the same delay constraints as in the initial timing-driven synthesis are carried
out. Note that, in this work, DSV power optimization (STEP 2B) means simultaneous use
of DSVS and SSV techniques.

Global supply voltage scaling (GSVS). When the highest performance is not required,
GSVS can be used as an alternative to DSVS under relaxed timing constraints (see Sec-
tion 4.2). In Section 7.5.5, these two optimization strategies are compared. This compar-
ison is based on a number of experiments where GSVS has been carried out as depicted
in the rightmost column in Figure 7.1. In this third strategy, the timing-driven synthe-
sis (STEP 1B) is subject to strict but not necessarily the strictest delay constraints. The
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Figure 7.1: Timing and power optimization strategies.

dynamic power consumption of the resulting timing- and area-optimized SSV implemen-
tations is then minimized using power-driven SSV logic synthesis (STEP 2A). The same
strict delay constraints are specified in these two synthesis steps. Finally, the global supply
voltage is lowered as far as possible without violating the relaxed timing constraints (STEP
2C). Since the final result of GSVS is an SSV implementation, clock voltage scaling is
generally disabled in this strategy.

Constraints. High performance is a common objective in IC design. Therefore, power
optimization subject to the strictest or moderately relaxed timing constraints is a realistic
task. However, even if strict timing constraints are imposed on a complex sequential design,
usually the majority of combinational blocks therein are non-critical. Thus, relaxed timing
constraints can be considered typical of purely combinational sub-circuits.

In the experiments discussed in this chapter, the shortest possible critical path delays of
all circuits have been determined by timing-driven synthesis using zero-delay constraints.
In the case of sequential circuits, these values have been used as constraints in the power-
driven logic synthesis. In another series of experiments, the constraints have been relaxed
to 1.2 times the shortest possible delays. This means that the sequential circuits have been
optimized under the strictest and under moderately relaxedtiming constraints. In the case
of purely combinational circuits, the critical path delayshave been constrained to 1.2 times
the shortest possible delays in most cases. In some experiments, additional more or less
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relaxed constraints have been specified, i.e. the delays have been constrained to 1.1, 1.2,
1.35, and 1.5 times the shortest possible delays. Thus, the combinational circuits have
generally been subject to relaxed timing constraints.

The area and dynamic power constraints have been set to zero.Since the cost function gives
priority to timing over power and to power over area, the power consumption has been
optimized without degrading the performance and the area has been minimized without
increasing the delay or the power consumption.

7.5 Optimization of Combinational Circuits

7.5.1 Single and Dual Supply Voltage Power Optimization

The power consumption of all 28 combinational benchmark circuits listed in Table 7.1
has been optimized, firstly, using state-of-the-art power-driven logic synthesis (SSV power
optimization) and, secondly, using the DSV logic synthesismethodology, i.e. DSVS com-
bined with SSV optimization. The timing constraints have been moderately relaxed to 1.2
times the shortest possible critical path delays. The results are summarized in Table 7.3.

The second column shows the power reduction achieved through SSV power optimization.
Compared with the results of timing-driven synthesis, the dynamic power consumption has
been reduced by 18% on average and by up to 33% in the best case (c1355). Note that,
although the initial timing-driven synthesis has not included explicit power optimization,
the power has indirectly been optimized along with the area.This can be seen from the
results of experiments where area constraints have been omitted from the timing-driven
synthesis (see Table B.1 in the appendix).

The third column of Table 7.3 shows that the average power reduction has increased from
18% to 23% due to DSVS being used in addition to SSV power optimization. In the best
case (x3), DSVS has increased the power reduction from 23% to38%.

In the fourth column, the dynamic power consumption after DSV optimization is compared
with the power consumption after SSV power optimization. Inother words, the numbers
indicate the additional benefit of DSVS. On average, the power consumption is 7% lower
when DSVS has been used. In the best case (x3), the improvement has been 20%.

7.5.2 Comparison with Related Work

Obstacles to a comparison with previously published results. As mentioned in Sec-
tion 5.3, Usami et al. used the CVS method on submodules of various real applications
designed in different technology generations. In any case,the choice ofVDDL was care-
fully optimized. A state-of-the-art synthesis tool was used for the timing-driven synthesis.
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Pdyn after ... SSV pwr. opt. DSV(*) pwr. opt. DSVS CVS

comp. with ... before pwr. opt. after SSV pwr. opt.

alu2 -15% -16% -1% �0%

alu4 -15% -16% -3% -1%

apex6 -21% -29% -10% -8%

apex7 -19% -26% -8% -9%

b9 -19% -23% -5% -3%

c432 -18% -21% -3% �0%

c499 -18% -20% -2% �0%

c880 -12% -22% -12% -4%

c1355 -33% -33% �0% �0%

c1908 -17% -23% -7% -6%

c2670 -21% -23% -3% -2%

c3540 -17% -21% -5% -1%

c5315 -18% -28% -12% -9%

c6288 -8% -14% -6% -2%

c7552 -8% -16% -9% -5%

dalu -20% -22% -3% �0%

des -12% -15% -6% -3%

i10 -21% -32% -14% -11%

i5 -19% -26% -5% -6%

lal -18% -20% -2% -2%

my adder -15% -22% -13% -7%

pair -21% -29% -9% -8%

rot -23% -35% -13% -12%

term1 -14% -18% -5% -1%

vda -11% -12% -1% �0%

x1 -19% -20% -1% -2%

x3 -23% -38% -20% -11%

x4 -23% -30% -12% -8%

avg. -18% -23% -7% -4%

Table 7.3: Optimization of combinational benchmarks. Critical path delays set to 1.2 times
the minimum.(*) DSV power opt. includes both DSVS and SSV optimization.
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However, according to the slack distributions, the timing constraints were excessively re-
laxed in most cases and state-of-the-art power-driven logic synthesis was not part of the
methodology. Thus, the circumstances were very different from this work, which makes
a judgment on the published results and a direct quantitative comparison with the results
obtained using the methodology proposed in this work impossible.

Yeh et al. applied the Gscale algorithm to combinational MCNC benchmark circuits that
were subject to moderately relaxed timing constraints. In this respect, the characteristics
of DSVS were investigated under similar conditions to this study. The technology and
the choice of supply voltages, however, were different. Thetiming-driven logic synthesis
was carried out using the experimental SIS package, which tends to produce netlists that
exhibit large amounts of slack even if the strictest timing constraints are specified (see
Section 7.5.3), and the SSV reference designs were not optimized for power using state-of-
the-art logic-level techniques. Therefore, a direct comparison of the published results with
the results obtained using the methodology presented in this study is not possible.

In the most recent work by Chen et al., the DVPO algorithm was used for optimizing
combinational MCNC benchmark circuits under strict and relaxed timing constraints. The
technology generation and the voltages were different fromthis work. Particularly, the
choice ofVDDL was carefully optimized for each individual circuit. An important observa-
tion is that, after timing-driven logic synthesis using theSIS package, the circuits exhibited
significantly more slack than after timing-driven synthesis using state-of-the-art tools (see
Section 7.5.3). Finally, the SSV designs that served as references were not optimized using
state-of-the-art power-driven logic synthesis. For thesereasons, the results published by
Yet et al. are also not suitable for a direct comparison.

Comparison of results using CVS as a reference. A fair comparison with related work
requires that all relevant aspects, such as the selection ofcircuits, the timing constraints, the
technology and the library, the supply voltages, and the useof state-of-the-art power opti-
mization techniques, be taken into account. For this reason, the CVS algorithm explained
in Section 6.1 has been implemented in such a way that it fits into the synthesis environ-
ment used in this work. The CVS algorithm has been chosen for two reasons. The first
reason is its simplicity, which makes an integration into the existing synthesis environment
possible. The second reason is that other researchers, namely Yeh et al. and Chen et al. also
used CVS as a reference.

The CVS algorithm has been applied to the SSV power optimizedcombinational bench-
mark circuits. Column five of Table 7.3 shows that the additional power reduction due to
CVS has been only 4% on average and 11% at most, which is significantly less than what
has been achieved using the novel DSV logic synthesis methodology proposed in this work.

Yeh et al. applied their Gscale algorithm to a set of circuitsthat includes those listed in
Table 7.3 except for c1908 and c6288. For these 26 circuits, Gscale yielded an average
power reduction of 20%. On the other hand, even the CVS algorithm yielded an average
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power reduction of 12% in the experiments carried out by Yeh et al. as opposed to 4% in
this study. Chen et al. obtained very similar results when they applied the DVPO and CVS
methods to a different set of benchmark circuits. This largedifference, i.e. 4% as opposed
to 12%, is the result of different basic conditions under which DSVS has been used.

As mentioned before, Yeh et al. used DSVS in the form of the Gscale and CVS algorithms
directly after timing-driven synthesis without precedingSSV power optimization. In order
to make the results of this study more comparable to those published by Yeh et al., the CVS
algorithm has been applied to the said subset of 26 benchmarkcircuits again. This time,
the SSV power optimization has not been carried out before. Under these circumstances,
an average power reduction of 7% – the value increases to 8% when area constraints are
omitted from timing-driven synthesis – has been achieved (see Table B.2 in the appendix).
This is due to the optimization potential being larger directly after timing-driven synthesis.
The additional 4% to 5% power reduction reported by Yeh at el.can be attributed to the use
of SIS for timing-driven synthesis. The SIS package appearsto generate circuits that exhibit
larger optimization potential than the output of state-of-the-art tools (see Section 7.5.3).

The above arguments do not provide a direct comparison between the results included in
this chapter and those published by Yeh at al. and Chen et al. Nevertheless, the comparison
of CVS used in the different synthesis environments revealsthe important differences in the
conditions under which DSVS has been performed. This clearly puts the published values
of about 20% power reduction achieved through Gscale and DVPO into perspective.

7.5.3 Analysis of the Optimization Potential

7.5.3.1 Effectiveness of DSVS and Gate Sizing

The two most important power optimization techniques used in the DSV logic synthesis
methodology are DSVS and gate sizing. Both techniques tradeoff slack against power
consumption. In contrast to gate sizing, the applicabilityof DSVS is constricted by the
level conversion issue, as explained in Section 5.1. Therefore, gate sizing can be expected
to be more effective than DSVS. This is confirmed by the data given in Table 7.4.

Column two indicates that, on average, 64% of all cells in theDSV power optimized bench-
mark circuits are of minimum size. The numbers in columns three and four show that
voltage scaling has been applied to 21% of all cells, and almost all low voltage cells have
minimum size as well. This means that gate sizing has been preferred, while DSVS has
been used primarily when gate sizing has left slack unutilized.

As explained in Section 3.5, gate sizing minimizes the capacitive power consumptionPcap

by reducing the gate input capacitancesCG and, hence, the node capacitanceCnode (see
Equation 2.21). The interconnect capacitanceCint is not affected. Consequently, signifi-
cant power savings through gate sizing can be expected only if the gate input capacitances
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Amount of cells with

min. size low voltage both
avg.Cint=CG

alu2 57% < 1% < 1% 0.6

alu4 61% 1% 1% 0.8

apex6 67% 41% 37% 0.8

apex7 68% 29% 29% 0.5

b9 49% 29% 26% 0.4

c432 37% 8% 8% 0.3

c499 59% 0 0 0.4

c880 59% 29% 28% 0.5

c1355 81% 0 0 0.4

c1908 72% 25% 25% 0.5

c2670 72% 9% 9% 0.7

c3540 69% 7% 7% 0.8

c5315 76% 39% 38% 1.0

c6288 47% 3% 3% 1.0

c7552 72% 12% 12% 0.9

dalu 71% 6% 6% 0.8

des 53% 24% 21% 1.1

i10 84% 52% 52% 1.1

i5 73% 40% 35% 0.6

lal 56% 17% 17% 0.4

my adder 73% 23% 21% 0.4

pair 70% 32% 31% 0.9

rot 82% 48% 56% 0.7

term1 52% 6% 5% 0.4

vda 31% 1% 1% 0.6

x1 53% 8% 8% 0.5

x3 71% 66% 58% 0.8

x4 79% 27% 27% 0.6

avg. 64% 21% 20% 0.7

Table 7.4: Properties of combinational benchmarks after DSV power optimization. Critical
path delays set to 1.2 times the minimum.
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account for a significant portion of the total node capacitance. The rightmost column of Ta-
ble 7.4 confirms that this is true for the benchmark circuits realized in the 0.25 µm CMOS
technology. On average, the ratio ofCint to CG is 0.7. In other words, the gate input capac-
itances are dominant which favors relatively large power reductions through gate sizing.
The effectiveness of DSVS does not depend on the said capacitance ratio, as can be seen
from Equation 5.5. This perception motivated an analysis offuture scenarios that has been
published in [77]. Using a simple node capacitance model andpreviously published device
and interconnect scaling roadmaps, the ratio of interconnect capacitances to device capac-
itances is predicted to increase in future technology generations. If this projection comes
true, gate sizing will become less effective in favor of DSVS.

The above capacitance analysis is based solely on the information available in the synthesis
library. Thus, the interconnect capacitance values are only rough estimates. However, these
are the parameters that actually drive the logic synthesis process and, hence, determine the
quality of the synthesis results.

Strictly speaking, gate sizing not only reduces the gate input capacitancesCG but also the
diffusion capacitancesCDB. However, the latter are typically not explicitly modeled in
synthesis libraries and, hence, do not affect the synthesisresults. For this reason, the above
analysis has been restricted to the gate input and interconnect capacitances.

7.5.3.2 Slack Analysis

A comparison of the data in column three of Table 7.4 and column four of Table 7.3 reveals
some correlation of the power reduction due to DSVS with the number of cells operated at
VDDL. If the number of low voltage cells is large, the power reduction tends to be large as
well (e.g. i10, rot and x3), while a small number of low voltage cells usually yields little
power savings (e.g. alu2 and vda). However, the power reduction is not strictly propor-
tional to the number of low voltage cells, since different cells often make quite different
contributions to the total dynamic power consumption (e.g.my adder and rot). Sometimes
even power reductions can be observed although the number oflow voltage cells is zero
(e.g. c499). This is due to some logic restructuring taking place during the DSV power
optimization. A question that cannot be answered on the basis of this data is the question
of which parameters determine the number of low voltage cells.

Since the idea of DSVS is to trade off slack against dynamic power, a possible measure of
the optimization potential is the amount of available slack. Figure 7.2a shows the results
of a slack distribution analysis of all 28 combinational benchmark circuits before power
optimization (see also [78]). The analysis procedure that has been used is as follows. For
every gate in every netlist, the longest path running through that gate is determined using
static timing analysis. The slack of this longest path is then assigned to the respective gate.
In the remainder of this document, this analysis procedure is referred to as the type-1 slack
analysis. In Figure 7.2a, the slack distribution is depicted in the form of a histogram with
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Figure 7.2: Type-1 slack distribution analysis after timing-driven synthesis: (a) results for
28 benchmark circuits; (b) results for 14 benchmark circuits reproduced from [20].

the percentage of cells (gates) on the vertical axis and the slack normalized to the timing
constraint, i.e. the largest acceptable critical path delay tmax, on the horizontal axis. The
horizontal axis is divided into seven intervals with increasing width from left to right (from
smaller to larger slack). The normalized slack values contained in the figure denote the
upper limits of the intervals. The height of the bars is proportional to the number of gates
that have been assigned a slack value from the respective slack interval.

A similar analysis was carried out by Chen et al. on a selection of 16 combinational bench-
mark circuits after timing-driven synthesis subject to thestrictest timing constraints [20].
From the results, which are reproduced in Figure 7.2b, Chen at al. concluded that there
was a large potential for power reduction using DSVS becauseof the large number of non-
critical cells. From a comparison of the two bar graphs, however, it is evident that, in
the experiments discussed in this chapter, the benchmark circuits have been more critical.
Moreover, the average normalized slack, a parameter used byChen et al. for quantifying
the optimization potential, has been 0.164, as opposed to 0.354 in the work by Chen et
al. Consequently, there has been less potential for power-delay-trade-off. Since the timing
constraints used by Chen et al. were even more strict than in this work, this discrepancy
must be accredited to the capabilities of the tools used for timing-driven synthesis (see
Section 7.5.2), rather than the constraints.

As mentioned in Section 5.3, Usami et al. also published slack distributions for the modules
to which they applied DSVS. Although the analysis procedurewas slightly different than
that used here – they counted the number of paths with a certain amount of slack instead
of the number of gates – the results show that the timing constraints were far from being
strict. Although Yeh et al. did not carry out a slack distribution analysis, the following three
arguments suggest that the optimization potential was similar to, if not larger than, that in
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Figure 7.3: Slack statistics for 28 combinational benchmarks: (a) results of type-1 slack
analysis and (b) results of type-2 slack analysis before power optimization (left bar), after
SSV power optimization (middle bar), and after DSV power optimization (right bar).

the work by Chen et al. Firstly, both groups used the same tool(SIS) for timing-driven
synthesis. Secondly, as opposed to Chen et al., Yeh et al. relaxed the timing constraints
somewhat. Finally, both groups obtained similar results when they used CVS as a reference
in their design environments.

The above discussion of slack distributions reveals one reason for DSVS being less effec-
tive than promised by other researchers when used in a state-of-the-art design environment:
the use of commercial synthesis tools and realistic timing constraints results in relatively
small amounts of slack. Another important aspect is the extensive use of SSV power opti-
mization, particularly gate sizing, as part of the DSV logicsynthesis methodology in this
study. The discussion at the beginning of this section has already shown that DSVS is pri-
marily used for exploiting slack that has been left unutilized by gate sizing. Hence, a slack
distribution analysis carried out after SSV power optimization gives a better impression of
the optimization potential left for DSVS.

In Figure 7.3a, there are three bars associated with each slack interval. In each group
of three bars, the left bar corresponds to the situation after timing-driven synthesis, the
middle bar represents the results of SSV power optimization, and the right bar describes
the situation after DSV power optimization. From the graph,it can be ascertained that
SSV power optimization has significantly increased the number of critical cells and, hence,
reduced the optimization potential. As a result, the increase in the number of critical cells
during DSV power optimization has been comparatively small.

It should be noted that in the type-1 slack analysis the restrictions arising from the level-
conversion issue are ignored. As discussed in Section 5.1, the supply voltage of non-critical
gates cannot be reduced if there is at least one critical cellin the fan-out which must be
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operated at the higher supply voltage. In order to take this into account, the slack analysis
can be modified as follows. For every gate in the netlist, type-1 slack analysis is recursively
used on all gates in its fan-out. The slack of the most critical fan-out gate is then assigned to
the gate under consideration. In other words, every gate in the netlist is considered equally
critical as the most critical gate in its fan-out. This analysis procedure is named type-2
slack analysis in this study. Figure 7.3b shows the results of type-2 slack analysis for the
28 combinational benchmark circuits. From this graph, it iseven more evident that supply
voltage scaling can be applied only to a small number of cells.

7.5.3.3 Prediction of Potential Power Savings

The two different types of slack distribution analyses discussed in the previous paragraph
can give only a first impression of how critical a circuit is. The slack of a cell is a local
criterion which is not sufficient to decide whether voltage scaling is actually applicable to
that cell. A quantitative prediction of the power savings requires a more complex analysis
procedure that evaluates not only the slack but also the actual delay increment that must be
expected to result from a reduction of the supply voltage of acell and all its fan-out cells.
For this purpose, the PSEM introduced in Section 6.3 has beendeveloped here.

In Figure 7.4a, the actual power reductions achieved through DSVS as a part of the DSV
logic synthesis methodology (filled circles) and through CVS (diamonds) on the 28 com-
binational benchmark circuits are compared with the valuescalculated from Equation 6.12
(solid line). The PSEM has been used for determining the power saving indexPSXfor each
individual circuit. Three important conclusions can be drawn from the figure. Firstly, the
existence of a correlation between the parameterPSXand the actual power savings is con-
firmed. Secondly, the results of CVS track the prediction very well. This results from the
restriction of both algorithms to DSVS as a standalone optimization method, which means
that the structure of the logic is invariant. Thirdly, the DSV logic synthesis methodology
typically yields better results than predicted. This can beaccredited to the use of DSVS
in combination with a number of logic transformations (see Chapter 3). These transfor-
mations can help improving the optimization potential for DSVS while the optimization is
in progress. The mechanisms implemented in the PSEM cannot predict the effect of these
transformations, which explains the relatively large deviation of the actual power savings
from the linear interpolation, i.e. from the dashed line in Figure 7.4a.

The PSEM can be applied to an existing SSV gate-level netlistwithout the need for a
DSV library. The only requirements are the availability of astatic timing analyzer, a power
analysis tool, and a conventional SSV library that has been timing- and power-characterized
at the nominal supply voltageVDD. This facilitates a prediction of the effectiveness of
DSVS for specific modules before spending the effort of developing a DSV library. The
current implementation of the PSEM, however, works only on combinational circuits.

Figure 7.4b shows the predicted average power reduction forthe 28 combinational bench-
mark circuits as a function ofVDDL. This analysis has been conducted using the PSEM.
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Figure 7.4: Application of the power savings estimation method (PSEM): (a) quantitative
analysis of the optimization potential of individual circuits and comparison with results of
DSV logic synthesis and CVS; (b) estimated average power reduction for 28 combinational
benchmark circuits as a function ofVDDL.

Obviously, the optimalVDDL can be expected between 1.5 V and 1.8 V, where the depen-
dence of the power reduction onVDDL is relatively weak. The analysis confirms that the
value of 1.8 V, which has been used in this study, is reasonably close to the optimum. More-
over, the analysis illustrates that the PSEM could also helpin finding the optimal choice of
VDDL prior to the characterization of the DSV standard cell library.

7.5.4 Consequences of Varying Delay Constraint Strictness

In Section 7.5.1, the optimization of numerous benchmark circuits under relaxed timing
constraints has been discussed. In those experiments, the timing constraints have been
moderately relaxed to 1.2 times the shortest possible critical path delaystcmin. In another
series of experiments, a subset of ten combinational benchmarks, namely the ISCAS’85
benchmarks, has been optimized under varying timing constraint strictness, i.e. the critical
path delays have been set to 1.1, 1.35, and 1.5 times the minimum (tcmin). The results can be
seen in Figure 7.5a. Note that in this figure, just as in Table 7.3, the results of SSV and DSV
power optimization are compared with the power consumptionbefore power optimization,
while the results of DSVS are compared with the power consumption after SSV power
optimization. The figure contains average values for the setof ten circuits. Results for
individual circuits can be found in Tables B.3, B.4, and B.5 in the appendix and in [76].

The power reduction due to DSV power optimization increasesas the timing constraints
are relaxed (see uppermost curve in Figure 7.5a). Starting from relatively strict constraints,
the power reduction increases at a high rate first, and, the more the constraints are relaxed,
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Figure 7.5: Effectiveness of SSV optimization, DSV logic synthesis (incl. SSV tech-
niques), and DSVS as a function of critical path delay for ISCAS’85 benchmarks: (a) power
reduction as a function of the normalized critical path delay; (b) impact of the delay on the
number of minimum size and low voltage cells in the final DSV implementations.

the smaller becomes the rate at which the power reduction increases. This characteristic is
primarily determined by the similar characteristic of the SSV power optimization, which
is an integral part of the DSV optimization (see middle curve). This behavior can be ex-
plained as follows. If the constraints are relaxed startingfrom a relatively strict level, a
large portion of the additional slack created thereby can beexploited for power reduction
through gate sizing. If the constraints are relaxed starting from a less strict level, many cells
have minimum size already before the relaxation. Consequently, a smaller portion of the
additional slack created can be exploited by gate sizing. This can be seen from Figure 7.5b,
where the number of minimum size cells increases at a declining rate as the timing con-
straints are relaxed. The numbers of minimum size, low voltage and minimum size low
voltage cells for individual circuits can be found in Table B.6 in the appendix.

The opposite behavior can be observed in the case of DSVS (seelower curve in Fig-
ure 7.5a). The smaller the portion of the additional slack exploited by gate sizing, the
more slack is left to be utilized by DSVS. Therefore, the power reduction increases at an
increasing rate as the timing constraints are relaxed. The lower curves in Figure 7.5b show
that the number of low voltage cells actually increases at anincreasing rate as the tim-
ing constraints are relaxed. These two curves also confirm what has been said in the first
paragraphs of Section 7.5.3 about the effectiveness of the two techniques: almost all low
voltage cells have minimum size, which implies that DSVS is used primarily if no further
improvement can be achieved through gate sizing.
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7.5.5 Comparison with Global Supply Voltage Scaling

Circuits that are not subject to the strictest timing constraints can be optimized by means of
power-driven SSV or DSV logic synthesis under the actual relaxed timing constraints for
operation at the nominal supply voltageVDD, as discussed in Sections 7.5.1 and 7.5.4. Al-
ternatively, the GSVS approach explained in Sections 4.2 and 7.4 can be used for dynamic
power optimization.

Scaling the supply voltage globally from the nominal valueVDD down to a lower value
VDDp increases the delay by a factor of 1+ p. With Equation 2.15, this can be expressed as

∆tD
tD

= 1�VDDp

VDD

�
VDD�Vt

VDDp�Vt

�α = p : (7.1)

Equation 5.10 withpscset to zero leads to the following conservative estimate of the power
reduction achievable through GSVS:����∆Pdyn

Pdyn

����= 1��
VDDp

VDD

�2

(7.2)

In a number of experiments, the delay and the power consumption of the ISCAS’85 bench-
mark circuits have been analyzed for global supply voltagesof 2.5 V and 1.8 V using the
high and low voltage subsets of cells from the DSVL025 library. It has been observed that
the critical path delays have been about 35% larger at the lower voltage, i.e.p is equal
to 0.35. With this result andVt equal to 0.5 V, it follows from Equation 7.1 thatα is 1.46
for this technology. The dynamic power consumption of the circuits has been about 50%
lower at 1.8 V, which agrees well with the estimate obtained from Equation 7.2.

The amount of global voltage reduction is maximized if the fastest possible implementation
of a circuit is used as the starting point for GSVS. Therefore, in a first set of experiments, the
ISCAS’85 benchmark circuits had been synthesized and SSV power optimized under the
strictest timing constraints before the supply voltage hasbeen scaled down to the minimum.
This strategy is named GSVS (I) in this study.

In Figure 7.6, the results of GSVS (I) and DSVS are depicted. Timing constraints of 1.2,
1.35, and 1.5 times the shortest possible critical path delays have been chosen for this
comparison. This corresponds top equal to 0.2, 0.35, and 0.5, respectively. Forp equal
to 0.2 and 0.5, the target voltagesVDDp have been calculated from Equation 7.1 and the
expected power consumption after GSVS has been derived fromthe power consumption of
the SSV power optimized fastest implementations of the circuits using Equation 7.2. Forp
equal to 0.35, the target voltageVDDp is 1.8 V, as mentioned above, and GSVS has actually
been carried out using the low voltage subset of cells from the DSVL025 synthesis library.
The cell area associated with GSVS is always the same as that of the SSV power optimized
fastest implementations. The power consumption and the cell area of the circuits after SSV
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Figure 7.6: Comparison of DSVS with two different GSVS strategies for ISCAS’85 bench-
marks: (a) power and (b) area of DSVS- and GSVS-optimized circuits compared with the
results of SSV power optimization under relaxed constraints.

power optimization under relaxed constraints using the nominal supply voltage of 2.5 V
have been used as reference values in this comparison. The figure shows average values
for all ISCAS’85 benchmark circuits. In addition, in Figure7.6a, the ranges of values from
the best to the worst cases are marked by means of error bars. The detailed results for
individual circuits can be found in Tables B.7, B.8 and B.9 inthe appendix and in [76].

For a critical path delay of 1.2 times the shortest possible delay, DSVS has led to an average
of 6% lower power consumption than SSV power optimization. For GSVS, a target supply
voltage of 2.0 V has been determined. Under these circumstances, GSVS is expected to
result in 6% higher power than SSV power optimization. Also,the effectiveness of GSVS
appears to be extremely circuit dependent. In the worst case, the power consumption has
been up to 45% larger after GSVS than after SSV power optimization. In the best case, the
power has been 24% lower after GSVS. As shown in Figure 7.6b, the cell area is generally
much larger for GSVS optimized circuits; the area penalty has been 38% on average.

In the second case, where the critical path delays have been relaxed to 1.35 times the
shortest possible delay, GSVS with a target value of 1.8 V hasled to 4% lower power on
average. Obviously, the average effectiveness of GSVS has increased compared with the
previous case, where the timing has been more strict. However, it is still lower than that
of DSVS, which has yielded 7% power reduction on average. Also, there is still a large
variation of the individual results. In the worst case, the power consumption has been 38%
larger, while, in the best case, it has been 34% lower after GSVS. The area penalty has
increased to 46% on average.

In the third case, i.e. for critical path delays 1.5 times larger than the minimum delays, a
minimum supply voltage of 1.6 V has been determined for GSVS.The average power re-
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Figure 7.7: Average normalized area as a function of normalized delay for ISCAS’85
benchmark circuits.

duction due to GSVS has been 20% as opposed to 12% due to DSVS. The tremendous vari-
ation of the individual results can still be observed and thearea penalty has again slightly
increased compared with the second case.

These results show that the effect of GSVS on individual circuits is less predictable than that
of DSVS. For relatively strict constraints, the GSVS (I) strategy is inferior to DSVS (and
even to SSV power optimization) regarding both the power consumption and the area. The
effectiveness of both GSVS and DSVS increase as the timing constraints are relaxed, with
the effectiveness of GSVS increasing at a higher rate. Thus,regarding the average power
reduction, GSVS is advantageous in the case of extremely relaxed timing constraints. For
DSVS, at a fixed supply voltage, less strict timing constraints result in smaller circuits. The
area of the circuits optimized using the GSVS strategy, however, is always equal to the area
of the fastest possible implementation. Therefore, GSVS results in larger circuits and the
area penalty increases as the timing constraints are relaxed.

A closer look at the relation between cell area and delay implies an improved GSVS strat-
egy. As can be seen in Figure 7.7, the fastest possible implementations of the ISCAS’85
benchmark circuits are about 60% larger than the smallest possible implementations. This
is due to massive logic parallelization and gate up-sizing occurring during logic synthe-
sis subject to the strictest constraints. As the timing constraints are relaxed, the total cell
areaA decays rapidly first and then slowly converges to its minimumAmin. The large area
overhead that can be observed in the case of the strictest timing constraints compared with
slightly relaxed constraints brings about a power overheadthat largely detracts from the ef-
fectiveness of GSVS. This implies that somewhat relaxing the timing constraints during the
initial timing-driven synthesis and the SSV power optimization might improve the results
obtained from GSVS. This strategy is denoted GSVS (II) in this study

The above argument is confirmed by the results of GSVS (II) that are included in Figure 7.6.
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Gate type: INV BUF NAND AND NOR OR XNOR XOR

min. 30% 30% 30% 30% 0% 0% 0% 10%

∆tD=tD max. 60% 60% 70% 50% 60% 50% 60% 60%

avg. 50% 40% 50% 40% 30% 30% 40% 40%

Table 7.5: Relative gate delay increment due to aggravated body effect in the dual power
rail layout scheme. The minimum and maximum values have beenobserved at different
corners of the characterization parameter space, i.e. different values fortT andCnode.

In these experiments, GSVS has been applied to circuits initially optimized for critical
path delays of 1.1 times the shortest possible delays. The actual timing constraints for
the final implementations have been set to 1.35 times the shortest possible delays. The
detailed results can be found in Table B.10 in the appendix. The advantage of this strategy
is obvious. Although the supply voltage has been reduced only to 2.0 V as opposed to
1.8 V for GSVS (I), the average power reduction compared withSSV power optimization
under the actual relaxed constraints has increased from 4% to 20% and there is much less
variation. In the worst case, the power reduction has been 4%and, in the best case, 30% has
been observed. This strategy makes GSVS superior to DSVS fora wider range of timing
constraints; the reason is the smaller area overhead of only14% as opposed to 46% using
GSVS (I).

7.5.6 Impact of Layout Concepts on Logic Synthesis

Low voltage cells suffer from performance degradation due to aggravated body effect, when
the n-wells of both low and high voltage cells are tied to the same potential. This problem
arises in the dual power rail layout scheme, as explained in Section 5.4. In order to investi-
gate the possible impact of this effect on the results of DSV logic synthesis, the DSVL025
synthesis library has been re-characterized with the bulk terminals of the p-channel tran-
sistors in the low voltage cells connected toVDD instead ofVDDL. The numbers included
in Table 7.5 show that the delay of different types of gates from the DSVL025 library in-
creases by up to 70% and 30% to 50% can be considered typical. This extra delay must
be expected to reduce the number of low voltage cells, thus detracting from the possible
power savings.

The modified synthesis library has been used for optimizing the complete set of 28 combi-
national benchmark circuits again. The results of these experiments – details can be found
in Table B.11 in the appendix – show that the number of cells operated atVDDL has ac-
tually decreased significantly under the circumstances explained above. On average, only
15% of all cells are operated at the lower voltage as opposed to 21% in the case without
the aggravated body effect. The power savings have also decreased but the effect is less
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notable. This is most likely due to a reduction of the short-circuit currents due to increased
threshold voltages, which compensates partly for the loss of capacitive power savings. The
average power reduction due to DSVS has been 6% as opposed to 7% in the case without
the aggravated body effect.

Although the degradation of the effectiveness of DSVS is less significant than expected, it
is large enough to eliminate the advantage of the smaller power overhead in the dual power
rail layout scheme compared with the split-row layout style. Consequently, according to the
results published by Yeh et al. (see Section 5.4), a power overhead of as much as 5% of the
power consumption of a corresponding SSV implementation or20% of the power savings
achieved in the pre-layout design phase must be expected. Clearly, this overhead is not
negligible, particularly in view of the true effectivenessof DSV logic synthesis discussed
in the preceding sections.

7.6 Optimization of Sequential Circuits

7.6.1 Single and Dual Supply Voltage Power Optimization

The set of 20 sequential MCNC benchmark circuits (see Table 7.2) has been optimized
under the strictest delay constraints. The results are summarized in Tables 7.6 and 7.7.

The second column of Table 7.6 shows the power reduction thathas been achieved using
only state-of-the-art SSV power optimization techniques.Compared with the results of
timing-driven logic synthesis, the dynamic power consumption has been reduced by 7% on
average and by 12% at the most (mm30a, mult16a, s1196). According to the numbers in
the third column, the average power reduction has increasedto 11% due to DSVS and SSV
power optimization being used simultaneously. In the best case, DSVS has increased the
total power reduction from 4% to 21% (s38417). In the fourth column, the dynamic power
consumption after DSV optimization is compared with the dynamic power after SSV power
optimization, i.e. the additional benefit of DSVS is shown. The average power reduction
due to DSVS has been 4%. In the best case, the improvement has been 17% (s38417),
and in the worst case DSVS has not led to any additional power reduction at all (mult16a,
s1488). In three out of 20 cases, significant power savings ofmore than 10% have been
achieved (s820, s832, s38417) through DSVS.

In the rightmost column, the total cell area after DSV optimization is compared with the
total cell area after SSV optimization. On average, the areahas increased by 3%. This
is due to the larger area of the level-converting flip-flops. The largest area overhead has
been observed for s9234.1 and s38417 where, firstly, a large number of level-converting
flip-flops has been used (see rightmost column of Table 7.7) and, secondly, a large portion
of all cells have been flip-flops (see Table 7.2).
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Pdyn after

SSV pwr. opt. DSV(*) pwr. opt. DSVS
Cell area

comp. with before pwr. opt. comp. with after SSV pwr. opt.

bigkey -3% -4% -1% -1%

clma -1% -2% -1% �0%

mm4a -10% -12% -2% +10%

mm30a -12% -18% -6% +10%

mult16a -12% -12% �0% �0%

s344 -8% -10% -2% -1%

s349 -1% -6% -5% +1%

s382 -5% -8% -3% �0%

s444 -9% -11% -2% �0%

s526 -3% -4% -1% �0%

s641 -7% -12% -6% +4%

s713 -11% -13% -3% +1%

s820 -2% -12% -10% -5%

s832 -8% -20% -14% -6%

s1196 -12% -17% -5% +6%

s1488 -8% -8% �0% �0%

s1494 -11% -11% -1% �0%

s9234.1 -6% -14% -8% +15%

s38417 -4% -21% -17% +28%

sbc -11% -12% -1% �0%

avg. -7% -11% -4% +3%

Table 7.6: Optimization of sequential benchmarks subject to the strictest timing constraints.
(*)DSV power optimization includes both DSVS and SSV techniques.

The data in columns two to three of Table 7.7 confirms what has been observed already in
the case of combinational benchmark circuits: gate sizing is generally more effective under
the given circumstances and has been preferred to DSVS. The latter technique has been
used primarily for exploiting slack that could not be utilized by gate sizing.

Both types of slack distribution analysis have been carriedout before and after SSV and
DSV power optimization. A comparison of the diagrams in Figures 7.3 and 7.8 reveals that
there has existed a significantly smaller amount of slack in the sequential benchmark cir-
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Amount of gates with Amount of FF with

min. size low voltage both low voltage lev. conv.

bigkey 22% < 1% < 1% 0 0

clma 12% < 1% < 1% 0 27%

mm4a 47% 1% 1% 0 50%

mm30a 43% 9% 7% 11% 68%

mult16a 63% 1% 1% 0 0

s344 26% 1% 1% 0 0

s349 36% 4% 2% 0 13%

s382 27% 2% 1% 5% 5%

s444 45% 2% 1% 10% 0

s526 30% 0 0 0 0

s641 42% 16% 15% 5% 16%

s713 48% 11% 10% 11% 5%

s820 31% 11% 10% 0 0

s832 42% 10% 10% 0 0

s1196 56% 13% 12% 6% 50%

s1488 31% 7% 6% 0 0

s1494 34% 2% 2% 0 0

s9234.1 31% 11% 10% 5% 30%

s38417 34% 12% 9% 17% 70%

sbc 52% 5% 5% 0 0

avg. 38% 6% 5% 3% 17%

Table 7.7: Properties of sequential benchmarks after DSV power optimization under the
strictest timing constraints.

cuits that have been subject to the strictest timing constraints. Moreover, for the non-power-
optimized sequential circuits, an average normalized slack of 0.107 has been determined
by means of type-1 slack analysis; the corresponding value for the non-power-optimized
combinational circuits is 0.164. This explains why both SSVand DSV power optimization
have been less effective in this case.

The same circuits have been optimized under moderately relaxed timing constraints, i.e. the
critical path delays have been constrained to 1.2 times the shortest possible delays. This has
created additional slack, as the diagrams in Figure 7.9 show. An average normalized slack
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Figure 7.8: Slack statistics for 20 sequential benchmarks subject to the strictest constraints:
(a) results of type-1 slack analysis and (b) results of type-2 slack analysis before power
optimization (left bar), after SSV power optimization (middle bar), and after DSV power
optimization (right bar).

of 0.179, which is close to the slack of the combinational circuits subject to the same timing
constraint strictness, has been determined by means of type-1 slack analysis before power
optimization. The larger slack has enabled larger power savings due to SSV and DSV
power optimization, as can be seen from the results presented in Table 7.8. The total power
reduction achieved through DSV power optimization has increased significantly in every
single case. The average value has increased from 11% to 23%.The benefit of DSVS has
increased from 4% to 8% on average. Power savings of more than10% have been observed
in seven out of 20 test cases. For a few individual circuits, the benefit of DSVS has been
smaller under moderately relaxed constraints than in the case of more strict constraints
(s349, s820, s832). In these cases, the SSV optimization techniques have made even larger
contributions to the total power savings.

The cell area overhead has been 8% on average as opposed to 3% for the strictest con-
straints. This increase is the result of a larger number of level-converting flip-flops, as
indicated by the numbers in the rightmost column of Table 7.9. The other data included in
this table prove that the larger slack has actually allowed more cells to be scaled to min-
imum size and more cells to be operated at the lower supply voltage which explains the
increased effectiveness of both SSV power optimization andDSVS. Again, almost all low
voltage cells have minimum size, which indicates that DSVS has been used where gate
sizing has left slack unutilized.
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Figure 7.9: Slack statistics for 20 sequential benchmarks subject to moderately relaxed
constraints: (a) results of type-1 slack analysis and (b) results of type-2 slack analysis
before power optimization (left bar), after SSV power optimization (middle bar), and after
DSV power optimization (right bar). Critical path delays set to 1.2 times the minimum.

7.6.2 Feasibility of Clock Voltage Scaling

The sequential benchmarks have been synthesized and optimized again under moderately
relaxed timing constraints, i.e. the critical path delays have been constrained to 1.2 times
the shortest possible delays. This time, the designs have been prepared for clock voltage
scaling by disabling high voltage flip-flops throughout the entire design process from the
initial timing-driven synthesis to the final DSV power optimization.

The level-converting flip-flops used in these experiments have larger clock-to-output delays
and larger setup times (see Section 6.5.2) and, hence, introduce extra delay into all paths.
Because of this extra delay, it has been impossible to meet the timing constraints in nine
out of 20 test cases. Some characteristics of the eleven remaining circuits are summarized
in Tables 7.10 and 7.11.

Columns two to four of Table 7.10 contain parameters that appear in Equation 5.12 and,
hence, determine the overall effectiveness of clock voltage scaling. These parameters are
the relative contributions of the clock network (Pclk), the combinational parts of the circuits
(Pcomb) and the sequential elements (Pseq) to the total dynamic power consumptionPdyn.
The amount of minimum size cells in relation to the total number of cells is given in the
fifth column. This is regarded as a measure of the degree to which gate sizing has been used
for power reduction. The numbers in the sixth column describe how many level-converting
flip-flops each circuit contains and the data in the rightmostcolumn shows the areaAseq

occupied by sequential elements in relation to the total cell areaA. This information helps
in explaining the area overhead caused by clock voltage scaling.
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Pdyn after

SSV pwr. opt. DSV(*) pwr. opt. DSVS
Cell area

comp. with before pwr. opt. comp. with after SSV pwr. opt.

bigkey -17% -20% -4% +2%

clma -21% -25% -5% +2%

mm4a -18% -25% -8% +14%

mm30a -22% -35% -17% +16%

mult16a -15% -23% -10% +14%

s344 -10% -22% -13% +13%

s349 -15% -17% -2% +2%

s382 -8% -13% -6% +7%

s444 -10% -22% -13% +7%

s526 -12% -15% -4% +3%

s641 -13% -19% -7% +9%

s713 -16% -22% -8% +9%

s820 -18% -21% -5% +1%

s832 -22% -23% -2% �0%

s1196 -24% -33% -12% +9%

s1488 -25% -29% -6% �0%

s1494 -24% -27% -4% �0%

s9234.1 -6% -20% -15% +25%

s38417 -5% -22% -18% +28%

sbc -18% -23% -6% +5%

avg. -16% -23% -8% +8%

Table 7.8: Optimization of sequential benchmarks under moderately relaxed timing con-
straints. Critical path delays set to 1.2 times the minimum.(*) DSV power optimization
includes both DSVS and SSV techniques.

Table 7.11 describes the effect of clock voltage scaling on the power consumption and the
cell area. Columns two to four show the changes in the total dynamic power, the power
consumed by the combinational parts of the circuits and the power consumed by the se-
quential elements. These parameters also appear in Equation 5.12 and, hence, determine
the effectiveness of clock voltage scaling. The next two columns describe to which degree
the additional delay introduced by the level-converting flip-flops has increased the com-
plexity of the circuits and reduced the number of minimum size gates. This data explains
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Amount of gates with Amount of FF with

min. size low voltage both low voltage lev. conv.

bigkey 72% 1% 1% 0 0

clma 35% 2% 2% 0 64%

mm4a 74% 11% 11% 8% 50%

mm30a 72% 35% 32% 32% 58%

mult16a 78% 19% 19% 0 50%

s344 71% 4% 4% 0 27%

s349 73% 5% 4% 0 7%

s382 71% 6% 6% 5% 14%

s444 80% 17% 12% 19% 14%

s526 77% 2% 2% 0 10%

s641 63% 18% 17% 16% 26%

s713 76% 22% 20% 21% 26%

s820 67% 10% 10% 0 0

s832 72% 7% 7% 0 0

s1196 79% 38% 36% 22% 56%

s1488 71% 26% 23% 0 0

s1494 76% 15% 15% 0 0

s9234.1 44% 14% 13% 5% 55%

s38417 43% 14% 10% 19% 65%

sbc 69% 28% 24% 4% 26%

avg. 68% 15% 13% 6% 27%

Table 7.9: Properties of sequential benchmarks after DSV power optimization under mod-
erately relaxed timing constraints.

the increase in the power consumed by the combinational parts of the circuits. Finally, the
number of level-converting flip-flops and the total cell areaoverhead are shown in the two
rightmost columns. All the values in this table, except for the number of level-converting
flip-flops, have been calculated in relation to the characteristics of the DSV implementa-
tions with high voltage clocks. An important parameter thathas not been included in this
table is∆Pclk=Pclk, which describes the power savings in the clock network. This factor
has been roughly 0.5 in all test cases which agrees with the expected value calculated from
Equation 5.10.
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Number of Number ofPclk
Pdyn

Pcomb
Pdyn

Pseq
Pdyn min. size gates lev.-conv. FF

Aseq
A

bigkey 6% 78% 16% 68% 0 22%

clma 5% 88% 7% 35% 64% 6%

mm4a 5% 77% 18% 69% 50% 34%

mm30a 4% 89% 7% 68% 58% 31%

mult16a 5% 74% 21% 72% 50% 33%

s641 8% 69% 23% 57% 26% 35%

s1196 3% 89% 8% 77% 56% 18%

s1488 2% 91% 7% 71% 0 4%

s1494 1% 93% 6% 75% 0 4%

s9234.1 28% 31% 41% 38% 55% 50%

s38417 36% 33% 31% 38% 65% 50%

Table 7.10: Characteristics of sequential benchmark circuits with high voltage clocks.

The effect of the clock voltage scaling technique on the total dynamic power consumption
is very different for different circuits. In the two best cases (s9234.1, s38417), power
savings of 21% to 27% have been achieved. Five other circuits(clma, mm30a, mult16a,
s641, s1196) consume roughly the same power as they do without clock voltage scaling. In
the four remaining test cases (bigkey, mm4a, s1488, s1494),clock voltage scaling has led
to significant power overheads of up to 35%.

The first thing to notice is that the level-converting flip-flops have not directly created any
power overhead. On the contrary, the dynamic power consumption of all sequential ele-
ments has generally been reduced, as the numbers in the fourth column of Table 7.11 show.
The power overheads are solely due to restructuring of the combinational logic and gate
up-sizing.

The different factors that determine the overall effectiveness of clock voltage scaling can be
explained using Equation 5.12 and the data given in Tables 7.10 and 7.11. In the two best
cases (s9234.1, s38417), the clock network and the sequential elements account for about
70% of the total dynamic power consumption. Therefore, the power reductions of 50% in
the clock network and 10% to 20% in the sequential parts of thecircuits predominate any
power overhead in the combinational parts (10% for s38417).The result is large overall
power savings. The area overhead is moderate in these two cases because the circuits
contain many level-converting flip-flops even if clock voltage scaling is not used. Thus,
the number of additional level-converting cells that have been inserted in order to facilitate
clock voltage scaling is relatively small.
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Number of cells Number of∆Pdyn
Pdyn

∆Pcomb
Pcomb

∆Pseq
Pseq total min. size lev.-conv. FF

∆A
A

bigkey +33% +52% -23% +3% -47% 100% +43%

clma �0% +5% -22% +1% -10% 100% +4%

mm4a +13% +23% -13% +3% -3% 92% +15%

mm30a �0% +5% �0% -1% +2% 72% +3%

mult16a +2% +9% -10% +16% +12% 100% +22%

s641 -2% +9% -23% +24% -2% 79% +35%

s1196 +2% +4% -10% -4% -15% 67% +2%

s1488 +24% +29% -22% +6% -14% 100% +20%

s1494 +35% +40% -22% +8% -36% 100% +25%

s9234.1 -27% -2% -20% +5% -5% 89% +16%

s38417 -21% +10% -10% +1% -5% 81% +8%

Table 7.11: Characteristics of sequential benchmark circuits after clock voltage scaling.
All numbers are in relation to the characteristics of the DSVimplementations with high
voltage clock. The only exception is the amount of level-converting flip-flops which is in
relation to the total number of flip-flops.

In the two cases with the largest power overhead (bigkey, s1494), the sequential elements
account for much smaller portions of the total dynamic power. Even more important are
the small contributions of the clock networks of only 6% and 1%. This makes the power
savings that have been achieved in this part of the circuits almost negligible. On the other
hand, there are huge power overheads of 52% and 40% in the combinational parts of the
circuits, which explains the large overall power overheads. These overheads are primarily
due to gate up-sizing, as indicated by the significantly smaller amounts of minimum size
gates. In both cases, many additional level-converting flip-flops have been inserted. This
explains the tremendous area overhead observed for the circuit named bigkey. In the case
of the circuit named s1494, the area overhead is somewhat smaller because the area occu-
pied by the sequential elements is small compared with the total cell area. The overheads
observed for mm4a and s1488 can be explained similarly.

In all other cases, the power savings in the sequential partscompensate for the relatively
small overheads in the combinational parts, while the powersavings in the clock networks
are negligible. Thus, the overall effect of clock voltage scaling is negligible in these cases.

These experiments have shown which parameters determine the effectiveness of the clock
voltage scaling approach. The important results are the following. Firstly, level-converting
flip-flops are often more power efficient than their conventional counterparts. Secondly,
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large power savings can be expected if primarily the clock network but also the sequential
elements make large contributions to the total power consumption. Thirdly, the primary
cause of power overheads is gate up-sizing in the combinational parts of the circuits. To a
certain degree, the overheads are also due to more complex combinational logic. Finally,
the area overhead depends on the portion of the total cell area occupied by sequential ele-
ments and on the number of additional level-converting flip-flops that have to be inserted
in order to facilitate clock voltage scaling.

It should be noted again at this point that the analysis presented in this section covers only
those aspects of clock voltage scaling that are visible in the pre-layout design phase. Other
issues such as the clock skew and latency can only be addressed during the clock tree
synthesis in the layout synthesis phase.

7.7 Comments

This is the first time that DSV power optimization at the logiclevel has been demonstrated
to work in a conventional ASIC design environment. The results presented in this chapter
prove the general feasibility of the proposed methodology and show that its effectiveness
is superior to that of a previously published reference algorithm.

Because of the extensive use of state-of-the-art timing- and power-driven logic synthesis
with the inevitable consequence of limited slack, the results do not feign an unrealistically
large benefit of DSVS. In fact, this study reveals the fundamental limitations of DSVS at
the logic level. The use of DSV logic synthesis should generally be restricted to circuits
that are subject to the strictest or to moderately relaxed timing constraints. In the case
of largely relaxed constraints, it is usually better to operate the entire circuit at the lower
supply voltage. Since the average power savings that have been observed are below 10%
and, according to the current standard of knowledge, the more complex DSV layout must
be expected to cause a power overhead of up to 5% of the total dynamic power consumption
or 20% of the pre-layout power savings, DSV logic synthesis should be further restricted
to selected modules that have an optimization potential well above average.

An important characteristic of logic synthesis is the running time as a function of the com-
plexity of the optimization problem. Important parametersdetermining the problem com-
plexity are the size of the circuit to be synthesized and the number of cells in the library.
When the proposed DSV logic synthesis methodology is used, the duration of a single
power optimization run is usually longer than in state-of-the-art power-driven logic synthe-
sis because of the increased number of cells in the library. In the experiments discussed in
this chapter, up to 50% longer running times (24% on average)have been observed, which
is considered a moderate penalty.





Chapter 8

Application to an Embedded
Microcontroller

8.1 Digital Color Camera on a Chip

The LmDvp is a digital color image processor based on NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR’ S

16-bit CompactRISC (CR16) processor. The chip has been designed to operate with NA-
TIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR’ S family of CMOS image arrays. In such a configuration, it
provides a complete color camera solution for digital videoand still imaging applications.
A typical system configuration is depicted in Figure 8.1.

The highest level of the LmDvp design hierarchy is composed of four functional units: the
image processing subsystem, the CompactRISC microcontroller subsystem, the video bus
controller, and the system management unit (see Figure 8.2).

CMOS
image
sensor

personal
computer

CCIR
656 video/TV

(NTSC/PAL)

LmDvp
USB

UART

memory
cell phone

Figure 8.1: LmDvp in a color camera system environment.
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Figure 8.2: Simplified block diagram of the LmDvp chip.

The image processing subsystemconsists of the following four submodules:

Image preprocessor In this module, the raw image data from the image sensor is captured
and preprocessed.

Digital color processor This module is responsible for various types of color correction,
color conversion, and similar operations.

Video bus manager This module provides an interface to NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR’ S

Video Bus (NVB) and a CCIR6561 video output supporting NTSC (National Televi-
sion Systems Committee) and PAL (Phase Alternation by Line)formats.

Compression unit In this unit, JPEG (Joint Photographic Experts Group) compression of
video and still image data is carried out.

The CompactRISCmicrocontroller subsystemhas been designed around the CR16 pro-
cessor core and is responsible for house keeping, peripheral management, and so forth. It

1ITU-R Recommendation BT.656. Interfaces for digital component video signals in 525-line (e.g. NTSC)
and 625-line (e.g. PAL) television systems. The Consultative Committee for International Radio (CCIR) was
a predecessor organization of ITU-R.
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accounts for about one half of the circuitry on the LmDvp chip. All the experiments dis-
cussed in this chapter have been carried out within this CR16system environment. There-
fore, the microcontroller subsystem is described in more detail in the next section.

Thevideo bus controller provides access to the external memory for both the video pro-
cessing subsystem and the microcontroller subsystem.

Finally, thesystem management unitmanages the chip initialization, the clock generation,
and the power management.

8.2 The CR16 Microcontroller Subsystem

The modular concept of the CompactRISC family of processorsand peripheral modules al-
lows the design of embedded microcontroller subsystems forvarious types of applications.
Important real-world examples of such applications are a keyboard and power management
controller for notebooks and information appliances, a DECT (Digital Enhanced Cordless
Telephone) handset baseband controller, a Bluetooth baseband controller, and the digital
color image processor (LmDvp), which has served as a test case in the work discussed in
this chapter.

The microcontroller subsystem implemented on the LmDvp chip has been designed around
its central component, the 16-bit CompactRISC processor core CR16. Besides this proces-
sor core, there are numerous peripheral modules, as depicted in Figure 8.3. Some of these
peripherals are listed hereafter:

• I2C (Inter Integrated Circuit) bus master/slave

• Microwire/SPI (Serial Peripheral Interface)

• USART (Universal Synchronous/Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter)

• general purpose I/O (GPIO) module

• timer

• interrupt controller

• input wake up module

• USB (Universal Serial Bus) controller

• serial debug interface (SDI)

• DMA (direct memory access)

• core bus controller (CBC)
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Figure 8.3: Simplified block diagram of the CR16 microcontroller subsystem.

• peripheral bus controller (PBC)

• instruction cache

• bus interface unit (BIU)

• boot ROM (read only memory)

• RAM (random access memory)

These modules communicate via two different on-chip busses. The core bus is a high-speed
bus that can be used to connect performance-demanding functions to the central processing
unit (CPU) such as on-chip memory, DMA channels, and additional coprocessor units.
The peripheral bus is a simple, lower-speed bus for less demanding peripherals such as
timers, Microwire, USB, or interrupt controller. The two busses are interconnected via the
peripheral bus controller module.

In this work, the LmDvp CR16 subsystem has been simplified to consist of only its very
essential components, which are the CR16 core, the core bus arbiter, the chip select unit,
and the bus interface unit. In this reduced system, only the CR16 core module has been
synthesized down to the gate level, while RTL Verilog modelshave been used for all other
modules. Clearly, the CR16 processor core is the key component in the CompactRISC
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microcontroller subsystem. Therefore, it was an obvious decision to focus on the core
module in this work. The CR16 core is described in more detailin the next section.

8.3 The CR16 Processor Core Module

The CompactRISC family of processor cores has been specifically designed to meet the
requirements of typical embedded systems. As opposed to processors that are developed
to serve as CPUs in workstations or personal computers, processor cores that will be used
in application specific embedded systems do not have to be optimized to achieve the high-
est possible performance. The key criteria that have driventhe development of the Com-
pactRISC architecture are the following:

• provide suitable performance to meet embedded application needs

• low cost

• low power consumption

• support on-chip memory with priority over external memory

• small code and data size

• low design complexity and small die size

• portability/synthesizability

The CompactRISC architecture has been developed to be scalable from 16 to 64 bit, with
a common high-level language development and debug environment provided for all de-
rivates. In this work, the 16-bit version named CR16 has served as a test case for the
investigation of DSV logic synthesis issues.

8.3.1 The CR16 Architecture

Although its name implies that the concept of reduced instruction set computers (RISC)
has been adopted in the development of the CompactRISC family of processor cores, the
architecture really is typical of processors from the post-CISC/RISC era, where the two
originally quite different concepts of CISC (complex instruction set computer) and RISC
have converged. Today, practically all commercial processors combine elements of both.

The CR16 implements a simple load/store instruction set, which consists of approximately
50 instructions and supports the following five addressing modes:
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REGISTER The operand is the content of a register.

IMMEDIATE The operand is a constant encoded in the instructions displacement field.

RELATIVE The operand is located in the memory; the address is the sum ofthe content
of a register and a constant encoded in the displacement field.

FAR-RELATIVE The operand is located in the memory; the address can be determined
from the contents of two registers and a constant encoded in the displacement field.

ABSOLUTE The operand is located in the memory; the address is a constant encoded in
the displacement field.

Memory can be accessed only through load/store and a small number of bit manipulation
instructions. All of the other instructions operate on the contents of registers or on constant
values encoded in the instruction word. This makes the instruction set somewhat RISC-
like. However, as opposed to pure RISC machines, the instruction length is not fixed –
it can be 2, 4, or 6 bytes – and not all instructions can be executed in one clock cycle.
Also, the data width is variable and can be 8, 16, or 32 bit. Finally, the CR16 provides a
relatively large number of internal registers, which is again typical of RISC-like load/store
architectures. Details of the register set are given in Figure 8.4.

A shallow three-stage integer pipeline is used for concurrent processing of instructions.
With this pipeline, the CR16 can fetch one instruction whilesimultaneously decoding a
second and executing a third instruction. In the first pipeline stage, an instruction is fetched
from the memory. The instruction is then passed to the secondstage, where it is decoded.
The decoded information is subsequently used by the controllogic for generating the sig-
nals required for controlling the data-path in the third stage, the instruction execution stage.

As can be seen from Figure 8.5, the data-path is composed of the register file containing the
registers described before, the arithmetic logic unit (ALU), a barrel shifter, and a hardware
multiplier for fast 16-bit integer multiplication. Duringthe execution of different types of
instructions, the following actions are taken. In the case of arithmetic or logic instructions,
the ALU, the multiplier, or the shifter computes the resultswhich are then written to the
destination register. For load and store instructions, theALU computes the memory address
and the shifter aligns the data as necessary. For load instructions, the operand is then
read from the memory and stored in the destination register,while, for store instructions,
data is transfered from the selected register to the memory.In the case of branch or jump
instructions, the ALU computes the target address and stores it in the program counter
(PC), which is actually one of the registers in the register file.

In order to resolve any dependencies between consecutive instructions, the following policy
is strictly followed during program execution. The CR16 fetches an instruction only after
all previous instructions have been completely fetched. Also, data read and write operations
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Figure 8.4: The CR16 register set.
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associated with one instruction are carried out only after all data read and write operations
associated with previous instructions have been completed.

The simplicity of the instruction set, the shallow pipeline, and the absence of floating point
units result in reduced design complexity which directly translates to low power, small die
size, and low cost. The variable instruction length and datawidth assure efficient use of the
usually limited amount of on-chip memory space.

The CR16 core module is available as a synthesizable RTL Verilog HDL description, which
makes it portable to various technologies and adaptable to different performance require-
ments.

8.3.2 Clock Gating

The concept of local clock gating, which has been introducedin Section 3.4, is used in the
CR16 core for deactivating functional units in the data-path when they are not needed for
the execution of a certain instruction. The necessary clockenable signals are generated by
the instruction decoder. The clock gating strategy has beenmodeled in the RTL Verilog
HDL code. If necessary, it can be disabled by means of a switchin the HDL code.

8.3.3 Design for Testability

The task of determining whether chips are fully functional is highly complex and can be
very time-consuming. However, when faulty chips pass an improperly designed test, they
can cause system failures and enormous difficulty in system debugging resulting in tremen-
dously increasing cost. For these reasons, design for testability has become an important
issue [55].

The objective of design for testability is to maximize controllability and observability. The
controllability of a circuit is a measure of the ease or difficulty with which a specific signal
value can be established at each internal node by setting values at the primary input ports.
The observability is a measure of the ease or difficulty with which the signal value at any
internal node can be determined by observing the primary output ports. The controllability
and observability can be improved by making internal nodes accessible from the primary
inputs and outputs. This could be achieved by simply providing direct access to internal
nodes via additional input and output ports at the expense ofsignificantly increased pack-
aging cost. A better concept is the scan test technique, where the registers in a sequential
circuit are used as control and observation points. With thescan test technique, the testing
of a sequential circuit is reduced to the problem of testing acombinational circuit.

Every sequential circuit can be partitioned into a combinational circuit and a set of registers.
In circuits designed for scan test, the registers are connected to form a small number of long
serial shift registers, the so-called scan paths or scan chains, using multiplexers at the input
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Figure 8.6: Simplified structure of a scan-testable design.

pins of the registers, a mode selection signal, and one pair of primary input and output
ports per scan chain, as shown in Figure 8.6. For the sake of simplicity, the following
explanations assume the existence of only one scan chain.

For scan testing, firstly, the circuit is switched to the testmode, which configures the reg-
isters as one long shift register. Secondly, a test input state vector is shifted into the scan
chain. Thirdly, the circuit is switched to the normal mode for the duration of one clock cy-
cle with appropriate data applied to the data input ports. Finally, the test mode is activated
again in order to shift the resulting state vector out of and the next test input state vector
into the scan chain.

Design for scan testability requires special flip-flops. Scan-flip-flops allow one of two data
input pins to be selected using an input multiplexer and a scan enable input pin. For the
experiments on the CR16 core, low-voltage, high-voltage and level-converting versions of
scan-D-flip-flops with asynchronous preset and reset pins have been made available in the
DSVL018 synthesis library, as discussed in Section 6.5. These flip-flops have one non-
inverting functional output pin and one dedicated scan output pin each. This is different
from the situation depicted in Figure 8.6 and is required fora proper handling of the level-
conversion issue in DSV designs. Finally, in DSV designs, level converters must be inserted
in the scan chains wherever needed. The modified scan test concept that has been employed
in the experiments discussed in this chapter is shown in Figure 8.7.

Design for scan testability somewhat degrades the performance because of the additional
delay introduced by the multiplexers at the data input pins of the scan-flip-flops. In spite of
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that, design for scan testability is standard for the designof CompactRISC microcontrollers
and has, therefore, been part of all experiments covered in this chapter.

8.4 Technology, Library, and Operating Conditions

The CR16 processor core has been mapped to an extended version of NATIONAL SEMI-
CONDUCTOR’ S CMOSX-9 (0.18 µm CMOS technology for 1.8 V nominal supply voltage)
library, which is named DSVL018 in this document. This extended library contains level-
converting flip-flops and additional low voltage (1.3 V) versions of all conventional com-
binational and sequential cells. Two level-converting inverter and buffer cells have been
added to the library as well. However, in the experiments discussed in this chapter, these
cells have only been used where this is explicitly mentioned. In order to limit the library
characterization effort to what is absolutely necessary, only nominal operating conditions
have been considered in all experiments and investigationsdiscussed in this chapter. A so-
called custom wire-load model extracted from post-layout data on the CR16 core module
realized in NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR’ S CMOS9 technology has been added for more
realistic wire load estimations. For more details of the design of level-converting flip-flops,
of library modeling issues, and of the content of the DSVL018library see Section 6.5.
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8.5 Optimization Strategies and Constraints

The same basic design flow that has been used for optimizing the benchmark circuits has
also been used in the experiments on the CR16 core module. Furthermore, the optimization
strategies (see Figure 7.1) and constraints have been similar. Some aspects specific to
the CR16 design environment, however, had to be taken into account. These aspects are
discussed in the following sections.

8.5.1 Strategies and Constraints for Timing-Driven Synthesis

Before the timing-driven synthesis, the designer must decide whether to implement clock
gating or not. This special feature of the CR16 design can be enabled or disabled by means
of a switch in the Verilog HDL source code (START in Figure 7.1). The implementation
of gated clocks should always be enabled unless there is goodreason to do otherwise.

At the beginning of the actual synthesis process, the RTL design description (START) is
elaborated and a so-called wire-load model is assigned to the design. The wire-load model
is used for estimating interconnect capacitances and resistances in pre-layout design phases.
Wire-load models are basically look-up tables that containthe wire-length as a function of
the number of gate input pins driven by a net. This estimated wire-length is multiplied by
a capacitance or resistance per unit length in order to obtain an estimate of the interconnect
capacitance or resistance, respectively. For the experiments discussed in this chapter, a
custom wire-load model has been used (see Section 8.4).

Next, the global target timing is specified. This includes the clock period and delays as-
signed to the primary input and output ports. The input and output delays reflect the charac-
teristics and requirements of the system the CR16 will be embedded in. Furthermore, load
capacitances are assigned to the primary output ports. Finally, all timing constraints are lo-
cally removed from so-called false paths, i.e. paths through absolutely non-timing-critical
parts of the design such as software debugging support circuitry.

The CR16 core has been optimized subject to both strict and relaxed timing constraints.
The strictest timing constraints have been determined in aniterative manner. First, the
timing constraints have been set to values that are too strict to be met and logic synthesis
has been carried out. Next, the timing constraints have beenrelaxed depending on the
timing violations, and logic synthesis has been carried outagain. These steps have been
repeated until the strictest timing constraints that can bemet have been found. The relaxed
constraints have been set to 120% and 132% of the shortest possible critical path delay.
The second value denotes the shortest possible critical path delay of an all-low-voltage
implementation of the CR16, i.e. the supply voltage can be scaled all the way down to
VDDL if the delay is not more critical than this.

Besides timing constraints, generally, zero area constraints are specified in order to find
the smallest possible implementations. In the cost function that is effective during power
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optimization, timing has absolute priority over area, so that, with these constraints, area is
minimized without sacrificing the performance.

After constraining the design, an appropriate subset of cells from the DSV synthesis library
is selected. For the initial timing-driven synthesis (STEP1A/B in Figure 7.1), this subset of
cells contains high voltage cells while low voltage and level-converting cells are disabled.
Only if clock voltage scaling is enabled, the level-converting flip-flops must be selected
instead of the high voltage flip-flops. Clock voltage scalingmust be taken into account
already during timing-driven synthesis because of its impact on the performance.

The following logic synthesis step (STEP 1A/B in Figure 7.1)results in a timing- and
area-optimized gate-level implementation of the CR16 core. The scan-flip-flops contained
therein – no other flip-flops are used – are automatically arranged in a predefined number
of scan chains. In this work, the number of scan chains has always been three.

8.5.2 Gate-Level Simulation and Power Analysis

Gate-level power analysis and optimization require detailed information on the switching
activities of all circuit nodes. This information can be obtained from gate-level simulation.

The selection of input pattern (stimuli) for the gate-levelsimulation is an important task
with large impact on the quality of the power optimization and analysis results. Especially
in the case of a general purpose microprocessor, this is verydifficult since the switching
activities depend largely on the software which will eventually be executed. The more the
designer knows about the application and the more regular the software and its execution
characteristics are, the better the optimization results will be. In this project, the CR16
core module has been treated like any general purpose processor, since information on the
software that will be executed in the digital video processor system was lacking.

A generic program comprising an intuitively chosen set of data-path and memory intensive
instructions has been created as input pattern for all gate-level simulations. The idea behind
this set of instructions is to generate switching events within all parts of the CR16 core
module, thus, triggering power optimization for the entiredesign. As shown in Figure 8.8,
the program contains a number of essential instructions like load, store, bit manipulation
and arithmetic operations that frequently occur in real software.

In most experiments, gate-level power analysis has been carried out in the pre-layout design
phase. Interconnect capacitances have been estimated on the basis of the custom wire-
load model mentioned before. Post-layout power analysis has been performed in a few
selected experiments, firstly, in order to evaluate the relative accuracy of the pre-layout
power analysis (see Section 8.6.1) and, secondly, for the purpose of a more realistic clock
tree analysis (see Section 8.6.4).
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.macro CHECKW val,regch,regadd #param.: 1 const. , 2 regs.
cmpw {val},{regch} #comp. const. value with content of
bne end_of_test #first reg. and quit if not equal
addw $1,{regadd} #increment content of second reg.

.endm

storw r1,8(r0) #store content of reg. r1 to mem.
#dest. addr. = (content of r0) + 8

storw r1,9(r0)
storm $4 #store 4 regs. (r2-r5) to memory

#dest. addr. = content of r1
push $4,r1 #save 4 regs. (r1-r4) to prog. stack
cbitw $5,8(r0) #clear bit 5 at (content of r0) + 8
cbitw $15,6(r0)
sbitw $5,8(r0) #set bit 5 at (content of r0) + 8
sbitw $15,6(r0)
loadw 0x001000,r2 #load from mem. at 0x001000 to r2
loadw 0x001002,r3
loadw 0x001004,r4
loadw 0x001006,r5
CHECKW $0x0123,r2,r7 #(see above)
CHECKW $0x4567,r3,r7
CHECKW $0x89AB,r4,r7
CHECKW $0xCDEE,r5,r7
mulsw r10,(r3,r2) #mult. signed r10 by r2 and store

#result in r3 and r2
end_of_test

Figure 8.8: Assembly language program used as stimulus for gate-level simulation.

8.5.3 Strategies and Constraints for Power Optimization

The strategies that have been used for optimizing the power consumption of the CR16 core
module can also be found in Figure 7.1. Single and dual supplyvoltage power optimization
(STEP 2A and STEP 2B respectively) have been performed afterthe initial timing-driven
logic synthesis. The timing constraints have been the same as those that have already
been effective in timing-driven synthesis. Note that DSV power optimization (STEP 2B)
includes simultaneous SSV power optimization.

In the case of relaxed delay constraints, GSVS has been carried out as an alternative to
DSV power optimization. The procedure that has been used here is basically the same as
the one described in Section 7.4. The RTL design has been synthesized subject to strict
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timing constraints (STEP 1B), followed by conventional SSVpower optimization (STEP
2A) and GSVS (STEP 2C).

The dynamic power constraints have always been set to zero. In the cost function, which
is effective during power optimization, timing has absolute priority over power and power
has absolute priority over area, so that, with these constraints, power is optimized as far
as possible without degrading the performance and area is minimized without sacrificing
power and performance.

8.6 Results

8.6.1 Analysis of a Typical CR16 Implementation

The CR16 core module has been synthesized to NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR’ S 0.18 µm
technology (CMOS9) for operation at a nominal supply voltage VDD of 1.8 V (see Sec-
tion 8.4). Performance has been given highest priority and,thus, the primary objective has
been to minimize the clock period. This has been accomplished by means of an iterative
synthesis strategy as discussed in Section 8.5.1. Following the common standards for CR16
implementations, the module has been prepared for scan test(see Section 8.3.3) and gated
clocks have been enabled for dynamic power reduction (see Section 8.3.2).

Timing and power characteristics. The results of the timing-driven synthesis subject
to the strictest timing constraints (STEP 1A/B in Figure 7.1) both before and after place
and route are summarized in Table 8.1. Obviously, the power consumption of the core
module has been underestimated in pre-layout gate-level power analysis. This is due to
the shortcomings of wire-load-model-based interconnect capacitance estimation. It is also
worth noting that only two additional driver cells have beeninserted into the clock network
during clock tree synthesis in the layout design phase. Thismeans that most timing require-
ments have been met by proper sizing of the clock gating elements that already existed in
the clock network in the pre-layout design phase.

The distribution of the total dynamic power consumption between different sections of the
CR16 core module is shown in Figure 8.9. The data has been determined by pre-layout
gate-level power analysis. At the top level, the data path (dp) can be identified as the main
power consumer. It accounts for more than 60% of the total dynamic power consumption
while the bus state machine (bsm), the execution state machine (esm), and the instruc-
tion fetch, decode and displacement unit (queue, qu) together account for only 35%. The
data-path can be further divided into the program counter (pc), some debug circuitry (dbg)
and the data-path core (core). The latter mainly consists ofthe register file (rf) and the
arithmetic units, i.e. the ALU (alu), the barrel shifter (bsh), and the multiplier (mul). The
data-path core consumes almost 90% of the total dynamic power in the data-path. Finally,
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Pre-layout analysis Post-layout analysis

Voltages and timing:

supply voltage VDD

clock voltage VDD

clock period 9.9 ns

Dynamic power (not optimized):

Pdyn 2.81 mW 4.40 mW

Pclk 0.16 mW 0.31 mW

Pclk=Pdyn 6% 7%

Number of cells:

total (comb./FF) 14038 / 1319

clock driver/gating cells 115 117

Table 8.1: Performance, power consumption and complexity of a typical SSV implemen-
tation of the CR16 processor core.

a very important result of this analysis is that only 6% of thetotal dynamic power of the
processor core can be attributed to the clock network, whichincludes the driver and gat-
ing elements and the actual clock nets. This small number is the consequence of a highly
efficient clock gating strategy, as another analysis presented in Section 8.6.4 shows. Fig-
ure 8.10 shows the results of a power distribution analysis carried out after place and route.
The numbers are not significantly different from the pre-layout results discussed before.
This holds even for the clock network because of the negligible number of cells inserted
during the clock tree synthesis.

The comparison of the pre- and post-layout results in Table 8.1 supports the widespread
opinion that pre-layout power analysis at the logic level isinaccurate in terms of absolute
values. Nevertheless, this type of power analysis can be considered reasonably accurate
in terms of relative values. This is another accepted opinion, which is supported by the
comparison of the pre- and post-layout results from Figures8.9 and 8.10.

Optimization potential. The amount of power reduction that can potentially be achieved
by gate sizing, DSVS, and other techniques that trade off delay against power depends on
the timing slack that exists in the timing-optimized implementation of the design. Fig-
ure 8.11a shows the results of a type-1 slack analysis (see Section 7.5.3 for details on the
procedure) for the timing-optimized implementation of theprocessor core in the form of
a histogram with the percentage of cells on the vertical axisand the slack normalized to
the clock period on the horizontal axis. The horizontal axisis divided into seven intervals.
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Figure 8.9: Power distribution within the CR16 processor core (pre-layout).
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Figure 8.10: Power distribution within the CR16 processor core (post-layout). A compar-
ison with Figure 8.9 confirms that the pre-layout power analysis is reasonably accurate in
terms of relative values.
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Figure 8.11: Slack statistics for the CR16 core (timing-optimized SSV implementation):
(a) Straight-forward slack analysis according to Chen et al.; (b) modified analysis taking
into account the restrictions imposed by the level-conversion issue.

The width of these intervals increases from smaller to larger slack. The height of the bars
is proportional to the number of gates that have been assigned a slack value from the re-
spective slack interval. Obviously, there is a large numberof critical gates in the design.
However, the number of non-critical gates is still significant and, hence, there is a potential
for noticeable power reduction through gate sizing.

Regarding DSV logic synthesis these statistics do not adequately describe the optimization
potential, because the level-conversion issue is ignored.This is taken into account in the
type-2 slack analysis procedure introduced in Section 7.5.3, where every gate in the netlist
is assigned the slack of the most critical gate in its fan-out. Figure 8.11b shows the results
of the type-2 slack distribution analysis for the timing-optimized implementation of the
processor core. Compared with the the type-1 analysis, a significantly smaller number
of cells has been identified as being non-critical. Thus, thepotential for power reduction
through DSVS must be expected to be relatively small.

8.6.2 Power Optimization Subject to the Strictest Timing Constraints

Optimization without clock voltage scaling. Starting from the typical implementation
of the CR16 core module described in the previous section, power optimization subject
to the strictest timing constraints has been carried out, firstly, using the conventional SSV
optimization techniques (STEP 2B in Figure 7.1) and, secondly, using SSV and DSV op-
timization techniques (STEP 2A or 2C in Figure 7.1). Here, a high voltage clock signal
has been used. The results are summarized in Table 8.2, whereeach pair of parenthesized
numbers is a cross-reference between the power reduction inpercent (achieved in a certain
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Before After SSV After DSV

power opt. power opt. power opt.

Voltages and timing:

supply voltage(s) VDD VDD VDD / VDDL

clock voltage VDD

clock period 9.9 ns

Total dynamic power:

Pdyn
(ref.) 2.81 mW(1) 2.49 mW(2) 2.39 mW(3)

∆Pdyn=Pdyn
(ref.) — -11%(1) -4%(2) / -15%(1)

Number of cells:

total (comb./FF) 14038 / 1319 13157 / 1319 12995 / 1319

minimum size 66% 77% 76%

low voltage (comb./FF) — — < 1% / 0

level-converting FF — — 20%

Table 8.2: Results of power optimization subject to the strictest timing constraints. Num-
bers in parentheses relate a power reduction in percent to a reference value given in milli-
watts. Example 1:(2:49�2:81)=2:81=�11 %. Example 2:(2:39�2:81)=2:81=�15 %.

power optimization step) and the power consumption in milliwatts before the respective
power optimization step. Again, note that the absolute power values given in the table are
the results of pre-layout gate-level power analysis and, hence, can only be rough estimates
of the actual power consumption of the processor.

The SSV optimization has reduced the total dynamic power consumption by 11% compared
with the situation before power optimization. This power reduction can be attributed mainly
to gate sizing and logic restructuring, as indicated by the increasing number of minimum
sized cells and the decreasing total number of cells.

As expected from the slack analysis presented in the previous section, the additional power
reduction of 4% (compared with the results of SSV power optimization) that has been
achieved using DSV logic synthesis is small. Although 20% ofall flip-flop cells have been
replaced with their level-converting counterparts, this has enabled voltage scaling for less
than 1% of all cells. Also, part of the power reduction is probably due to logic restructuring,
as indicated by the slight reduction in the total number of combinational cells, which can
also take place during DSV power optimization.

Low voltage flip-flops have not been used. Thus, no additionallevel converters that cause
power and area overheads are needed in the scan chains.
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The overall power reduction due to simultaneous SSV and DSV power optimization has
been 15% (see column four of Table 8.2).

Optimization including clock voltage scaling. In a second set of experiments, the volt-
age scaling approach has been extended to the clock network in order to achieve additional
power reduction. For this purpose, the use of high voltage flip-flops has been disabled from
the beginning, so that the SSV implementations of the CR16 core module before and after
SSV power optimization contain only level-converting flip-flops and the DSV implemen-
tation contains only level-converting and some low voltageflip-flops, as shown in the last
two rows of Table 8.3. Under these circumstances, the signallevel in the clock network can
be safely reduced fromVDD toVDDL.

Since level-converting flip-flop cells are often slower thanconventional flip-flops, the sub-
stitution of high voltage flip-flops with their level-converting counterparts in circuits that
are subject to the strictest timing constraints usually degrades the overall performance. In
the case of the CR16 core module, the performance penalty hasbeen small; the clock
period has increased by only 2% from 9.9 ns to 10.1 ns (see Tables 8.2 and 8.3). There
has, however, been a power overhead of 5%, as shown in the second column of Table 8.3.
Even after reducing the signal level in the clock network, there has still been a power over-
head of 2% remaining, as indicated in the third column. This overhead is neither due to a
generally larger power consumption of the level-converting flip-flops, as indicated by the
data that has been presented in Section 6.5.2, nor due to massive logic parallelization, as
observed in the case of several benchmark circuits. The number of flip-flops with larger
driving strength has also not increased. The overhead is simply due to the flip-flops being
operated in a different circuit environment which changes,for instance, the output loads
and the input signal transition times. Note that, in Table 8.3, numbers in parentheses may
be parts of cross-references between Table 8.2 and Table 8.3.

The fourth column of Table 8.3 contains the results of SSV power optimization. The power
consumption has been reduced by 11% compared with the same design before power op-
timization. This is again mainly due to gate sizing and logicrestructuring, as indicated
by the increasing number of minimum size cells and the decreasing total number of cells.
Compared with the power optimized SSV design that uses a highvoltage clock signal (see
Table 8.2), there has still been a power overhead of 2%.

According to column five of Table 8.3, the DSV power optimization has resulted in 7%
lower power compared with the same design after SSV power optimization. Obviously,
the efficiency of the DSVS technique has been improved by the large number of level-
converting flip-flop cells. However, the reduced clock signal level and the higher efficiency
of the DSVS technique have just compensated for the power overhead; the power consump-
tion of the DSV implementation with low voltage clock signal(see Table 8.3) is only 1%
lower than that of the DSV implementation with high voltage clock signal (see Table 8.2).
The total area occupied by the flip-flop cells in the DSV implementation with low voltage
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Before After SSV After DSV

power opt. power opt. power opt.

Voltages and timing:

supply voltage(s) VDD VDD / VDDL

clock voltage VDD VDDL

clock period 10.1 ns

Total dynamic power:

Pdyn
(ref.) 2.94 mW(4) 2.88 mW(5) 2.55 mW(6) 2.37 mW

∆Pdyn=Pdyn
(ref.) — -2%(4) -11%(5) -7%(6)

Comparison with implementation without clock voltage scaling:

∆Pdyn=Pdyn
(ref.) +5%(1) +2%(1) +2%(2) -5%(2) / -1%(3)

Number of cells:

total (comb./FF) 13835 / 1319 12927 / 1319 12744 / 1319

minimum size 56% 68% 69%

low voltage (comb./FF) — — 11% / 1%

level-converting FF 100% 100% 99%

Table 8.3: Impact of clock voltage scaling on the results of DSV power optimization subject
to the strictest timing constraints. For references (1), (2) and (3) see Table 8.2. Example 1:(2:94�2:81)=2:81=+5 %. Example 2:(2:37�2:55)=2:55=�7 %.

clock – area values are not shown in the table – is 19% larger compared with the DSV
implementation with high voltage clock, which agrees with the area overhead of individual
cells (see Section 6.5.2). This results in 9% larger cell area for the entire circuit. Addi-
tional level-converters in the scan chains that would further increase the total cell area are
not required if only level-converting and low voltage flip-flops are used.

Clearly, clock voltage scaling has not led to a significant improvement. The additional
power reduction achieved through DSV power optimization compared with the results of
SSV optimization has been increased only slightly from 4% to5% (see rightmost columns
of Tables 8.2 and 8.3). The reason is that the clock network accounts for only 7% of the
total dynamic power (see Table 8.1) and, hence, even a significant reduction of the power
in the clock network (e.g. 50%) results in very little reduction of the total power (e.g. 3%).

Impact of power optimization on the slack distribution. Figure 8.12a shows how the
slack distribution in the CR16 core module has been changed by SSV and DSV power
optimization without clock voltage scaling. There are three bars associated with each slack
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non−critical gates

Figure 8.12: Slack statistics for the CR16 before and after power optimization. Three bars
are associated with each slack interval, one correspondingto the results of timing-driven
synthesis (left), one representing the results of SSV poweroptimization (middle), and one
describing the situation after DSV power optimization (right).

interval. In each group of three bars, the left bar corresponds to the situation after timing-
driven synthesis, the middle bar represents the results of SSV power optimization, and the
right bar describes the situation after DSV power optimization. The graph shows a slight
increase in the number of critical gates due to SSV power optimization. The effect of DSV
power optimization on the number of most critical gates, i.e. combinational cells with a
normalized slack of less than 0.01, is hardly noticable in this graph, but it becomes obvious
in the results of the modified slack analysis where the level conversion issue is taken into
account. In Figure 8.12b it is clearly visible that the number of most critical gates has
increased in the DSV power optimization step.

In all experiments covered in this chapter, roughly 15% to 20% of all gates belonged to the
class of gates with the largest slack, i.e. a normalized slack between 0.4 and 1.0, even after
SSV and DSV power optimization. This can be seen in Figures 8.12b, 8.13b, and 8.13d. In
the remainder of this chapter, these gates are simply referred to as non-critical gates. More
than 90% of these non-critical gates are located in the execution state machine (esm) and
the decode and displacement unit (qu). Spot checking on the non-critical gates has revealed
several reasons for positive slack remaining after SSV and after DSV power optimization.

Possible reasons for positive slack of a cell not being exploited by gate sizing:

• The cell already has the smallest available size.

• The cell’s size is the same as that of a cell with minimal driving strength and, hence,
the area constraint does not force the tool to reduce the driving strength, AND . . .
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• . . . the output pin has zero switching activity, which meansthat power optimization
is not triggered for the cell (stimuli show insufficient nodecoverage).

• Maximum load capacitance or maximum output transition time constraints prohibit
the use of a smaller cell.

Possible reasons for positive slack of a cell not being exploited by DSVS:

• The cell is operated at low voltage already.

• The cell is ”blocked” by a high-voltage flip-flop in its fan-out (level-conv. issue).

• The output pin has zero switching activity and, hence, power optimization is not
triggered for the cell (stimuli show insufficient node coverage).

• Maximum load capacitance or maximum output transition time constraints prohibit
the use of a lower supply voltage.

• The cell is ”blocked” by another non-critical cell in its fan-out when one of the two
preceding conditions is true for the ”blocking” cell (level-conversion issue).

The optimization potential that has not been exploited because of the reasons stated above
is negligible, as the following analysis of the properties of non-critical gates shows.

Immediately after timing-driven synthesis subject to the strictest timing constraints with-
out clock voltage scaling, 2224 non-critical gates (16% of all gates) have been counted
and 1767 (79%) of these 2224 gates have been of minimum size. Another 452 (20%) have
been of larger driving strength but minimum cell size. Only five gates have been of larger
than minimal size, which is a negligible number.

After DSV power optimization, there have still been 2067 non-critical gates (16% of all
gates) and 1825 (88%) of these 2067 gates have been of minimumsize. Another 233 (11%)
gates have been of larger driving strength but minimum cell size. This is because of insuf-
ficient node coverage. Power optimization is not triggered for 211 out of these 233 gates
because of zero switching activity at the output pin. Only 19(1%) out of the 2067 gates
have been operated atVDDL. The reason for this is that 2045 (99%) non-critical gates are
”blocked” by at least one high-voltage flip-flop in the fan-out paths.

The dynamic power consumption caused by all non-critical gates together has been reduced
from 0.12 mW before power optimization to 0.10 mW after DSV power optimization. This
improvement is negligible in comparison with the total power consumption of the CR16
core module.

With clock voltage scaling, level-converting flip-flops areforced into the design instead of
high voltage flip-flops. The non-critical gates cannot be ”blocked” by high-voltage flip-
flops anymore, which enables voltage scaling for a larger number of gates.
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After DSV power optimization, 1874 non-critical gates (15%of all gates) have been iden-
tified. Supply voltage scaling has been applied to 1031 (55%)of these 1874 gates. The
main reason for the remaining 843 non-critical gates not being operated at low voltage is
that of insufficient node coverage. Power optimization is not triggered for 667 (79%) of the
non-critical gates because of zero switching activity at the output pin.

The power consumption caused by all non-critical gates together has been reduced from
0.11 mW to 0.05 mW. This is a significant improvement over the case without clock volt-
age scaling. However, the power reduction is still negligible in comparison with the total
dynamic power consumption of the CR16 processor core.

Level converting cells in combinational logic paths. In contrast to most benchmark
circuits, the CR16 exhibits relatively large combinational logic path delays (9.9 ns). Since
the extra delay introduced by inserting level converters into long paths is relatively small
(typically 0.35 ns), a number of experiments have been carried out in order to find out
whether using level-converting cells along combinationallogic paths is feasible in the case
of the CR16 processor core.

An inverting level-converter cell (INVLC) and a non-inverting buffer type level-converter
cell (BUFLC) have been included in the DSVL018 synthesis library (see Section 6.5.2).
With this extended library, power optimization without clock voltage scaling subject to the
strictest timing constraints has been repeated.

It has been observed that only one INVLC cell and four BUFLC cells have been used and
the final power consumption has not been reduced any further.Obviously, the insertion of
level-converting cells into combinational logic paths is not efficient in this methodology.
The most likely reason is that the underlying algorithms have, of course, not been developed
for inserting extra cells for the sole purpose of level conversion.

8.6.3 Power Optimization Subject to Relaxed Timing Constraints

The CR16 core module has also been synthesized and optimizedsubject to relaxed timing
constraints. Under these circumstances, larger slack and,hence, a larger optimization po-
tential have been expected. The results of these experiments are summarized in columns
three to five of Table 8.4. In column two of this table, the results of the optimization subject
to the strictest timing constraints (see Table 8.2) are given once again.

Single and dual supply voltage power optimization. A first set of experiments has been
carried out allowing for a 20% longer clock period, i.e. 11.9ns instead of 9.9 ns (see column
three). In this case, power reductions of 13% and 3% have beenachieved by SSV and DSV
power optimization, respectively. The overall power reduction due to simultaneous SSV
and DSV power optimization has been 16%. In another experiment, the clock period has
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Strict timing Relaxed timing

Voltages and timing:

supply voltage(s) VDD / VDDL VDDL

clock voltage VDD VDDL

clock period 9.9 ns 11.9 ns 13.1 ns

Before power optimization:

Pdyn
(ref.) 2.81 mW(1) 2.73 mW(7) 2.72 mW(9) 1.35 mW(12)

no. of comb. cells 13978 13206 10519 13951

min. size cells 66% 70% 60% 88%

After SSV power optimization:

Pdyn
(ref.) 2.49 mW(2) 2.38 mW(8) 2.40 mW(10) 1.18 mW

∆Pdyn=Pdyn
(ref.) -11%(1) -13%(7) -12%(9) -13%(12) / -50%(11)

no. of comb. cells 13157 12250 10047 12775

min. size cells 77% 80% 76% 92%

After DSV power optimization:

Pdyn
(ref.) 2.39 mW(3) 2.30 mW 2.35 mW(11) —

∆Pdyn=Pdyn
(ref.) -4%(2) -3%(8) -2%(10) —

∆Pdyn=Pdyn
(ref.) (tot.) -15%(1) -16%(7) -14%(9) —

no. of comb. cells 12995 12131 10028 —

min. size cells 76% 79% 73% —

low volt. comb. cells < 1% 1% 2% —

low voltage FF 0 0 < 1% —

level-converting FF 20% 22% 23% —

Total number of FF: 1319

Table 8.4: Results of power optimization subject to varyingtiming constraints.

been stretched further to 13.1 ns (see column four). In this case, SSV and DSV optimization
have reduced the power consumption by 12% and 2%, respectively, and the overall power
reduction has been 14%.

The characteristics of this design are different from thoseof most benchmark circuits. Al-
though the number of non-critical gates has increased slightly as the timing constraints have
been relaxed (see Figures 8.12a, 8.13a, and 8.13c), neitherthe effectiveness of SSV power
optimization on the one hand and DSVS on the other hand, nor the overall effectiveness of
simultaneous SSV power optimization and DSVS has changed significantly.
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Figure 8.13: Slack statistics for the CR16 before and after power optimization. Three bars
are associated with each slack interval, one correspondingto the results of timing-driven
synthesis (left), one representing the results of SSV poweroptimization (middle), and one
describing the situation after DSV power optimization (right).

Global supply voltage scaling. In a third set of experiments, global supply voltage scal-
ing (GSVS) has been used instead of the DSV synthesis methodology. For a clock period
of 13.1 ns, the supply voltage has been reduced toVDDL globally without violating the tim-
ing constraints. Since the initial timing-driven synthesis and the subsequent SSV power
optimization have been carried out under the strictest timing-constraints, the strategy used
here is equivalent to the GSVS (I) strategy explained in Section 7.5.5. As can be seen in the
rightmost column of Table 8.4, the dynamic power consumption of the design after GSVS
has been about 50% lower than that of the DSV implementationsdiscussed before. Thus,
GSVS is clearly preferable in this case.
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Level converting cells in combinational logic paths. The experiments regarding the
feasibility of the insertion of level converters into combinational logic paths, as described in
the previous section, have been repeated with relaxed timing constraints, i.e. 120% critical
path delay compared with the shortest possible critical path delay.

The results again show that in this methodology the insertion of level-converting cells into
combinational logic paths is not efficient. Only five INVLC cells and two BUFLC cells
have been used, the increase in the number of low voltage cells has been negligible, and
the final power consumption has not been reduced any further.

8.6.4 Impact of Clock Gating on DSV Logic Synthesis

The results presented in Section 8.6.2 show that, for the CR16 processor core, clock voltage
scaling does not significantly improve the results of DSV logic synthesis. The primary
reason is that only a very small portion of the total dynamic power can be attributed to the
clock network.

For comparison, the CR16 implementation described in Section 8.6.1 has been repeated
with gated clocks disabled. The results are presented in Table 8.5. In contrast to the im-
plementation with gated clocks, the number of driver cells in the clock network has almost
doubled during clock tree synthesis. This leads to a great difference between the results of
pre- and post-layout analysis of the power consumption in the clock network. Pre-layout
power analysis has predicted that the clock network contributes 15% to the total power
consumption, while the actual contribution has been 25% after place and route, which is
significantly more than in the case where clock gating has been implemented.

The effectiveness of the clock gating strategy becomes evenmore obvious from Table 8.6.
The dynamic power in the clock network excluding the flip-flops has been reduced by
78%. Regarding all other parts of the core module, gated clocks reduce the dynamic power
by 3%. This adds up to a 22% reduction of the total dynamic power consumption.

Power distribution diagrams for the CR16 core module without clock gating are shown in
Figure 8.14 (before place and route) and Figure 8.15 (after place and route). The most
obvious and important differences to the implementation with gated clocks are again the
significantly larger power consumption in the clock networkand also the larger contribution
of the register file to the total power consumption.

The results presented so far indicate that clock voltage scaling is not feasible if gated clocks
are used, but reasonable savings can be expected for designswhere gated clocks cannot be
implemented. In this work, no further experiments regarding the effect of clock voltage
scaling applied to the CR16 core without gated clocks have been carried out, because,
firstly, the CR16 is hardly ever implemented without gated clocks and, secondly, the pre-
layout power analysis in the clock network yields invalid results (see Figures 8.14 and 8.15
as well as Tables 8.5 and 8.6). The implementation of a DSV layout flow, however, is
beyond the scope of this work.
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Figure 8.14: Power distribution in the CR16 without gated clocks (pre-layout).
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Figure 8.15: Power distribution in the CR16 without gated clocks (post-layout). Note
the larger clock power value compared with pre-layout results. Major differences to Fig-
ure 8.10 are larger power consumptions in the clock network and the register file.
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Pre-layout analysis Post-layout analysis

Voltages and timing:

supply voltage VDD

clock voltage VDD

clock period 9.9 ns

Dynamic power (not optimized):

Pdyn 3.53 mW 5.65 mW

Pclk 0.53 mW 1.42 mW

Pclk=Pdyn 15% 25%

Number of cells:

total (comb./FF) 15110 / 1313

clock driver/gating cells 27 52

Table 8.5: Performance, power consumption and complexity of a CR16 SSV implementa-
tion without gated clocks.

Clock gating

disabled enabled
Power reduction

Total dyn. powerPdyn 5.65 mW 4.40 mW 22%

Clock net powerPclk 1.42 mW 0.31 mW 78%

Pclk=Pdyn 25% 7% —

Power in other parts 4.23 mW 4.09 mW 3%

Table 8.6: Impact of clock gating on the total dynamic power,the power in the clock
network and the power in other parts of the CR16 processor core (post-layout results).

8.7 Impact of DC-DC Conversion on DSV System Design

In portable electronic systems, the output voltage of the battery source is usually converted
to the supply voltage required for a particular chip or a group of chips by means of a DC-
DC converter. Such a converter circuit transforms a DC inputvoltage to a well defined DC
output voltage. Most DC-DC converters contain feedback loops for voltage regulation, so
as to provide a stable output voltage over a range of input voltages. This assures that the
circuits supplied by the converters are always operated at the optimal voltages, regardless
of the instantaneous output voltage of the battery that decreases as the battery is discharged.
Apart from portable electronics, non-battery-powered systems might also contain DC-DC
converters supplying chips that require other voltages than those provided by the primary
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power supply unit. This includes those cases where the supply voltage of certain chips is
to be (speed-)adaptively regulated (see Chapter 4). This section provides a short analysis
of the efficiency of DC-DC conversion that can be achieved in the case of low power appli-
cations such as the CR16-based color image processor discussed before. Furthermore, the
question of whether generating a second supply voltage for DSV design introduces power
overheads will be answered.

The most popular class of DC-DC converters are the switchingregulators. Figure 8.16
shows a buck converter, which is probably the most widely used switching regulator con-
figuration [68]. The distinct characteristic of a buck converter is that the output voltageVout

is lower than the input voltageVin. Its principle of operation is as follows. The input voltage
is converted to a rectangular signalvrec(t) using a controlled switch, which is composed of
the p-channel and n-channel transistors PSW and NSW, respectively. The low-pass filter,
which is composed of a capacitorCF and an inductorLF , passes the DC component of
vrec(t) to the output of the converter. The transistor PSW turns on periodically after fixed
intervalsTsw, i.e. the switching frequency is fixed atfsw = 1=Tsw. While PSW is on, it
delivers a current through the inductor to the filter capacitor and to the output load. This
inductor currentiL(t) increases approximately linearly with time. When PSW is switched
off, the n-channel transistor NSW is turned on and takes overthe inductor current. In this
phase,iL(t) decreases linearly so that its waveform becomes triangularin shape. The load
currentIload is approximately constant and equal to the average inductorcurrent. It is de-
termined by the output voltageVout and the load. WheniL(t) is larger thanIload, the excess
inductor current charges the filter capacitor. In the other case, wheniL(t) is smaller than
Iload, the capacitor is discharged, thus delivering to the load the difference between the load
current and the inductor current. The ratio of the on-time ofPSW to the switching period,
the so-called duty cycleD, determines the average value, i.e. the DC component, of the
rectangular signalvrec(t) and, hence, the output voltage. In the pulse width modulation
(PWM) control circuitry in the feedback loop, the actual output voltage is compared with
the desired value and the duty cycle is adjusted accordingly. This way, the output voltage
can be adjusted to any arbitrary valueVout with 0�Vout �Vin.

Ideally, the efficiency of switching regulators is 100% [101]. Since the components used to
build them are not ideal in practice, however, there are various sources of power dissipation,
the most relevant of which are the following. First of all, there are the parasitic resistances
of the filter components which cause so-called conduction losses. There is also a parasitic
capacitanceCL at the input side of the inductor. This causes some capacitive switching
losses. Another major source of conduction losses are the on-resistances of the power
switch transistors. Also, since these transistors are typically large, a significant amount
of capacitive power is dissipated in the gate drivers. Finally, like in any CMOS push-pull
circuit structure, short-circuit currents occur in the power switches and the gate drivers.

The power consumption of the PWM control circuitry can usually be neglected in the de-
sign of high output current/power DC-DC converters [68]. Any effort of improving the
efficiency is then concentrated on the so-called power train, i.e. the filter components, the
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Figure 8.16: Buck-type DC-DC converter.

power switches, and the gate drivers.

The total filter losses can be reduced if the switching frequency is increased [68]. However,
increasing the frequency means increasing the losses associated with the power switches
and the gate drivers, so that the overall efficiency of the converter degrades with increasing
switching frequency [101]. Since the filter volume increases with decreasing switching
frequency, volume and cost have to be traded off against efficiency.

The on-resistance of the power switches can be reduced by increasing the width of the
transistors. This comes at the cost of larger gate area and, thus, larger capacitive switching
power. For a given nominal load currentIload, there is an optimum for the widths of the
power switch transistors where the sum of the capacitive losses and the conduction losses
is minimal [101]. This, in turn, means that the efficiency of aparticular converter might
be low if the actual load does not match the nominal load for which the circuit has been
optimized. The gate drivers are basically cascaded buffers. These should be designed in
accordance with the rules described in [117] in order to minimize the short-circuit power.

A discussion of other sophisticated optimization techniques such as zero-voltage switching
and adaptive dead time control is beyond the scope of this discussion [101].

The efficiency of buck DC-DC converters designed for high output currents can be pushed
to values above 90% using the aforementioned design principles [101]. Values of 80%
to 90% are state-of-the-art. In the design of DC-DC converters for very low power ap-
plications, such high efficiencies are more difficult to achieve. A typical CR16-based IC,
e.g. the LmDvp chip described in this chapter, has a power consumption on the order of
100 mW to 200 mW at a supply voltage of 2.5 V in a 0.25 µm CMOS technology. Under
these circumstances, the power dissipated in the PWM controller cannot be neglected.
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Very high efficiency low output power DC-DC converters can bedesigned using carefully
optimized digital feedback loops based on so-called tappeddelay lines. In one published
example, an efficiency of 88% was achieved while delivering 5mW to the load at 1 V in
a 0.6 µm CMOS technology [27]. The control circuitry consumed only 10 µW.

The disadvantage of a pure tapped delay line approach is the potentially large area caused
by a large number of delay elements in the line and a large multiplexer with one input per
delay element. In another published example, a shorter tapped delay line was used in com-
bination with a small fast-clocked counter, so as to reduce the circuit area at the cost of a
somewhat larger power consumption [36]. A maximum efficiency of 95% was achieved
while delivering 100 mW at 2.5 V in a 0.6 µm CMOS technology. The power consumption
of the PWM control circuitry was on the order of 100 µW. It was also shown that similar ef-
ficiencies can be achieved for a wide range of output load currents if the channel widths of
the power switch transistors are optimized for the expectedload current as described above.
Even at extremely small load power on the order of hundreds ofmicrowatts, efficiencies
of 90% were measured. Another example of high efficiency verylow power DC-DC con-
version is described in [44]. The PWM control is also based ona modified tapped delay
line approach. The circuit was realized in a 0.3 µm CMOS technology. Again, efficiencies
of more than 95% were measured in an output power range from 40mW to 100 mW.

The above arguments clearly show that the need for a second DC-DC converter in DSV
circuit and system design does not create any additional power overhead if each converter
is carefully optimized for its expected load current. Of course, a second converter takes
up large area. This area overhead can be reduced by using a dual output converter. The
converter presented in [36] can easily be provided with a second output as described in [28].
The dual output converter has two individually optimized power trains for the two outputs
while the complete control circuitry is shared between the two power trains. One output was
optimized for 20 mA at 2 V and the other one for 1 mA at 1 V. The measured efficiencies
of both outputs were between 80% and 89% over wide ranges of output currents. The
efficiency was even pushed towards the 95% margin using a higher quality inductor.

The integration of the converter with the circuits to be supplied on the same chip can fur-
ther reduce the area. The monolithic integration of the filter components is, however, still
difficult. At typical switching frequencies on the order of 1MHz, the capacitors and par-
ticularly the inductors are unfeasibly large. On the other hand, increasing the switching
frequency in favour of smaller filter components detracts from the efficiency as mentioned
before. Consequently, because of area limitations, the highest efficiency can often not be
realized with monolithic integration of the filter components [68]. The single and dual out-
put converters presented in [28], [36], and [44] were all designed as embedded converters
with externally connected filter components.

Just recently, a single-inductor dual-output converter has been proposed [72]. In this ex-
ample, the inductor is shared between two ouputs, which reduces the area overhead. An
efficiency of 85% was achieved while delivering 310 mW to the loads. The circuit was
realized in a 0.5 µm CMOS technology and the ouput voltages were set to 3 V and 2.5 V.
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If several chips in a system are to be supplied with the same voltages, it might still be
advantageous to use an external converter shared by all the different chips instead of in-
tegrating an embedded converter with every single chip. Since a single converter requires
less filter components, the overall area of the system might be smaller. The converter must
then, of course, be optimized to the expected total load current.

The above discussion indicates that the generation of a second supply voltage in low power
DSV designs can generally be accomplished without introducing additional power over-
heads. This requires the design of very low power PWM controlcircuitry and careful op-
timization of each power train for its respective nominal load current. The inevitable area
overhead can be minimized if the converter configuration is carefully optimized according
to the specific requirements of the system under consideration.

8.8 Comments

The experiments discussed in this chapter have proven the full compliance of the proposed
DSV logic synthesis methodology with existing industrial design flows. The CR16 core
module has been chosen as a test case for two reasons. Firstly, it is the central component
of numerous embedded microcontroller systems tailored to various types of applications.
Secondly, because of the extensive use of clock gating in this module it has been an ideal
vehicle for an investigation of the interaction of clock gating and clock voltage scaling.

The different modules of the microcontroller subsystem of the LmDvp chip are all designed
in the same way, i.e. using the same synthesis strategies with the same tools in the same
environment. Thus, the DSV power optimization method couldnow be applied to the
other modules in a similar manner. The only costly task in this context is the choice of
suitable input pattern for each individual module. This requires a profound knowledge of
the internal structure and the functionality of the modules. Note that the analysis presented
in this chapter has confirmed that insufficient node coveragemay result in a significant
amount of non-critical cells not being sized appropriatelyor not being operated at the lower
supply voltage, although this has not had a significant impact on the results in the case of the
core module. The pattern selection issue is, however, an inherent problem of power-driven
logic synthesis in general, rather than a problem of DSV logic synthesis in particular.

The CR16 core has a very limited optimization potential thatdoes not justify the use of
DSV logic synthesis for this module. Nevertheless, the methodology can still be useful for
optimizating the entire system if, firstly, less critical modules having a larger potential for
optimization through DSVS and, secondly, non-critical modules suitable for GSVS, can
be identified among the remaining modules. This, of course, requires an in-depth analysis
of the characteristics of all modules in the system including the choice of suitable input
pattern for the optimization.



Chapter 9

Summary, Conclusions, and Outlook

The main objectives of this study were to implement a new way of optimizing the dynamic
power consumption of standard-cell-based ASICs by means ofvoltage scaling and to inves-
tigate the potential and the limitations of this new approach. The methodology developed in
this work had to meet three important requirements. Firstly, the power optimization had to
be fully automated in order to minimize the additional design time. Secondly, the method-
ology had to rely solely on standard tools in order to facilitate its integration with existing
design flows. Thirdly, no constraints that would prevent standard bulk CMOS fabrication
processes from being used were allowed to be introduced.

The discussion of power optimization methods in Chapters 3 and 4 has shown that the
majority of practically relevant techniques either exploit the concept of power supply shut-
down or optimize switching activities, capacitances, signal transition times, and the channel
widths of the transistors. Supply voltage scaling is usually restricted to global strategies that
are driven by critical path relaxation through pipelining or parallelization at different levels
of abstraction. More advanced supply and threshold voltagescaling approaches have not
yet become state-of-the-art.

The voltage regulation techniques discussed in Chapter 4 can be exploited for dynamic or
static power optimization or both and are promising regarding ultra-low-voltage operation.
The tremendous effort of designing the complex regulation circuitry, however, significantly
increases the total design time and cost. Thus, voltage regulation is not suitable for the
low to medium volume standard cell ASIC world, where the complete design process is
primarily based on HDL modeling and automatic synthesis. Inthe long term, voltage
regulation in ASICs might gain importance if the required circuitry becomes available in
the form of pre-designed parameterized building blocks.

In contrast to the voltage regulation techniques, dual supply voltage scaling (DSVS) and
dual threshold voltage scaling (DTVS) can be automated in the logic synthesis process
and are, thus, well suited for standard-cell-based ASIC design. Both techniques can be
exploited for the optimization of the dynamic power consumption. They are applicable to
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practically any type of circuit or system and could, in principal, be combined with other
advanced voltage scaling techniques in the future. In this study, DSVS has been preferred
to DTVS because DSVS is compatible with any conventional bulk CMOS technology.

The results of dynamic power optimization through DSVS published in recent years are
promising (see Section 5.3). Logic synthesis, however, is awell-established fully auto-
mated task and any new design technique to be used at this stage of the design process
must integrate easily with the existing design flows. In other words, it must be supported
by the standard synthesis tools. The results published so far were all obtained using special
algorithms tailored to DSVS and built into proprietary tools. This is one main reason why
DSVS has not yet become an integral part of real-world designflows.

This study shows that DSVS can be carried out exploiting cell-library-based gate sizing al-
gorithms, provided that a suitably modeled dual supply voltage (DSV) standard cell library
exists. This does not necessitate special DSVS algorithms or proprietary synthesis tools.
The required DSV synthesis library file can easily be createdfrom two conventional SSV
libraries. The only costly task remaining is the design of the level-converting flip-flop cells,
which, of course, is required by any DSV design methodology.Thus, only little modifica-
tion of conventional design environments is required for adopting the DSVS concept.

As another important result of the discussion of power optimization techniques in Chap-
ters 3 and 4, a set of state-of-the-art single supply voltage(SSV) power optimization tech-
niques that might come into conflict with or at least have an impact on the effectiveness
of DSVS has been identified. The novel DSV logic synthesis methodology proposed in
Chapter 6 enables all these techniques to be used simultaneously. Consequently, the results
of DSV logic synthesis can always be compared directly with the results of SSV power
optimization, which is the only way of revealing the true additional benefit of DSVS. This
methodology has been used for investigating the potential and the limitations of DSVS.

The fundamental characteristics of DSVS have been studied on a collection of 48 combina-
tional and sequential MCNC benchmark circuits. For strict and moderately relaxed timing
constraints, the power reduction due to DSVS has been up to 20%. Less than 10% power
reduction, however, has been observed on average.

A direct comparison with related work requires the selection of circuits, the set of tools, the
technology and the library, the supply voltages, and the impact of state-of-the-art power
optimization techniques to be taken into account. For this reason, a well-known DSVS
algorithm, namely the clustered voltage scaling (CVS) algorithm developed by Usami et
al., has been implemented and applied to the combinational benchmark circuits within the
existing design environment. On average, only 4% power reduction has been achieved with
CVS as opposed to 7% achieved with the novel DSV logic synthesis methodology.

The DSVS technique is generally less effective than claimedby other researchers when it
is used in a real-world design environment under realistic conditions. This is primarily due
to the smaller optimization potential of the circuits themselves. The analysis presented in
Section 7.5.3 has shown that the amount of slack available for exploitation through DSVS
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has been much smaller in this work than in related work. In some cases, this discrepancy
is primarily due to different strictnesses of the timing constraints. In other cases, the dis-
crepancy can partly be attributed to different characteristics of the timing-driven synthesis;
the SIS synthesis package used in related work apparently creates netlists containing fewer
timing-critical cells than state-of-the-art synthesis tools, even if the timing constraints are
more strict. Finally, the use of state-of-the-art SSV poweroptimization after the initial
timing-driven synthesis has been shown to reduce the amountof slack even further.

A quantification of the optimization potential has been achieved by means of the power
savings estimation method (PSEM) proposed in Chapter 6. Theresults agree well with
the actual power savings realized with CVS, which reflects that both algorithms assume
an invariant logic structure. The novel DSV logic synthesismethodology yields somewhat
better results because logic re-structuring performed in the optimization process increases
the optimization potential. While the current implementation works only on combinational
circuits, the PSEM could be improved in the future so as to work properly for any design. In
that case, it could serve as a tool for predicting the effectiveness of DSVS for specific mod-
ules and for optimizing the lower supply voltage before spending the effort of developing
a DSV standard cell library.

When the timing constraints are relaxed, the total slack normally increases and the overall
effectiveness of DSV power optimization improves. The actual benefit of the individual
techniques, however, depends on the circuit structure. Since slightly different timing con-
straints often lead to very different circuit structures, the effectiveness of DSVS sometimes
degrades while that of SSV power optimization improves evenmore obviously or vice
versa as the timing constraints are relaxed. This flexible exploitation of the optimization
potential by means of different techniques is an expected and desirable characteristic of the
simultaneous use of DSVS and SSV optimization techniques inthe DSV logic synthesis.

It has been shown that, on average, the benefit of DSVS grows atan increasing rate as the
timing constraints are more and more relaxed. However, whenthe constraints are relaxed
far enough so that global operation of the circuit at the lower supply voltage at the cost of a
moderate area overhead is possible, global supply voltage scaling (GSVS) enabled by logic-
level parallelization is preferable. This generally restricts the use of DSV logic synthesis to
circuits that are subject to the strictest or to moderately relaxed timing constraints.

In order to prove beyond doubt the full compliance of the proposed DSV logic synthesis
methodology with existing industrial ASIC design environments, it has been used on NA-
TIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR’ S 16-bit CompactRISC processor core module (CR16). The
CR16 core is the key component in numerous embedded microcontroller systems. It has
been chosen as an example primarily because of the extensiveuse of clock gating in the
design. This makes the CR16 an ideal vehicle for an investigation of the interaction of
clock gating and clock voltage scaling.

The CR16 core has turned out to be extremely timing-criticalwith limited optimization
potential even for moderately relaxed timing constraints.Nonetheless, the results of these
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experiments prove that DSVS can, in principle, coexist withall common design techniques
including the scan test method and clock gating within an industrial design environment.

The proposed methodology supports clock voltage scaling, the primary effect of which is
a reduction of the dynamic power consumption in the clock network. However, there are
negative and positive secondary effects as well. Level-converting flip-flops introduce extra
delay into critical paths, which may degrade the overall circuit performance. The extra de-
lay may also necessitate parallelization or gate up-sizingor both in the combinational parts
of the circuit, which creates some power overhead. On the other hand, the effectiveness of
DSVS improves because of the large number of level-converting cells that are forced into
the design. This leads to additional power savings. Clearly, clock voltage scaling is feasible
only if the performance penalty is small and the power overhead is more than compensated
by the power reduction in the clock network and the additional power reduction in the logic.

For the CR16 core module, the performance penalty has been negligible because of the
relatively long critical paths. However, the power savingshave been just large enough
to compensate for the power overhead because the clock gating strategy has already very
effectively reduced the dynamic power consumption in the clock network. In a typical
implementation of the core, the clock network accounts for only 7% of the total dynamic
power and, hence, even a significant reduction of the power inthe clock network due to
clock voltage scaling results in little reduction of the total power. This case study has clearly
shown that clock voltage scaling is feasible in general but useful only if clock gating is not
possible or if the contribution of the clock network to the total dynamic power consumption
of a module is still large in the presence of gated clocks.

A realistic scenario for the application of DSVS, taking into account the characteristics and
the limitations of this technique, is as follows. Suppose the design to be optimized is a
complex hierarchical system such as the color image processor introduced in Chapter 8. It
is composed of numerous modules that are subject to very different timing constraints. A
few modules are timing-critical while others are more or less relaxed. When some modules
are sufficiently relaxed to be operated completely at the lower one of the two given supply
voltages, this can already justify the area overhead and theadditional design effort associ-
ated with generating the second voltage. Dual supply voltage logic synthesis can then be
applied to those of the remaining modules that exhibit optimization potentials large enough
to compensate for the overhead caused by the more complex DSVlayout. Finally, clock
voltage scaling can be applied to modules that fulfill the aforementioned requirements.

In future work, an example of such a positive scenario could be identified and used as a
vehicle for a re-investigation of the DSV layout issue including DSV clock network gener-
ation, in order to gain a better understanding of the layout-related power overhead and the
consequences of increased clock delays. The recent introduction of the first commercial
placement tool for DSV layout synthesis will clearly simplify this task. Finally, according
to a first analysis, the effectiveness of DSVS is expected to improve in future technology
generations as a result of increasing interconnect to device capacitance ratios. This is an
interesting aspect and should be investigated in more depthin future work.



Appendix A

Derivation of Consistent Delay, Energy
and Power Formulas

The following sections contain derivations of expressionsdescribing the delay of an inverter
and the capacitive switching energy. Moreover, a novel expression for the short-circuit
power consumption is derived on the basis of the alpha-power-law MOSFET model.

A.1 Inverter Delay

A compact expression for the delay of a CMOS inverter drivingan output load capacitance
Cnodecan be derived from the alpha-power-law MOSFET model. The delay tD is the time
it takes for the output voltage to reachVDD=2 after the input voltage reached the same level.

The derivation is based on the following assumptions and simplifications [95]. Firstly, the
input voltage is assumed to rise linearly from 0 V toVDD as shown in Figure A.1. Note
that here the input transition timetT denotes the time it takes for the input voltage to rise
all the way from 0 V up toVDD, while oftentT is measured betweenVin = 0:1 �VDD and
Vin = 0:9 �VDD. Secondly, the input slope is assumed to be at least three times faster than
the output slope. Under this condition, according to [95], only the n-channel transistor is
relevant and the impact of the p-channel transistor can be neglected.

The horizontal axis in Figure A.1 is divided into four regions (r1). In region one, the input
voltageVin is still smaller than the threshold voltageVt . The n-channel transistor is off and
the output voltage is high:

Vout;r1 =VDD (A.1)

WhenVin rises beyondVt (region two, r2) att1, the n-channel transistor enters the saturation
region and starts discharging the output capacitor. Thus, the output voltage starts going
down. If the input slope is sufficiently fast compared with the output slope, as explained
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Figure A.1: Voltage waveforms used for calculating the inverter delay.

above,Vin reachesVDD beforeVout reachesVDD=2, i.etT is smaller thant3. In region three
(r3), Vin is fixed atVDD and the n-channel transistor is still in saturation. At the time t4,
the n-channel transistor enters the linear region. In the following derivation, the target time
for the delay measurement (t3), is assumed to fall into region three. If the input slope is
very slow,t3 might fall into region two and the solution becomes complicated. This case
is not considered here. For very fast input slopes,t3 might fall into region four. However,
according to [95], the formula derived hereafter is still a good approximation in this case.

In region two, the input voltageVin, which is identical with the gate-source voltageVGS of
the n-channel transistor, is

Vin;r2 = VDD

tT
t ; (A.2)

and the saturated n-channel transistor sinks a current

ID;r2 = β KISAT

�
VDD

tT
t�Vt

�α ; (A.3)

that discharges the capacitor at the output. The output voltage waveform can be obtained
solving the following differential equation:

CL
dVout;r2

dt
=�β KISAT

�
VDD

tT
t�Vt

�α
(A.4)

With the initial condition given by Equation A.1, the solution of Equation A.4 is

Vout;r2 =VDD� β KISAT

CL

1
α+1

tT
VDD

�
VDD

tT
t�Vt

�α+1 : (A.5)
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In region three, the n-channel transistor is still in saturation andVin is fixed atVDD. Hence,
the differential equation to be solved is

CL
dVout;r3

dt
=�β KISAT (VDD�Vt)α ; (A.6)

and the solution is given by

Vout;r3 = Vout;r2jt=tT
� β KISAT

CL
(VDD�Vt)α (t� tT) : (A.7)

With Equation A.5, the target timet3, whereVout reachesVDD=2, is defined by

VDD

2
=VDD� β KISAT

CL VDD (α+1) (VDD�Vt)α+1 tT � β KISAT

CL
(VDD�Vt)α (t3� tT) ; (A.8)

which leads to

t3 = CL

2β KISAT

VDD(VDD�Vt)α + tT � 1
α+1

VDD�Vt

VDD
tT : (A.9)

Finally, the delaytD can be calculated fromt3 andt2 = tT=2:

tD = t3� t2 = �
1
2
� 1�Vt=VDD

α+1

�
tT + CL VDD

2β KISAT(VDD�Vt)α (A.10)

The delays for rising and falling input transitions are identical if the inverter is symmetrical.

A.2 Capacitive Switching Energy

When the output voltage of a CMOS inverter rises from 0 V toVDD, as shown in Fig-
ure 2.2a, the currenticap charges the capacitor at the output node. Furthermore, if the
transition timetT of the input signal is greater than zero, both transistors are conducting
simultaneously for a short period of time, which causes a short-circuit currentisc to flow
from the power supply to ground. Assuming that only one such transition occurs fort > 0,
the total energy drawn from the supply is

Edyn = ∞Z
0

Pdyn(t)dt (A.11)= ∞Z
0

VDD iDD(t)dt (A.12)= ∞Z
0

VDD (isc(t)+ icap(t)) dt (A.13)= ∞Z
0

Psc(t)dt+Ecap ; (A.14)
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where

Ecap=VDD

∞Z
0

icap(t)dt (A.15)

is the energy that is drawn from the supply in order to charge the node capacitance, andPsc

is the short-circuit power calculated in the next section.

The current that charges the node capacitance can be writtenas

icap=Cnode
dVout(t)

dt
; (A.16)

After inserting Equation A.16, Equation A.15 can be solved:

Ecap = VDDCnode

∞Z
0

Vout(t)
dt

dt (A.17)= VDDCnode

h
lim
t!∞

Vout(t)�Vout(t = 0)i (A.18)= VDDCnode(VDD�0) (A.19)= V2
DDCnode (A.20)

Note thatEcap depends neither on the dimension of the two transistors nor on the input and
output waveforms. Equivalent derivations can be found in the literature [5, 17, 121].

The energy stored in the capacitor after completion of the transition is

Ecnode = ∞Z
0

Vout(t) icap(t)dt (A.21)= Cnode

∞Z
0

Vout(t)Vout(t)
dt

dt : (A.22)

Using the methods of substitution and back substitution, Equation A.22 can be solved:

Ecnode = Cnode
1
2

h
lim
t!∞

V2
out(t)�V2

out(t = 0)i (A.23)= 1
2

Cnode(V2
DD�0) (A.24)= 1

2
V2

DD Cnode (A.25)

One half ofEcap is stored in the capacitor while the other half is dissipatedin the p-channel
transistor. When the output voltage of the inverter falls down to zero again, as shown in
Figure 2.2b, a currenticap flows from the capacitor to ground. The capacitor is discharged
andEcnodeis dissipated in the n-channel transistor.
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VDD − Vt

Vt

tT tT

VDD

Vin

isc

Isc

Isc

t2t1

TclkVDD/2

t3

t

t

Figure A.2: Triangular approximation of the short-circuitcurrent for an inverter with zero
output load capacitance.

A.3 Short-Circuit Power

An expression for the short-circuit powerPsc of an inverter can be derived making the
following simplifications and assumptions. Firstly, the inverter is symmetrical, i.e. the
transconductanceβ and the threshold voltageVt are the same for both transistors. Secondly,
the capacitance at the output node and, hence,icap are zero. Thirdly, the short-circuit
currentisc is approximated by a triangular waveform as shown in Figure A.2.

The mean short-circuit current̄Isc can be calculated from the waveforms in Figure A.2.
Since the inverter is symmetrical, the current waveforms during rising and falling tran-
sitions are identical if the input transition timetT is the same in both cases. Thus, the
calculation can be restricted to the rising input transition, where the input voltage is

Vin = VDD

tT
t : (A.26)

The n-channel transistor starts conducting whenVin rises beyondVt at the time

t1 = Vt

VDD
tT ; (A.27)

the current reaches its maximum̂Isc whenVin is equal toVDD=2 at the time

t2 = tT
2

; (A.28)
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and the p-channel transistor stops conducting whenVin reachesVDD �Vt at t3. The cur-
rent waveform is symmetrical with respect tot2 and, thus, the calculation can be further
restricted tot1 � t � t2. During this interval, the n-channel transistor is in saturation and
the short-circuit current is

isc= β KISAT (Vin�Vt)α : (A.29)

The short-circuit power can then be calculated as follows:

Psc = VDD Īsc (A.30)= VDD
2

Tclk

t2Z
t1

isc(t)dt (A.31)= VDD
2

Tclk
β KISAT

t2Z
t1

�
VDD

tT
t�Vt

�α
dt (A.32)= VDD

2
Tclk

β KISAT

"
tT

VDD

1
α+1

�
VDD

tT
t�Vt

�α+1
#t2

t1

(A.33)= 2(α+1)2α+1

β KISAT

Tclk
tT (VDD�2Vt)α+1 : (A.34)

Equation A.34 is based on the assumption that one and only onetransition, i.e. either a
rising or a falling transition, occurs in every clock cycle.This is the largest possible activity
if no spurious transitions occur. However, as explained in Section 2.3.1, not every node in
a circuit switches in every clock cycle. This can be taken into account by means of the
switching activity factorα01. Sinceα01 refers only to rising transitions, an additional
factor of two is required whenα01 is introduced into Equation A.34. Replacing 1=Tclk with
the effective clock frequency 2�α01 � fclk, the short-circuit power of the inverter becomes

Psc= α01 fclk
4β KISAT(α+1)2α+1 tT (VDD�2Vt)α+1 : (A.35)

For α equal to two (no velocity saturation), Equation A.35 has thesame characteristics as
the expressions frequently found in the literature [117].

Although Equation A.35 has been derived for an inverter, it is often used as an approxi-
mation of the short-circuit power consumption of any type ofCMOS gate, withβ being an
effective transconductance parameter representing the driving strength of the gate’s sym-
metrical pull-up and pull-down networks. The total short-circuit power consumption of a
circuit can then be calculated by summing Equation A.35 overall gates (see Equation 2.22).



Appendix B

Additional Synthesis Results

The tables presented in this appendix contain results of theoptimization of combinational
benchmark circuits as a supplement to the in-depth discussion of the characteristics of
DSVS that can be found in Section 7.5. These data have not beenincluded directly in
the main part of this document since they are not of immediateimportance for a basic
understanding of the subject. When a deeper understanding of certain experiments and
the respective results is required, however, this additional information is valuable. All the
tables are referenced from and explained in Section 7.5. Therefore, this appendix contains
no further explanations, except for those included in the table captions.
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Pdyn after ... SSV pwr. opt. DSV(*) pwr. opt. DSVS CVS

comp. with ... before pwr. opt. after SSV pwr. opt.

alu2 -20% -21% -1% �0%

alu4 -27% -28% -3% -1%

apex6 -26% -34% -10% -8%

apex7 -26% -32% -8% -9%

b9 -23% -26% -5% -3%

c432 -26% -28% -3% �0%

c499 -26% -28% -2% �0%

c880 -22% -31% -12% -4%

c1355 -45% -45% �0% �0%

c1908 -30% -35% -7% -6%

c2670 -28% -29% -3% -2%

c3540 -25% -29% -5% -1%

c5315 -23% -33% -12% -9%

c6288 -20% -25% -6% -2%

c7552 -17% -24% -9% -5%

dalu -30% -32% -3% �0%

des -24% -27% -6% -3%

i10 -28% -38% -14% -11%

i5 -26% -33% -5% -6%

lal -21% -22% -2% -2%

my adder -32% -37% -13% -7%

pair -26% -33% -9% -8%

rot -31% -42% -13% -12%

term1 -22% -26% -5% -1%

vda -17% -18% -1% �0%

x1 -25% -26% -1% -2%

x3 -28% -42% -20% -11%

x4 -29% -36% -12% -8%

avg. -26% -31% -7% -4%

Table B.1: Opt. of comb. benchmarks without area constraints. Critical path delays set to
1.2 times the minimum.(*) DSV power opt. includes both DSVS and SSV opt.
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Reduction ofPdyn due to CVS applied after ...

timing opt. timing and area opt. SSV pwr. opt.

alu2 -1% �0% �0%

alu4 -7% -4% -1%

apex6 -16% -17% -8%

apex7 -12% -13% -9%

b9 -9% -8% -3%

c432 �0% �0% �0%

c499 �0% �0% �0%

c880 -11% -9% -4%

c1355 -1% �0% �0%

c1908 -9% -8% -6%

c2670 -6% -2% -2%

c3540 -5% -3% -1%

c5315 -15% -15% -9%

c6288 -3% -4% -2%

c7552 -10% -10% -5%

dalu -3% -4% �0%

des -16% -6% -3%

i10 -14% -15% -11%

i5 -13% -10% -6%

lal -3% -4% -2%

my adder -8% -9% -7%

pair -15% -15% -8%

rot -21% -17% -12%

term1 -1% -1% -1%

vda -1% �0% �0%

x1 -3% -3% -2%

x3 -22% -22% -11%

x4 -15% -11% -8%

avg. -8% -7% -4%

Table B.2: Optimization of combinational benchmarks usingthe CVS method. Critical
path delays set to 1.2 times the minimum.
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Pdyn after ... SSV pwr. opt. DSV(*) pwr. opt. DSVS

comp. with ... before pwr. opt. after SSV pwr. opt.

c432 -14% -16% -2%

c499 -23% -25% -2%

c880 -19% -26% -8%

c1355 -19% -20% -1%

c1908 -21% -29% -11%

c2670 -10% -13% -3%

c3540 -11% -16% -6%

c5315 -16% -26% -12%

c6288 -7% -11% -5%

c7552 -5% -11% -6%

avg. -16% -19% -6%

Table B.3: Optimization of combinational benchmarks. Critical path delays set to 1.1 times
the shortest possible critical path delays.(*)DSV power optimization includes both DSVS
and SSV techniques.

Pdyn after ... SSV pwr. opt. DSV(*) pwr. opt. DSVS

comp. with ... before pwr. opt. after SSV pwr. opt.

c432 -9% -16% -7%

c499 -27% -27% -1%

c880 -24% -29% -7%

c1355 -35% -38% -4%

c1908 -23% -32% -11%

c2670 -28% -31% -4%

c3540 -23% -25% -3%

c5315 -21% -34% -16%

c6288 -15% -20% -5%

c7552 -14% -27% -15%

avg. -22% -28% -7%

Table B.4: Optimization of combinational benchmarks. Critical path delays set to 1.35
times the shortest possible critical path delays.(*) DSV power optimization includes both
DSVS and SSV techniques.
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Pdyn after ... SSV pwr. opt. DSV(*) pwr. opt. DSVS

comp. with ... before pwr. opt. after SSV pwr. opt.

c432 -24% -29% -8%

c499 -30% -30% -1%

c880 -25% -34% -16%

c1355 -38% -43% -7%

c1908 -27% -39% -17%

c2670 -21% -24% -6%

c3540 -25% -26% -8%

c5315 -17% -33% -21%

c6288 -13% -17% -6%

c7552 -19% -28% -19%

avg. -24% -30% -11%

Table B.5: Optimization of combinational benchmarks. Critical path delays set to 1.5 times
the shortest possible critical path delays.(*) DSV power optimization includes both DSVS
and SSV techniques.

Number of cells (in percent) with...

...minimum size ...low supply voltage ...min. size & low volt.

tc=tcmin 1.1 1.2 1.35 1.5 1.1 1.2 1.35 1.5 1.1 1.2 1.35 1.5

c432 46 37 52 71 1 8 7 12 1 8 6 10

c499 52 59 89 92 0 0 0 29 0 0 0 26

c880 61 59 73 78 19 29 21 46 18 28 21 46

c1355 72 81 89 94 0 0 19 29 0 0 19 28

c1908 59 72 87 92 19 25 29 36 18 25 28 35

c2670 60 72 81 88 9 9 11 20 9 9 11 19

c3540 63 75 83 85 5 7 6 11 5 7 6 11

c5315 69 78 83 89 38 39 48 56 35 38 47 54

c6288 40 47 57 63 2 3 3 5 2 3 3 4

c7552 66 72 82 86 7 12 22 30 6 12 21 28

avg. 59 65 78 84 10 13 17 27 9 13 16 26

Table B.6: Impact of the delay on the number of cells with minimum size and/or low supply
voltage.
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DSVS (2.5 V/1.8 V) GSVS (2.0 V)

Pdyn cell area Pdyn cell area

comp. with after SSV pwr. opt. (2.5 V)

c432 -3% �0% -13% +47%

c499 -2% �0% +45% +52%

c880 -12% -1% -20% +23%

c1355 �0% +1% +38% +32%

c1908 -7% +1% +12% +43%

c2670 -3% �0% +10% +53%

c3540 -5% -1% -6% +31%

c5315 -12% �0% -24% +22%

c6288 -6% -2% +33% +50%

c7552 -9% -2% -17% +28%

avg. -6% �0% +6% +38%

Table B.7: Comparison of DSVS and GSVS. Critical path delayshave been relaxed to 1.2
times the shortest possible critical path delays.

DSVS (2.5 V/1.8 V) GSVS (1.8 V)

Pdyn cell area Pdyn cell area

comp. with after SSV pwr. opt. (2.5 V)

c432 -7% -3% -29% +52%

c499 -1% �0% +38% +57%

c880 -7% �0% -20% +39%

c1355 -4% -5% +17% +25%

c1908 -11% +2% +1% +52%

c2670 -4% �0% +2% +70%

c3540 -3% �0% -12% +47%

c5315 -16% -1% -34% +26%

c6288 -5% -2% +25% +60%

c7552 -15% -1% -29% +33%

avg. -7% -1% -4% +46%

Table B.8: Comparison of DSVS and GSVS. Critical path delayshave been relaxed to 1.35
times the shortest possible critical path delays.
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DSVS (2.5 V/1.8 V) GSVS (1.6 V)

Pdyn cell area Pdyn cell area

comp. with after SSV pwr. opt. (2.5 V)

c432 -19% -8% -40% +60%

c499 -7% -3% +11% +54%

c880 -16% +3% -33% +48%

c1355 -7% -4% +9% +27%

c1908 -8% �0% -27% +50%

c2670 -6% �0% -17% +72%

c3540 -8% �0% -30% +47%

c5315 -21% -2% -48% +27%

c6288 -6% +1% +12% +68%

c7552 -19% -1% -40% +38%

avg. -12% -1% -20% +49%

Table B.9: Comparison of DSVS and GSVS. Critical path delayshave been relaxed to 1.5
times the shortest possible critical path delays.

DSVS (2.5 V/1.8 V) GSVS (2.0 V)

Pdyn cell area Pdyn cell area

comp. with after SSV pwr. opt. (2.5 V)

c432 -7% -3% -29% +19%

c499 -1% �0% -21% +5%

c880 -7% �0% -19% +23%

c1355 -4% -5% -4% -1%

c1908 -11% +2% -22% +12%

c2670 -4% �0% -15% +24%

c3540 -3% �0% -14% +20%

c5315 -16% -1% -27% +7%

c6288 -5% -2% -20% +19%

c7552 -15% -1% -30% +11%

avg. -7% -1% -20% +14%

Table B.10: Results of GSVS (II) strategy, which starts withtiming-driven synthesis tar-
geting delays of 1.1 times the minimum. Actual constraints set to 1.35 times the minimum.
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∆Pdyn=Pdyn due to DSVS Amount of LV cells

VNWELL;LV VDDL VDD VDDL VDD

alu2 -1% -1% < 1% < 1%

alu4 -3% -2% 1% 1%

apex6 -10% -6% 41% 33%

apex7 -8% -9% 29% 23%

b9 -5% -2% 29% 19%

c432 -3% -1% 8% 1%

c499 -2% -2% 0 0

c880 -12% -13% 29% 23%

c1355 �0% �0% 0 0

c1908 -7% -7% 25% 15%

c2670 -3% -3% 9% 9%

c3540 -5% -5% 7% 6%

c5315 -12% -13% 39% 36%

c6288 -6% -7% 3% 3%

c7552 -9% -6% 12% 7%

dalu -3% -2% 6% 3%

des -6% -4% 24% 21%

i10 -14% -16% 52% 51%

i5 -5% -3% 40% 21%

lal -2% -2% 17% 11%

my adder -13% -7% 23% 10%

pair -9% -7% 32% 20%

rot -13% -15% 48% 38%

term1 -5% -2% 6% 3%

vda -1% -1% 1% 1%

x1 -1% �0% 8% 3%

x3 -20% -17% 66% 51%

x4 -12% -12% 27% 20%

avg. -7% -6% 21% 15%

Table B.11: Impact of the body effect due to high n-well potential (VNWELL) in low voltage
(LV) cells on the effectiveness of DSVS.



Symbols

α velocity saturation parameter

α01 switching activity factor

β transconductance parameter

εox dielectric constant of the gate oxide

εsi dielectric constant of the silicon

ΦF difference between Fermi level and intrinsic Fermi level

γ body factor

µ carrier mobility

ω flag that indicates whether a gate can be operated atVDDL

A area of a library cell

A total cell area of a circuit

∆A deviation of the total cell area of a circuit

ALC area of a level-converting library cell

Amin smallest possible total cell area of a circuit

Aseq cell area occupied by the sequential parts of a circuit

c library cell

CDB drain-to-bulk diffusion capacitance

CF filter capacitor

CG gate input (gate-to-channel) capacitance

CGLC gate input capacitance of a level-converting cell

cHV high voltage library cell
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Cint interconnect/wire capacitance

CL parasitic capacitance of a filter inductor

cLC level-converting library cell

cLV low voltage library cell

C(n) set of library cells that implement the functionalityF(n)
Cnode node/load capacitance

Cnode;max maximum output load capacitance used for cell characterization

Cnode;min minimum output load capacitance used for cell characterization

copt library cell that implementsF(n) while minimizingCOST

COST cost of a particular implementation of a logic networkNW

Cox gate oxide capacitance

D depletion layer thickness

D duty cycle ofvrec

DeltaCOST reduction ofCOSTdue to substitution of a cell

DH Hamming distance

E switching energy

EintF cell-internal switching energy for falling input edge

EintR cell-internal switching energy for rising input edge

EtotF total switching energy for falling input edge

EtotR total switching energy for rising input edge

F functionality of a library cellc

fclk clock frequency

F(n) required functionality of noden in a logic networkNW

FSL fan-out signal level property of a library cell

fsw frequency ofvrec

fvco frequency of the signal generated by a VCO

i,k general purpose indices and variables

icap capacitive switching current
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ID drain current

IDSUB drain current in the subthreshold regime

IDSUB0 drain current atVGSequal toVt

iL inductor current

Iload load current

Iquiescent quiescent current

isc short-circuit current

ISL input signal level property of a library cell

k,i general purpose indices and variables

K,M,N general purpose variables

KILIN fitting parameter for the drain current in the linear region

KISAT saturation current fitting parameter

k(m) number of zero-to-one transitions inm clock cycles

KSUB subthreshold current fitting parameter

KVSAT saturation voltage fitting parameter

L gate length

LF filter inductor

m counter for the number of clock cycles

M,N,K general purpose variables

n process parameter

n node in a logic networkNW

N,K,M general purpose variables

NA doping concentration in p-type material

ND doping concentration in n-type material

ni intrinsic carrier density

NW logic network

p parameter describing the delay increment due to voltage scaling

P dynamic power consumption of a library cell
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Pcap capacitive switching power

∆Pcap deviation of the capacitive switching power

Pclk dynamic power consumption of the clock network

∆Pclk deviation of the dynamic power in the clock network

Pcomb dynamic power consumption of the combinational parts of a circuit

∆Pcomb deviation of the dynamic power in the combinational parts

Pdyn dynamic power consumption

∆Pdyn deviation of the dynamic power consumption

PHV dynamic power consumption of a high voltage library cell

PLC dynamic power consumption of a level-converting library cell

PLV dynamic power consumption of a low voltage library cell

psc fitting parameter describing the contribution ofPsc to Pdyn

Psc short-circuit power

Pseq dynamic power consumption of the sequential parts of a circuit

∆Pseq deviation of the dynamic power in the sequential parts

Pstat static power consumption

PSX power savings index

PT probability of a state transition to occur

Ptot total power consumption

Pvdd dynamic power consumption of a gate supplied withVDD

St reciprocal subthreshold slope

tc critical path delay

Tclk clock period

Tcmin shortest possible critical path delay

tcontrol duration of one control time step

tD gate delay

∆tD deviation of the gate delay

tDHV high voltage gate delay
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tDLC delay of a level-converting gate

tDLV low voltage gate delay

tDTE delay to endpoint

∆tDTE deviation of the delay to endpoint

titerate duration of one iteration period

tmax largest acceptable path delay

tox gate oxide thickness

tpath path delay

tQ clock-to-output delay

tQHV clock-to-output delay of a high voltage flip-flop

tQLC clock-to-output delay of a level-converting flip-flop

tQLV clock-to-output delay of a low voltage flip-flop

tsetup setup time

tsetupHV setup time of a high voltage flip-flop

tsetupLC setup time of a level-converting flip-flop

tsetupLV setup time of a low voltage flip-flop

Tsw period ofvrec

tT (input) signal transition time

tTeq equivalent low voltage input signal transition time

tT;max maximum input signal transition time used for cell characterization

tT;min minimum input signal transition time used for cell characterization

tTO output signal transition time

tTOHV output signal transition time of a high voltage cell

tTOLC output signal transition time of a level-converting cell

tTOLV output signal transition time of a low voltage cell

VDD (nominal/high) supply voltage

VDDL low supply voltage

VDDp supply voltage value that leads to 1+ p times larger delays
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VDS drain-source voltage

VDSN drain-source voltage of n-channel transistor

VDSSAT saturation voltage

VFB flat band voltage

VGS gate-source voltage

Vin input voltage

Vleak output voltage of leakage sensor

Vnode node voltage

Vout output voltage

vrec PWM signal in DC-DC converter

VSB source-bulk voltage

Vsub substrate voltage

Vsub;n substrate voltage for n-channel transistors

Vsub;p substrate voltage for p-channel transistors

Vt threshold voltage

Vt0 threshold voltage for zero source-bulk voltage

Vt0;max max. threshold voltage for zero source-bulk voltage

Vt0;min min. threshold voltage for zero source-bulk voltage

VTH thermal voltage

Vthigh high threshold voltage

q elementary charge

W gate width



Abbreviations and Acronyms

A input pin

ACPI Advanced Configuration and Power Interface

alu,ALU arithmetic logic unit

AND AND gate

APM Advanced Power Management

ASIC application specific integrated circuit

BIC bus inversion coding

BIU bus interface unit

bsh barrel shifter

bsm bus state machine

BUF buffer cell

BUFLC level-converting buffer cell

CAR compare address register

CBC core bus controller

CCIR Consultative Committee for International Radio

CFG configuration register

CISC complex instruction set computer

CLK clock (signal / input pin)

CLR clear input pin

CMOS complementary metal oxide semiconductor

CMOS9 NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR’ S 0.18 µm CMOS technology
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CMOSX-9 library in CMOS9 technology

CPU central processing unit

CR16 NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR’ S 16-bit CompactRISC processor core

CSU chip select unit

CVS clustered voltage scaling

D data input pin

dbg debug module

DBS debug base register

DC direct current

DC don’t care

DCR debug control register

DECT Digital Enhanced Cordless Telephone

DFFQ D-flip-flop cell with Q output only

DFFQLC level-converting D-flip-flop cell with Q output only

DFG data flow graph

DMA direct memory access

dp,DP data path

DPM dynamic power management

DSP digital signal processor

DSR debug status register

DSV dual supply voltage

DSVL018 DSV library in 0.18 µm CMOS

DSVL025 DSV library in 0.25 µm CMOS

DSVS dual supply voltage scaling

DTV dual threshold voltage

DTVS dual threshold voltage scaling

DVPO dual voltage power optimization

ECVS extended clustered voltage scaling
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EDIF Electronic Design Interchange Format

EN enable signal

esm execution state machine

FIFO first-in-first-out buffer

FF flip-flop

FSM finite state machine

GND ground

GPIO general purpose I/O

Gscale name of a particular DSVS algorithm

GSVS global supply voltage scaling

HCMOS7 STMICROELECTRONICS’ 0.25 µm CMOS technology

HDL hardware description language

HV high voltage

I2C Inter Integrated Circuit (bus)

IC integrated circuit

INV inverter cell

INVLC level-converting inverter cell

I/O input/output

IP intellectual property

ISCAS International Symposium on Circuits and Systems

ISP interrupt stack pointer

ITU-R International Telecommunication Union Radiocommunication Sector

JPEG Joint Photographic Experts Group

LC level converter

LmDvp NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR’ S digital color image processor

LUT look-up table

LV low voltage

MCNC Microelectronics Center North Carolina
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MOS metal oxide semiconductor

MOSFET metal oxide semiconductor field effect transistor

MPEG Moving Picture Experts Group

MPEG-4 video coding standard defined by the MPEG

MSV multiple supply voltage

MTCMOS multiple threshold voltage CMOS

mul multiplier

MUX multiplexer

MWIS maximum-weighted independent set

NAND NAND gate

NOR NOR gate

NTSC National Television Systems Committee

NVB NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR’ S video bus

OR OR gate

PAL Phase Alternation by Line

PBC peripheral bus controller

PBM probability based mapping

pc,PC program counter

PDP power-delay product

PERL Practical Extraction and Report Language

PLD programmable logic device

PLL phase locked loop

PMC power-manageable component

PMP power management unit

PMU power manager unit

PREZ preset input pin

PSEM power savings estimation method

PSR processor status register
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PTL pass transistor logic

PWM pulse width modulation

Q data output pin

QN inverting data output pin

qu decode and displacement unit (queue)

r,R register

RA return address pointer

RAM random access memory

rf register file

RISC reduced instruction set computer

ROM read only memory

RTL register transfer level

SD scan data input pin

SDFFCP scan-D-flip-flop cell with clear and preset inputs

SDFFCPLC level-converting scan-D-flip-flop cell with clearand preset inputs

SDI serial debug interface

SE scan enable input

SIS system for sequential circuit synthesis

SO scan data output pin

SoC system on a chip

SOI silicon on insulator

SP stack pointer

SP standard products

SPI Serial Peripheral Interface

SSV single supply voltage

TCB time-critical boundary

TCL Tool Command Language

TV television
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UART Universal Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter

USART Universal Synchronous/Asynchronous Receiver/Transmitter

USB Universal Serial Bus

USP user stack pointer

VCO voltage controlled oscillator

VHDL Very High Speed Integrated Circuit Hardware Description Language

XOR XOR gate

XNOR XNOR gate

Z output pin

ZN inverting output pin

ZDVD zero delay virtual driver cell
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